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Background

Ceramic tiles are a relevant portion of the building materials industry. The development of
this latter sector is definitely a cause for improvements in the standard of living that depends
on the driving force of technological innovation. In Europe, which is the main holder of
innovations in building materials technologies and of ceramic tiles in particular, extensive
research and development has been introduced over the last few decades to face the decrease
of raw materials availability and the cost of energy for the firing process. The results is the
realisation of bodies, very similar to natural stones, fired in a very short time thanks to the
manufacturing of powders both in the chemical, physical and microstructural point of view.
Further development of the know-how is due to the increasing appraisal and role of the
"powders rheology" theory and practice in the ceramic production plant.

It is well recognised that many developing countries have greatly improved their own
production capacity and experience, but they still need extensive technological transfer. At
the same time, the growth in the domestic market has led to the creation of numerous small
companies whose activities are not yet of sufficient quality to make them competitive on a
regional, with not to say on the international market. The building industry sets the basis for
economical development both in terms of investment and employment. The close links
between investments in the building industry and in employment, account for a high
proportion of the total work force. This figure is much higher in countries with emerging
economies. Hence, if the decline of this sector is particularly serious in any given country, it
is often far more dramatic in those where a transition from a rural to an industrial economy is
taking place. Within this context, the ICS New Materials Area in collaboration with ISTEC
organised this seminar on 'Best available technologies and innovations in ceramics
production' that was held in Faenza, Italy from 30 September to 5 October 2002. See Annex
1, Aide Memoire.

Seminar Description

The seminar was organised under a subcontract by care of ISTEC (Istituto per la Scienza e
Tecnologia Ceramica) of the National Research Council (CNR) located in Faenza (Italy) in
the newly inaugurated classrooms and facilities of the University of Bologna for Materials
Chemistry and Ceramic Technology.

The scope of the seminar was the following:
• To provide participants with the basic principles for the recognition of the technological

parameters in the ceramic productions process, with special attention to the cold-forming
operations carried out with dry-powders.

• To review, focus and discuss the role of forming operations in the ceramic tiles
production cycle with special attention to the in-press decoration technology.

• To present the current trends in the free-form-manufacturing, theory and applications for
the rapid prototyping of ceramic parts.

The seminar was organised over four days of lectures and presentations and one day
dedicated to the visit to the international technical fair Tecnargilla, in the city of Rimini. The
daily calendar was followed according to the programme without exceptions.

The main topics were:
• Presentation of the ICS New Materials and ISTEC-CNR.



• Presentation of powders processing theory and applications.
• The presentation of advanced techniques for free-form-manufacturing.

The seminar was scheduled as follows:

09.00 - 10.30, lectures and presentations
10.30 - 11.00, break
11.00 - 12.30, lectures and presentations
12.30 - 14.00, lunch
14.00 - 15.30, lectures and presentations
15.30 - 16.00, break
16.00 - 17.30, lectures and presentations

Lecturers were given time for answering questions and to contribute to group-discussions.

The programme is enclosed. Please refer to Annex 2.

Participants

The seminar announcement, invitations and calls for applications were circulated through ICS
and ISTEC contact persons. The selection of participants was made through evaluation of the
curricula returned by candidates. The educational level of participants was rated very high
and many of them have several years' experience as directors or managers in national
scientific agencies and industrial research and development institutions.

Participants were from Russia, Slovakia, Macedonia, Slovenia, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Latvia,
Ukraine, Romania, Poland, Georgia and Turkey. The speakers were from Portugal, Germany,
Yugoslavia and Italy. Please refer to Annex 3.

As for financial contributions, 12 of the participants were fully supported by ICS and 3 by a
contribution of the Central European Initiative. The speakers from outside of Faenza were
also supported by ICS.

Material Distributed

Together with the general information and promotional material of both ICS-UNIDO,
international participants were given introductory notes to the lectures and presentations.
Please see Annex 4.

Detailed information on the participants' institution/company was communicated through the
self-presentations at the opening of the fourth day.

Field Visits

A visit was included in the programme on Wednesday, 2 October 2002 at the Tecnargilla
international fair on machinery for ceramic manufacturing. It allowed participants to
appreciate what has been accomplished up to the present day and the perspective steps
envisaged for the ceramics industry and tiles productivity in the future.



Social Events

No special social event was organised as the participants were all hosted in the same hotel
and shared dinner together at the same time. This enabled everyone to benefit further as the
classroom discussions continued which was beneficial for all.

Seminar Evaluation

Seminar evaluation feedback was sought by distributing questionnaires during the last day.
This evaluation had to be completed and returned before leaving the seminar. The results of
the questionnaire are summarised and attached to this report. Please refer to Annex 5.

As a general remark, it can be said that the seminar was greatly appreciated. Indications are
that the participants will disseminate the seminar content to their own and other institutes. To
do so, the participants have been invited to promote and organize in-house seminars at their
respective work places.

Comments and Conclusions

A comprehensive review of the technologies adopted in powders processing technologies was
presented with particular emphasis on the recent technological innovations adopted by
leading Italian companies. The lecturers and myself were present after the presentations for
answering questions and stimulating discussions among participants.

Annex 1 - Aide Memoire
Annex 2 - Programme
Annex 3 - List of Participants
Annex 4 - Workbook:

>- Presentations on forming of advanced ceramics by Mr. D. Bigoni
>- Speech by Ms. E. Carignani
>- Paper on modem technologies and techniques for manufacturing of tableware

porcelain by Ms. R. Dumitrache
>- Presentation on ceramic industry and research in the Slovak Republic: An

overview by Mr. D. Galusek
>- Paper on ceramic industry and research in the Slovak Republic: An overview

by Mr. D. Galusek
>- Paper on composition-micro structure-properties relationship for a ceramic

material by Ms. A. Goleanu
>- Paper on new technologies at S.C. Apulum S.A. by Ms. A. Goleanu
>- Presentation on Anadolu University, the Ceramic Research Center at Anadolu

University and aqueous processing of new SiAION ceramics by Mr. A. Kara
>- Paper on the Georgian Technical University, Department ofthe Technology of

Composite Materials and Items by Mr. H. Kovziridze
>- Presentation on some aspects of modeling of liquid phase sintering: basic

concepts by Mr. Z. Nikolic
>- Presentation on some aspects of modeling of liquid phase sintering: finite

difference approach by Mr. Z. Nikolic



..
~ Abstract on science and technology of ceramics in Yugoslavia by Ms. N.

Nikolic
~ Paper on introduction to rapid proto typing and solid freeform manufacturing

by Mr. S. Meriani
~ Presentation on introduction to rapid prototyping and solid freeform

manufacturing by Mr. S. Meriani
~ Paper on new typologies of 'Granito' tiles and the related 'aesthetic'

engineering by Mr. M. Manfredini
~ Personal report by Mr. A. Matev
~ Abstract on latest developments in porcelain body manufacturing: pressing of

very large sheet with no die and the study of the sintering kinetics by Mr. M.
Paganelli

~ Abstract by Mr. M. Romagnoli
~ Paper on production of refractory materials in Russia: prospects of

development by Mr. V. Shevchenko
~ Paper by Ms. A. Wajler
~ Paper on double pressing technology by Mr. B. Spinelli

Annex 5 - Questionnaire Results
Annex 6 - Achievements
Annex 7 - Recommendations
Annex 8 - Follow-up
Annex 9 - Detailed Financial Statement
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AIDE-MEMOIRE

BACKGROUND

The technology for processing ceramic materials to produce objects with defined shape and
properties, has been improved in these last three decades more than in the whole previous

. history of ceramics. The reason of this accomplishment is based on the application of the
scientific method to the various production steps, to begin with the chemistry of raw
materials. However not only chemistry has contributed to this development but also the
study of the physical behaviour of raw materials, both at room and high temperature. In
fact, before being shaped and fired, materials are conveyed and processed mostly as finely
divided powders. The methods of producing and mixing powders with a defined overall size
distribution has represented the most important break-through for the attainment of
reliable, reproducible and safe ceramic products.

Most of this accomplishment was due to the research of what is usually named as "high-
tech" materials. However, very soon these scientific and technological achievements
deeply influenced the classical ceramics field, with great results in the building materials
sector and of the ceramic tiles in particular.



If in the past the differences between traditional and advanced ceramics may have been
justified, presently those differences do not have any more meaning. The whole ceramic
world, traditional and advanced, is now ruled by the same science and technology which at
the end build-up the foundation of the ceramic materials science and engineering.

JUSTIFICATION

The aim of the New Materials sub-programme is to stream materials science and
engineering into applied research in order to aid the development of less industrialised
countries. Within this programme, ceramic materials rank highest in the priority list
because they provide products and applications in both civil and mechanical engineering.
These strategic sectors set the basis for economic development due to the fact that the
market can provide an increment to the employment quality. Indeed, the sector's
development links the improvements in the standard of living that depends on
technological innovation.

The availability of new products at increasingly competitive prices, made possible by
technological development, comes on top of the growing market demand linked to the
increase in standards of living. Technological innovation creates added value. It improves
the products and cuts costs, thus allowing for a greater distribution of the product on the
market and an extension of the distribution range.

In Europe, which is the main producer of ceramic materials (tiles and related items)
extensive technological innovation was introduced over the last four decades to face the
increase of internal demand and to push production towards new and emerging markets.
On the other hand, many other countries have greatly improved their own production in
particular sectors, but they still need extensive technological innovation.

The workshop which ICS is organising in co-operation with ISTEC - CN R, Faenza, aims
at conveying accessible information on how to increase the productivity and product
quality with the introduction of technological innovations. By doing this, special efforts
will focus on the needs of small- and medium-sized enterprises. Issues related to energy
saving and materials design, improved environmental protection and total quality control,
will be taken into consideration.

The aim of the present workshop will be to highlight recent and advanced technologies
adopted in the contemporary ceramics industries, giving special emphasis to the forming
and shaping processes.

Shaping operations, among the ceramic processing steps, are closest to the engineering
design demands, because the final ceramic object will perform basically through its size
and shape, besides through its intrinsic materials properties. Therefore, shaping operations
deserve further and deeper insight as far as theory and modelling are concerned, by
applying research efforts similar to what has been done and accomplished in the field of
chemistry, firing and sintering of ceramic bodies.



OBJECTIVES

• To provide participants with the basic principles for the recognition of the
technological parameters in the ceramic productions process.

• To review, focus and discuss the role of forming operations in the ceramic tiles
production cycle.

• To present the current trends in the free form theory and applications in the rapid
prototyping of ceramic parts.

EXPECTED OUTPUTS

• Enhancement of skills and awareness of technologists and experts from a number East
European countries.

• Establishment of contacts among enterprises operating in the sector through
international co-operations programmes.

• Spreading of a network of possible counterparts in the East European countries for a
common development project.

• Project proposal that can be financially supported by identifiable national and
international donors.

BENEFICIARIES

Research and development institutions and industries in East European countries.

VENUE AND DATES

The workshop will be held from 30 September to 5 October 2002 at the ISTEC-CN R
premises, Via Granarolo, 64, 48018 Faenza.

PARTICIPANTS

About 10-12 technologists and technicians from the ceramics sector in target countries
will be invited by ICS to participate in the workshop. Preference will be given to
participants from East Europe.

All participants should have a degree in a technical field or several years experience as a
technologists operating in the sector. A good command of English is essential.

All participants will be required to present a detailed paper of the state-of-the art of the
ceramic production industry in their country of origin and/or company where they are
employed.

The workshop is also open to cost-free participants. No registration fee will be charged.

DOCUMENTATION

The documentation for the workshop will consist of the following:



• Programme and list of participants;
• A copy of the lecture notes. All lecturers are requested to provide a hard and a soft

copy of slides and transparencies used.
• ICS publication on "Ceramics building Materials"

TENTATIVE PROGRAMME

Monday, 30 September 2002
Registration and presentation of the ICS-U NIDO programme and policy. Introduction and
background of ISTEC-CN R.
Principles of ceramic manufacturing: powders processing in theory and practice.
Modelling of confined cold compaction and pressing methods.

Tuesday, 1 October 2002
Forming operations for the production of tiles.
New technologies in the press machinery and decoration processes, case histories, results
and their evaluation.

Wednesday, 2 October 2002
Visit to the Tecnargilla exhibition.
Presentation and discussion of specific equipment and technologies by selected experts at
hosting Company stands.

Thursday, 3 October 2002
Introduction to Solid Freeform Fabrication (S FF)
Available technologies and principle operation.
Extending SFF to ceramic materials, opportunities and difficulties. SFF within materials
science perspectives.

Friday, 4 October 2002
Rapid prototyping in the ceramic sector. Laser sintering and UV curing, trends and
applications. Case histories.
Extrusion and printing methods from 2D pattering to 3D objects.
Opportunities and constraints for miniaturisation.

Saturday, 5 October 2002
Panel discussion and recommendations

FINANCIAUAOMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR ICS-FINANCEO PARTICIPANTS

For participants who are supported by ICS to participate in the workshop, round-trip air-
economy prepaid tickets from the airport of departure will be issued for the most direct
and economical route. Accommodation and meals will be covered for the period of
attendance at the workshop.

Participants will be required to bear the costs of all expenses in their home country
incidental to travel abroad, including expenditure for passport, visa, and any other



miscellaneous items as well as internal travel to and from the international airport of
departure in their home country.

The organization will not be responsible for any of the following costs, which may be
incurred by the participant while attending the workshop:
• compensation for salary or related allowances during the period of the workshop;
• any cost incurred with respect to insurance, medical bills and hospitalization fees;
• compensation in the event of death, disability or illness;
• loss or damage to personal property of participants while attending the workshop.

VISA ARRANGEMENTS

Participants are requested to arrange for their visa as early as possible at the Italian
Embassy or Consulate in their home country by presenting the official invitation letter. In
case of difficulties, please advise the contact persons mentioned below.

ICS SECRETARIAT CONTACT PERSON

Vivian Zaccaria
New Materials Secretariat
ICS-U NIDO
Area Science Park
Building L2
Padriciano 99
34012 Trieste, Italy
Tel: +39-040-9228126
Fax: +39-040-9228122
Email: vivian.zaccaria@ics.trieste.it

ISTEC CONTACT PERSON

Eng. G. N. Babini
ISTEC-CNR
Via Granarolo, 64
48018 Faenza (RA)
Italy
Tel: +39-0546-699711
Fax: +39-0546-699719
Email: babini@irtecl.irtec.bo.cnr.it

ICS SCIENTIFIC ADVISER

Prof. Sergio Meriani
DIMCA-University of Trieste
Tel. +39-040-9228126
Fax +39-040-9228122
E-mail.meriani@univ.trieste.it

mailto:vivian.zaccaria@ics.trieste.it
mailto:babini@irtecl.irtec.bo.cnr.it
mailto:E-mail.meriani@univ.trieste.it
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PROGRAMME

MONDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER

09.00 - 09.30
09.30 - 10.00

10.00 - 10.30

10.30 - 10.45

10.45 - 11.15
11.15 - 12.30

Registration
Presentation of the ICS-U NIDO programme and policy
By Mr. S. Meriani, OCS-UNIDO, Italy)
Introduction and background of ISTEC-CNR
By Mr. G. Babini, OSTEC, Italy)
Women entrepreneurs/managers in small and medium sized enterprises
in North Eastern Italy
By Ms. E. Carignani, (A.I.D.D.A., Italy)
Coffee break
Principles of ceramic manufacturing: powders processing in theory and
practice. Modelling of confined cold compaction and pressing methods
(l)



12.30 - 13.30
13.30 - 15.30

15.30 - 15.45
15.45 - 17.30

17.45

TUESDAY, I OCTOBER

'09.00 - 10.30

10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 12.30

12.30 - 13.30
13.30 - 15.30

15.30 - 15.45
15.45 - 17.30

17.45

By Mr. D. Bigoni, (U niversity of Trento, Italy)
Lunch
Principles of ceramic manufacturing: powders processing in theory and
practice. Modelling of confined cold compaction and pressing methods
(II)
By Mr. D. Bigoni, (University of Trento, Italy)
Coffee break
Principles of ceramic manufacturing: powders processing in theory and
practice. Modelling of confined cold compaction and pressing methods
(III)
By Mr. D. Bigoni, (U niversity of Trento, Italy)
Bus for the hotel

Powders rheology and treatments (l)
By Mr. M. Romagnoli, (University of Modena-Reggio, Italy)
Coffee break
Powders rheology and treatments (II)
By Mr. M. Romagnoli, (University of Modena-Reggio, Italy)
Lunch
Latest development in porcelain body manufacturing: the pressing of
very large and thin sheet with no die-set with the LAMINA technology
by System (l)
By Mr. M. Paganelli, (Freelance Consultant, Italy)
Coffee break
Latest development in porcelain body manufacturing: the study of the
sintering kinetics using the double beam optical dilatometer MIS URA
by Expert System Solutions (II)
By Mr. M. Paganell i, (Freelance Consultant, Italy)
Bus for the hotel

WEDNESDAY, 2 OCTOBER

. 09.00 - 10.30
10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 12.30

12.30 - 13.30
13.30 - 15.30

15.30 - 15.45
15.45 - 17.30
17.45

Tecnargilla visit
Coffee break
Advances in pressing technologies
By Mr. B. Spinelli, (SAC M I, Italy)
Lunch
New typologies of granito tiles and the related aesthetic engineering
By Mr. M. Manfredini, (LB, Italy)
Coffee break
Tecnargi Iia - visit
Bus for the hotel



THURSDAY,3 OCTOBER

09.00 - 10.30

10.30 - 11.00
11.00- 12.30
12.30 - 13.30
13.30 - 15.30
15.30 - 15.45
15.45 - 17.30
17.45

FRIDAY, 4 OCTOBER

09.00 - 10.30

10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 12.30

12.30 - 13.30
13.30 - 15.30

15.30 - 15.45
15.45 - 17.30

17.45

SATURDAY, 5 OCTOBER

Some aspects of modelling of liquid phase sintering
By Z. Nikolic, (University of Nis, Yugoslavia)
Coffee break
Participant presentations
Lunch
ISTEC Highlights
Coffee break
Visit to the laboratories
Bus for the hotel

Rapid prototyping
By Mr. N. Reis, (Instituto Superior Tecnico, Portugal) and Mr. R.
Sindelar, (University of Erlangen-Nurnberg, Germany)
Coffee break
Rapid prototyping
By Mr. N. Reis, (Instituto Superior Tecnico, Portugal) and Mr. R.
Sindelar, (University of Erlangen-Nurnberg, Germany)
Lunch
Rapid prototyping
By Mr. R. Sindelar, <University of Erlangen-Nurnberg, Germany)
Coffee break
Rapid prototyping
By Mr. N. Reis, (Instituto Superior Tecnico, Portugal)
Bus for the hotel

09.00 - 12.00
12.00 -

Panel discussion and recommendations
Departures
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Faenza, Italy
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l. Ms. Liga Berzina Tel: +371-7089211 or 7613071

Leading Research Associate Fax: + 371-7613071
Riga Technical University Email: rudolfs@ktf.rtu.lv
Biomaterials R&D Laboratory
14/24 Azenes Str.
LV-1048 Riga
Latvia

2. Ms. Lucia Roxana Dumitrache Tel: home +40-248-726965 or office

Fax: +40-248-721522
SC ARPO SA Email: rox_dum@yahoo.com OR arpo@pitesti.ro
Curtea de Arges
79 Ramnicu Valcea Street
0450
Romania

3. Mr. Dusan Galusek Tel: +421-32-7400109 or 7431560

Joint Laboratory of Glass JIC SAS and TU Fax: +421-32-7400522
Slovak Academy of Sciences Email: galusek@tnuni.sk
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry
Studentska 2
91150 Trencin
Slovakia

4. Ms. Aurica Goleanu Tel: +40-258-813803 or +40-258-813703

Fax: +40-258-817112 or 813837
S.C. Apulum SA Email: office@apulum.com OR
Str. Viilor 128
2500 Alba Iulia
Romania

1 5 November 2002

mailto:rudolfs@ktf.rtu.lv
mailto:rox_dum@yahoo.com
mailto:arpo@pitesti.ro
mailto:galusek@tnuni.sk
mailto:office@apulum.com


5. Mr. Alpagut Kara Tel: +90-222-3350580 ext. 6360 OR

Assistant Professor Fax: +90-222-3239501
Anadol u University Email: akara@anadolu.edu.tr,akara@mmf.mm.an
Faculty of Engineering and Architecture
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering
Iki Eylul Campus
26555 Eskisehir
Turkey

6. Mr. Aljosa Kosak Tel: +386-1-4773706

Fax: +386-1-4773875
Jozef Stefan Institute Email: aljosa. kosak@ijs.si
Jamova 39
1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia

7. Mr. Zviad Kovziridze Tel: +995-32-366239

Professor Fax: + 995-32-001127
Georgian Technical University Email: kowsi ri@posta.ge
77 I<ostava St
380075 Tbilisi
Georgia

8. Prof. Hasan Mandai Tel: +90-222-3350580 ext. 6350

Head of Department Fax: +90-222-3239501
Anadolu University Email: hmandal@anadolu.edu.tr,mandal@mmf.m
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering
I ki Eyl uI Campus
26470 Eskisehir
Turkey

9. Mr. Aco Matev Tel: + 389-43-234255

Technologist for Ceramics Fax: +389-43-234210
Porcelanka A.D. Email: aco.matev@mt.net.mk
Industriska B.B.
1400 Veles
The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

2 5 November 2002

mailto:akara@anadolu.edu.tr,akara@mmf.mm.an
mailto:kosak@ijs.si
mailto:ri@posta.ge
mailto:hmandal@anadolu.edu.tr,mandal@mmf.m
mailto:matev@mt.net.mk


10. Mr. Zoran Nikolic Tel: + 381-18-529404

Prof. of Materials Science Fax: + 381-18-46180
Faculty of Electronic Engineering Email: zni kolic@elfak.ni.ac.yu
Department of Microelectronics
Beogradska 14
P.O. Box 73
18000 Nis
Yugoslavia

11. Ms. Natasa Nikolic Tel: + 381-11-637367

Research Assistant Fax: +381-11-637239
The Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts Email: natal i@itn.sanu.ac.yu
(SASA)
Institute of Technical Sciences (ITS)
I<nez-Mihailova 35/IV
11000 Belgrade
Yugoslavia

12. Mr. Vitaly Petrovsky Tel: +380-44-4441531

Head of Department Fax: + 380-44-4442131
Ukrainian Academy of Science Email: drwit@mail.ru,drwit@zeos.net
Materials Science Institute
Department 'H igh Temperature Ceramix Matrix
Composite'
3, I< rzhyzhanovsky Str
03142 Kiev
Ukraine

13. Mr. Vladimir Shevchenko Tel: 350-6516

Fax: 351-0811
Russian Academy of Sciences Email: ichsran@mail.wplus.net
Institute of Silicate Chemistry
199155 Saint Petersburg
Russia

14. Mr. Janos Szepvolgyl Tel: + 36-1-3257896

Director Fax: + 36-1-3257892
Chemical Research Center, Hungarian Academy Email: szepvol@chemres.hu
of Sciences
Research Laboratory of Materials and
Environmental Chemistry
Pusztaszeri ut 59-67
H-I025 Budapest
Hungary

3 5 November 2002

mailto:kolic@elfak.ni.ac.yu
mailto:i@itn.sanu.ac.yu
mailto:rwit@mail.ru,drwit@zeos.net
mailto:ichsran@mail.wplus.net
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15. Ms. Anna Wajler Tel: +48-22-8353041

Fax: + 48-22-8349003
Institute of Electronic Materials Technology Email: awaj ler@sp.itme.edu.pl,
Wolczynska 133
01-919 Warsaw
Poland

16. Mr. Davide Bigoni Tel: +39-0461-882507 or mobile 3281507272

Professor and Chairman Fax: + 39-0461-882599
Universita' di Trento Email: bigoni@ing.unitn.it
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Meccanica e
Strutturale
Via Mesiano 77
38050 Trento
Italy

17. Ms. Etta Carignani Tel: cell +39-335234961 office ts

Presidente Nazionale Fax: + 39-040-639682
Associazione Imprenditrici e Donne Dirigenti Email: etta@ettacarignani.interware.it
d'Aziende - A.I.D.D.A.
Via Murat 1/1
34123 Trieste
Italy

18. Mr. Marco Manfredini Tel: + 39-0536-995111

Fax: + 39-0536-832812
LB Officine Meccaniche S.p.A. Email: m.manfredi ni@lb.modena.it
Via Ghiarola Nuova 118/E-F-G,
41042 Fiorano Modenese
Italy

19. Prof. Mariano Paganelli Tel: +39-3356240411

Consultant Fax:

Email: marianopaganell i@tin.it
Italy

20. Mr. Nuno Reis Tel: + 351-21-8418137

Professor Fax: + 351-21-8418132
Instituto Superior Tecnico Email: nunoreis@ist.utl.pt
Department of Materials Engineering
Av. Rovisco Pais
1049-001 Lisbon
Portugal

4 5 November 2002
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mailto:etta@ettacarignani.interware.it
mailto:i@lb.modena.it
mailto:i@tin.it
mailto:reis@ist.utl.pt


2l. Mr. Marcello Romagnoli Tel: + 39-59-2056234

Professor Fax: + 39-59-3 73543
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia Email: romagnoli.marcello@unimo.it OR
Faculty of Engineering
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Preface

Part of my research act.ivity in t.he last few years has potenr.ially applicar.ions in r.he
field of ceramic mar.erials. In the notes which follow, I have not attempted t.o provide
a comprehensive guide t.o r.he mechanical behaviour of ceramics. Inst.ead, I have
collect.ed t.ogether a number of unpublished cont.ribur.ions, in which I was involved
at different levels. These regard particular and often unrelar.ed a."'Pecr.sof mechanical
behaviour of ceramics. ~1oreover, result.s have bccn obt.ained following an approach
peculiar t.oSolid .~1echanics and they arc not ba.sed on extensive experimenr.al result.s.
However, I hope t.hat some of the present.ed material might stimulat.e t.he scienr.ific
curiosity of researchers in the field.

All the result.s presenr.ed have becn obr.aincd in co-opcrat.ion wit.h diffcrcnt rc-
searchcrs, t.o which I would express my sinccrc gl'atir.udc. In particular, I owc much
t.oGi<ulcarlo Cclott.i. Goffredo Dc Pon.u, Leonardo Esposit.o, Alessandro Gajo, ~1a.s-
similiano Gei. Sr.cfano Guiccia.rdi, Alcxander 13. ~10vcha.n,Andrca. Piccolroaz, Enrico
Radi, Sergei K. Scrkov, .Anna.Tampicri, Antonclla. Tucci. ~10nica Valcnt.i.ni.

Povo ill Trcnt.o, Ja.nuary 2002. Davide Bigoni
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Chapter 1

An introduction to the mechanical
. .

behaviour of ceramics

D. Bigoni 1)

Jfec1atnical bella,I'iour of ceramic.s is stUlll11ilIizedwitlJ CJllplulSison some
issues tlatt will he add.ressed in tlw subsequent dJaptc.rs. Elastic, plaBtic
and l'iscous bc1wNiotll', fracture iJJld large strain dfects are consid.c.red.

1.1. Preliminaries

Sincc ncolit.hic: t.imcs ceramics havc playcd a fundament.al role in man's dcvelop-
ment. and survival (Scot.t., 1934). Dur. during t.hc last. t.hirt.y ycars thc t.cdmology of
ceramic dcsib'1l and product.ion has undcrgonc a spec:t.acula.rgTowth.

Thc peculiar optical. electrical, and mag1lct.ic charact.crist.ic.:;. COillICc:t.cdt.o thc
exccllent thel"lll0-chcmical stability at. high tcmpcratures drives thc industrial cx-
ploit.ation of ccramics. Following a modern dcfinition of ccralnics, thcsc are materials
manufacturcd from non-mct.a11ic, inorganic substanccs cxhib~t.ing high tll(~!,malst.a-
bility. A broad class of mat.crials falls wit.hin r.he abovc dcfinitioü, including - for
instancc - supcrconductors. tiles, diamonds. zirconia, alumina, and glasses (Pam-
PUdl, 1991).

1) DipaJ.timcnto <Ii Ingcgneria Mcccanica c Strutturale, Cni\"crsita. <Ii Trcnto. Via Mcsiano 77,
38050 Trcnto, Italy.
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8 1. A:\ INTftODCCTIO:\ TO TIlE :--fECIIA:\ICAL ßEIIAVlOCR OP CER/I.:\HCS

Sr.rucr.ural ceramics arc r.he main focus of r.he pres em. nor.es. These uiffer from
r.rauit.ional ceramics essem.ially beca.use of t.heir high purity anu t.he presence of sub-
st.ances ilifferem from silicar.es, such as oxides, carbides. n.ir.rides, et.c. :.\Ioreover. me-
chanical p!'Ope1ties are a crucial design t.arger.wir.hin t.lus class of materials.

Our main imerest. here is r.hemecllanical behaviour of sr.ructural ceramics relar.ed
r.o fracture initiar.ion and gTowr.hunder service conditiolLS. In particular, t.he present
monograph is arr.iculat.eu as follows.

A. brief review of r.he mecllanical behaviour of ceramics is induueu in Chapt.er 1.
The r.reatmem is far from exhausr.ive anu t.he imerest.ed reaucr is referred r.o Dc
Portu (1992), Eva.ns (1984), Grecn (1998), Lawn (199:3), ~.1tUlzand Fett (1999) for
a comprehensive view of ficlu of ceramics anu to Ashby and Jones (1980). ßriuglnan
(19.32), Comel (1964), :\IcClintock and Argon (1966) anu .\'a<.lai (19.30) for more
generalnor.ions of materia.l science.

Chapr.er 2 is uevor.eu t.o t.he analysis of colu forming of powders. Problems relar.cd
r.ofonrllng technology involve the major part. of ceramic mat.erials and are cOlillecr.ed
r.o t.he analysis of density and residual st.ress ilist.ribut.ions in greens.

1.2. Elastic behaviour

Deformation in t.lw ela.sr.i.crange of crysr.alline mar.erials is rclar.ed t.o (reversible)
movements of at.OIlLS.wlucll - for inst.ance - may be experimentally demonstrated
using x-ray iliffracr.ion during defonnat.ion of a mar.erial elemem. At; room temper-
ar.ure, linear elasticity is a common behaviour of many ceralrllcs. such as alumina
(Ah03) or silicon nit.ride (Si3N1).

Wit.lun r.he realm of linear elasr.icit.y, stress er alld sr.rain € al'e relar.ed through a
linear relar.ionship

(1.1)

where the fourth-order tensor £ may describe a broad class of anisot!'Opic bellaviours
(£ is characterized, in r.hemost general ca.se, by 21 mat.erial const.ams. when a sr.ress
pot.emial is assumed). The bellaviour of single-c7'ystals .is always anisot.ropic all<.lr.hc
pa.rt.i.cula.rclass of cryst.al symmetry defines r.he number of ela.->ticCOlL->tallts(Love,
1927). For instance, r.hree or five elastic const.allt.s describe cubic or hexagonal single
cryst.als (Fig.1.1).

Ar.a macroscopic scale, polyc7'ystalli7J6 cemmics oft.en consist. of a random 8.lTayof
single-crysr.als. so r.hat. an isor.ropic clastic: behaviour follows. In tIllS case, t.he ela.%ic
consr.allts reduce r.o t.wo, t.he Young modulus E and r.he Poisson's rat.io 1/. The ela.%ic
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FCC BCC HCP Tungsten Carbide

FWt:RE 1.1. Crystal lattice stmctm<'S: Face C<,.nteredCubic. Body Centered Cubic. Hexagonal
Close Packed. 1\mgsten carbide.

founh-onlcr tensor thus becomes:

£ = AI0 I + 2pIGI, (1.2)

where
vB B

A = (1 + lJ)(l _ 2lJ): I' = 2(1 + lJ)' (1.3)

are t.he Lame const.ants (" is t.he shear modulus, ofr.en denot.ed by G) and I0 I
and I8I arc fourr.h-order tensors defined, for every second-order r.ensor A. in r.he
following way:

I0 I[A] = (tr A)I: I8I[A] = ~(A + AT). (lA)

Indicative values of the clastic consr.a.nts for some mar.erials at room t.emperar.ure arc
reported in Table 1.1 (dat.a taken from Grecn. 1998: Kingery et al. 19G0:\leyers anu
Chawla, 1999; ~lunz a.nd Fen, 1999; Shackelford, 1983).

1.3. Fracture

Ar. room r.emperar.ure. ceram..icsarc t.ypically hrit.t.lc mat.erials, which usually fail
as a consequence of rapid and cat.ast.rophic fracr.ure propagat.ion 2) . Perhaps r.hemajor
research goal of r.he 1asr. r.hirr.y years (in r.he field of ceramics!) has heen indeed
direcr.ed r.o emend t.his charact.erisr.ic, which is unaccept.able in many t.ec:hnological
applicar.ions.

There arc essent.ially r.woapproaches t.o linear elasr.ic fracture mechanics: t.he en-
ergy approadl and r.he sr.ress int.ensity approach. The former wa<;init.iar.ed by Griffir.h
(1920) and is equivalent r.o r.he la.r.r.er,t.har. is followed below (for a detailed presen-
r.ation of fract.ure mechanics see Antlcrson, 1993; Broberg, 1999; La"-'1l, 1993). Wit.h
reference r.o t.he coordinar.e sysr.em inr.roducetlin Fig. 1.2. the a<;ympr.otic stress fields

2) Brittle cra.rl, propagation occms essentially by bond rupture, for cracks of atomic sharpness.



10 1. Ax rXTH.ODCCTIOX TO TUE ~mcuAxrcAL DEUAVIOCn OF CERA:.\HCS

T.'\DLE 1.1. Elastic COllstant.':>E, 1/ at 20° C.

~ ~'1a.terial I Young moduhL':>E (GPa) I POL<,son'sratio II ~

1040 carbon steel 200 0.3
304 stainless steel 193 0.29
3003-Hl4 alul1lintull 70 0.33
C.opper 129.8 0.343
Polyamides (nylon GG) 2.8 0.41
Aceta.!.':> 3.1 0.35
Borosilica.te glass G9 0.2
Silicon nitride (HPS:\") 320 0.28
Sintered alumina (95% dense) 320 0.20-0.2G
Sintered stabilized zirconia 150-240 0.22-0.30
C.eranlic fibre SiC 430 -
Glass fibre (S-gla':>s) 85.5 -
Polymer fibre (Kedar) 131 -
Ceramic whi':>ker AbOs 430 -
AbOs whi<;kers (14 \"olo/c.)in epoxy 41 -

near a crad, t.ip in an isor.ropic, linearly clast.ic mat.erial, subject. t.osyuunet.ric bound-
ary condit.ions - t.he so-called :\lotle I problem - can be expressed as ('\Vest.erga.ard,
1939)

{

(1 .' 8 . :38)
( . 0) - sm 'i sm T<T11 1, ~ ~

: K[ 0 . 8 . 38
<T:d1',O) } = ~ cos -2 (1+ sm 'i sm T) .. v 2m' ~ ~
<Tl') (1' 0) 8 38- , sm'-co!';-2 • 2

It. should be not.etl t.hat.fields (L5) sat.isfy equilibrium wir.h null body forces

divCT = O.

t.he t.ra.ct.ion-freeboundary condir.ions on crack faces

and the symmet.ry cOIlllit.iOllahead of the crack

(1.3)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

,
;
I'

for eve71J value of K[_
.Two key point.s emerge from an aUJllysis of (1.3), nalncly:
• t.he st.rcss fiehl is proport.ional t.o t.he unknown alnplitut1c K[, t.he so-called

st7'ess intensity fact07~
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FrCUtE 1.2, Polar and Cartesian coordinates used to dr.scribe crack field5. The stress component
(722 (1',0) is aL50reported,

• the st.ress field is singular, in r.he sense that. the stress approaches infinity when
t.llCdistance t.o the crack tip r tends r.ozero.

The stress imensity fact.or complet.ely cluu:act.erizes t.he near-r.ip st.ress sr.ate and
t.herefore depentls on t.he part.icular geomet.I1' of r.he loaded st.ructure. For inst.ance,
in r.he case of an infinit.e plat.e suhject. t.o a remot.e r.ensile st.ress a,

for a througlHhickness crack of lengr.h 20. and

for an edge crack of lengt.h (t.

Being t.he st.ress infinit.e at t.he crack tip. it cannor. he susr.ained by any real ma-
r.eriaL Ho,,'ever, the fracture concept introduced ahove follows from a mathemat.ical
mOtleI, so that on one ~land a perfectly sharp crack t'5impossible in a real problem
and, on the other hand, an clastic material is also an ideal nor.ion. Consequently, for'
urittle mater'ials it. is assmiled r.hat r.he stress is high. though nor. infinite, ar. a real
crack r.ip and r.har.it is rea'5onably described by represemation (1.3), at. least out.side
a pr'ocess zone. which is veI1' small when compared t.o r.llC problem size. Therefore,
let us analyze loading of a structure cont.aiDing a crack Under the hypot.hesis thar. a
given stress combinar.ionlcads t.o failure. t.he achievement. of t.his must. correspond t.o

dlC ar.r.ainment of a critical value of the st.rcss int.ensity factor Klc. A nmdamemal
assumpt.ion of fracr.ure mechanics is t.hat. r.he crit.ical sr.ress imensit.y fact.or depends
only on the namre of r.hematerial and is therefore independent of t.he geOll1er.ryand
size of r.he fracturetl body. As a consequence, once Klc is known for a given mat.eriaL
a failure analysis can he performed for a struct.ure made up of that. mat.erial.
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In adtlit.ion t.O t.he symmer.ric mode illustrat.ed above, there arc ot.her t.wo t':'T1es
of loading t.hat a crack may experience, so that. lvIode I, 1\lode II and :\lode III arc
dist.inguishetl (Fig.1.:3). However, brittle mat.erials arc more prone to fract-ure by
nonnal t.ensilc st.resses t.han 1.1:: shear sr.resses, so r.har.:\lode I loading has t.he most.
pract.ical impon.ancc.

Mode I Mode II Mode III

FIet'RE 1.3. The three modes of crack loa.ding.

The fracture t.ouglmess K1c can be experiment.ally dcr.ernuned by inr.roducing
an arr.ificial crack in a r.esr.ingsr.rucr.ure, subsequenr.ly loaded t-o failure. Different.
t.esr.set.r.ings arc used for ceramic mat-erials (Anderson, 1993; Green. 1998). Some
inwcar.ive values of t.oughness in different. mat.erial., arc reponed in Ta1.>ie1.2 (data
t.a.ken from Ashby and ..Tones(1980); Cook and Pharr. 1994; Evans. 1989; Green,
1998: Meyers and Chawla, 1999: Shackelford, 1983).

The above. present-cd scenario for fract-ure is very simple. In realit-y, cracks in-
t.eract-wit.h mat-erial microst-ructure. during propagation. This imeract.ion st-rongly
influences t.oughness. In view of t.he fact r.har.britt.lcness sr.ill perhaps remains t.he
most. imporr.ant limit.ing fact.or in t-he desig11of ceramics components, it. follows t.hat.
r.he underst.anding of t.he micromechanics of fracr.ure propagat.ion becomes crucially
impon.ant. Following Green (1998), r.oughening mechanisms can be classified in' t.hree
gTOUpS (Figs.1.4-1.6):

1. Crack r.ip interact.iOI1'):
(a) crack bowing,
(b) crack tleflect.ion.

2 Crack t-ip shielding:
(a) r.ransfonnar.ion t.oughening.
(b) micro crack t.oughening.

3. Crack bridging.

During crack bowing process, the crack front. im.eract.s with obst.aclcs - :mch as
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T.'\DLE 1.2. Toughness [{I< of matC'.rials at room temperattu'e.

~ ::Vlatcrial

::\liId steel 140
::\'Iedium-carhon steel ii1
High strength steel (HSS) iio-154
Alumimml alloys 23-45
Cast iron 6-20
lligid rvc 3-7
Polyamides (nylon GG) , 3
Cement/Concrete 0.2
Soda-lime glass D.7-0.!!
Ah03 3-5
SiC 3-4
Sia:'\4 4-7
Zirconia ceramics ii-35
E:-gl;l.'>S(73.3 yol %) in epoxy 42-GO
Fihre rdnforced GlassjC 20
SiC fibrC'$ in SiC 25
SiC whi'5kers in AbOa 8.7
Wiskm' reinforced Si3:'\4 14

c

ß
0>

&oa
tg

~

rOcl<.poth

• • • • •• __,JI, • /v...... •-.- . ..,--. "....
croci<. propogalion

I

crock deflection

PIerRE 1.4. Crack tip interaction with a periodic composite.

.... tcn;tormed por1IcIe= l6llIa1stormed paIIde

Transtorm01ian toughening Mlcrocrock toughening

;
!

I
I

l

F!Gnu; Lii. Crack tij) shielding.
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unbroken ligaments

I
broken ngaments

f- bridging zone --/

FrCWRE l.G. Crack bridging.

r.ough second phase panicles - impeding propagar.ion and docs not remain sr.raighr..
This mecllanism is rclar.ed w an increa.se in r.ouglmess, as evidenced by Dower and
Orr.iz (1991).

Crack deflecr.ion occurs when fracr.ures deviat.es from rec:r.ilinearir.y,so t.hat mixed
mode loailing is involved. Xote that crack deflecr.ion produces non-planar fracr.ure,
whereas crack bowing con-espona., r.ononlinear crack fronr.. Dor.h r.oughening mech-
anisms arc ofr.en concurrent. and sr.rongly influenced by the morphology and conr.acr.
condir.ions of t.he second-phase particles. Cra.ck deflecr.ion, which is experimemally
revealed by r.he roughness of t.he final fracr.ure smface. wa..,analyzed by Cot.terel and
Rice (1980) and Faber and Evans (1983).

Transformar.ion t.oughening i., relar.ctl t.o ililat.anr., stress-induced pha..,e r.ransfor-
mar.ion of particles in a ceramic matrix.

lvficrocracks can be present. in ceramics a.., induced by the fabricat.ion process or
raay nucleat.e as a consequence of a st.ate of presr.ress or. finally, can be induced!>y
stress.

Under cenain circumst.ances. a mic:rocracked zone around a larger crack may
yield a cTack t.ip shielding effecr.3). This effect, analyzed in (Evans and Fal.;er, 1981;
Evans and Pu. 1983; Fu and Evans. 1985; Clarke, 1984; Rose, 1986; R.uhinst.ein. 1986
and Hur.dunson, 198'7; Duan er. al .. 1993), is however controversial in r.he sense t.hat.
it may he almost. ent.ircly coullt.erbala.nced hy t.he resist.ance rctluct.ion caused hy t.he
presence microcracks in the material (Oniz, 1988; Ortiz and Giallllakopoulos, 1989).

Finally, crack hridging occurs when t.here are fihres or panicles in the wake of
t.he crack pinning it.s faces and t.herefore reduciIig the crack r.ip seress intensir.y facwr
(Rose, 1982, 1987; Cox and :.\1arshall. 1988, 1994; Duiliansky and Ama.zigo. 1989;
:.\10vchanand \Villis. 1993: :.\10vchan awl Willis. 1996, 1997 a, h. 1998). With the ex-. ~ . .

3) Porosity docrcasC'.') toughcning as c\'idcnccd by Ricc, 1984; Zimmcrmann ct a!. (1998) and
ZimmC'J'llla.!ln and Itödcl (1908).
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cept.ion of transfonnation t.oughening, crack bridging is the most. importam t.ough-
ening mechanisms among all discussed above (Pezzot.t.i. 1993: Pezzot.t.i ct. al., 1996).

1.4. Plastic behaviour

Inelast.ic deformat.ion is usually relat.ed t.o dislocation act.ivit.y. In monolit.lllC ce-
ramie mat.erials such as alunllna, t.emperatures superior to 1300°C arc nccded t.omake
dislocat.ion motion appreciable. Therefore, ah.hough ceramics arc cryst.alline mat.eri-
als like metals, plast.ic tlcformation is not. exhibited in ordinary condit.ions. However.
mieromechallb1ns different. from dislocation act.ivit.y may also induce irreversible de-
fonnat.ion. For inst.ance. inelastic defonnat.ion of silicon nit.ride at. high t.emperat.ure
is rclat.ed t.o r.heviscous flow of a a gla'5sy phase often present. in thc gTain boundaries
of tIllS mat.erial. Complet.cly different. nllcromechalllSll1'5 of plast.ic defonnat.ions take
place during fornllng of ccranllc powders. These arc presented in Chapt.er 2 and, in
slUlUnary, consist. in rearrangemcnt.s, dcfonnat.ion antI collapse of particles. Finally,
inelastic deformat.ion is connect.ed t.O phase t.ransformat.ion occurring - for instance
- in zirc01lla-comaining ceramics.

Let. us consider behaviour of an clastic-plast.ic mat.erial deformed in unia:-cial t.en-
sion, as illust.rat.ed in Fig. 1.7.

/~
e

hardening/softening plasticity ideal plasticity

PIGl:R.E 1.7. Ela.':>toplastic models.

V\,'hen unloading occurs aft.er a plasr.ic st.ate has been reached, e.g. point A, r.he
inelastic deformation Eli is not. recovereu. A kcy ingTedient. in any phcnomcnologica.l
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r.heory of pla<;r.icir.yis t.he fact. t.hat. plast.ic deformat.ion is possihle only when r.he
stress st.at.e sat.isfies a yield crir.erion. For isor.ropic mar.erials, a yield crit.erion may
be visualized as a locus in t.he principal sr.ress space represent.ing cla')r.icst.ar.es of r.he
mar.erial (Fig. 1.8). Plasr.ic deforInat.ion is possihle only when t.he stress sr.at.e lies on
r.he boundary of t.he yield locus, namely, r.he yield surfacc.

von Mises Tresca Drucker-Prager Coulomb-Mohr

Frc:rR.E 1.8. Yield surf'a.r.('Sin tlw priucipal stress Sp(l(:o.

Plast.ic or elast.ic dcformat.ion act.ually t.akcs placc if a loading/unloading crit.crion
is Iller.. This crir.crion is neccssarily incf'{~mental. In fact., st.art.ing from point. A in
Fig: 1.7, incrcmenr.a! plasr.ic or increIllema! elasr.ic dcformar.ions may occm. As a
conscqucnce. t.ime indcpcndcnr.. inclast.ic deformat.ion is dcscribed by a rat.c t.hcory.
a.<;hricfly cxplaincd below (r.hc int.ercst.ed readcr is rcfclTcd t.o Hill, 19.30;Desseling
and van dcI' Gicsscn. 1994; Lublincr. 1998).

Thc skclcr.on of a gcncric phcnomcnological r.hcory of plasr.icit.y usually consisr.s
in r.hcfollowing hypot.heses:
AI. Addit.ive dccomposition of r.ota! sr.rain € int.o an elast.ic part. and a plastic part.:

(1.9)

A2. Elast.ic law (l.1) dcfincd by r.hc const.ant fomr.h-order elastic tcnsor & and rc-
lar.ing r.he sr.rcss t.o thc elastic dcformation:

(l.10)

A3. Yield funct.ion defincd in r.eDllSof strcss (T and K. a gcncric scr. of intcrna!
variahlcs of arbitrary t.cnsoria!natmc, so t.hat:

1(0', K) < 0 cIast.ic behaviour is only possible,
1(0', K) = 0 plasdc d~formation ratc may occm,
feu, K) > 0 is not defincd.

(l.11)
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A4. Plastic flow rule in t.erms of a symmetric, secOlHl-onlcr t.ensor P. the flow mode
tensor:

EP = Ap, (1.12)

where A ~ 0 is r.he non-negative pla..,tic mult.iplier aIltI a dot over a symhol
denor.es t.he derivative wit.h respe(:t. t.o a t.imc-like, non-decreasing scalar pa-
ra.met.er governing t.he rate problem.

A5. Hardening law:
(1.13)

where K is a continuous function of r.llC star.e variables.
The above equar.ions yield t.he r-ate constitutive equations in the general form

(Digoni. 2000)

iT = { E[E] ,- ir < Q . E[E] > E[P]

E[E]

if j(O", Je) = O.

if j(O". Je) < 0,
(1.14)

where t.he operat.or < . > denor.es the Ivlacaulay hrackets which a..,sociates r.o any
scalar a the value <a >= max {a,O}, tensor Q is the yield £lmction g:radienr.

Q= oj
00"'

and the plastic modulus H is relat.ed r.o the hardening modulus It. through

H = It. + Q . E[P].

The hardening modulus It, defined as

oj ""
It. = - oJe • Je,

(1.13)

(1.16)

describes the type of hardening of the mar.erial. illpart.icuIar, It is posüive for strain
hardening, negative for sofr.ening and null in t.he case of ideal pla..,t.icity. ';V'hen h is
consr.ant., linear hardening occurs. bur. It. may be function of r.hest.at.e, t.hus describing
a nonlinear hardening law (Fig.1.7). 'When t.he hardeniI~g is st.rictly positive. It. > O.
r.he constitutive law (1.14) can be invert.ed

if f(O",q = 0,

if f(O",JC) < O.
(1.17)
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In t.he parr.icular but. relevant. case in which dlC flow mode r.ensor is equal t.o r.he
yield funct-ion gTadient., P = Q, thc yield function is called "associar.ive".

Comparing t.o.linear ela.,ticit.y (1.1), two key poims emerge from t.he analysis of
die constit.ut.ive equat.ions (1.14) or (1.17), namely:

• t,he constitut.ive equat.lons (1.14) arc wrir.t.en in rat.e form. This docs not imply
dependence on physical r.ime, rather time is identifietl widi any scalar paramcr.er
governing r.hc loading process .

• t.he const.it.ut.ive equa.t.lons (1.14) arc incrementally 11.onlinwl', due r.o t.hc pres-
ence of the I\.-facaulcybracker.s.

It. follows from r.heabove point.s r.hat. in any problem of plastic flow, t.he const.itut.ive
equat.ions have t.o be lllt'Cb'Tat,etlwir.h rc....,pectr.o the t.lme-like paramet.er governing
die flow.

1.5. Viscous behaviour

'Vhen deformation depends on physical r.ime, the behaviour is viscous. Visco11.<;
flow, r.ypical of fluids, may also occur in solids and ir.s occurrence is relar.ed to r.he
period of time over which t.he stress is applied 1). The simplest viscous const.ituti"e
equations are r.hose for an incompressible Newtonian fluid

tr€ = divv = 0, (1.18)

where 1] is r.he viscosit.y of the fluid, v it.s vclocit.y and i: the Eulerian strain rar.e (r.he
s~'1mnetric parr. of the velocit.y gl'aJiem),. finally, 1> = - t~fis r.hepressure at. a point.
of t.he fluid.

As a cnlcial poim, we note that Eq. (1.18) relates t.he Eulerian sr.rain rar.e t.o r.he
CUl'1'ent.sr.ress.

In a number of c:ircumst.ances, fluids arc involved in the indust.rial applications
of ceramics, for inst.ance during injec:t.ioll moltllllg or slip casting. During t.he lat.t.er
process, emulsions and slurries arc usually employed, consisting of ::mspendcd solid
particles in a fluid. Flow of these mat.erial is usually sensible to t.he volume frac:t.ion
of particle and violat.e Xewt.onian behaviour in several ways. First, the visco11..,flow
becOllles nonlinear, so r.hat. t.he shear stress is a nonlincar function of st.rain rat.e.
Second, the shear st.ress dcpends not. only on r.he local strain rate. but. also on ir.s

,
4i For instance, the hot rocks of the E3.I.th's mantle may be considered as solid when deform uncle.}'

the action of seismic waycs. On a completely diffe.rent time scale - OI;! the orde.}' of a million years
- the same rocks 3.I'e tmable to support shearing' stm<)scs and flow as a fluid.
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hisr.ory (so-called '1nemory effect."). The latt.er is described by viscoelasticity. which
- according t.o r.he Kelvin-Voigt scheme - can be viewed as an :'parallel" combinar..ion
of (1.1) and (1.18)

0' = -pI +21]i:.+ 2/1'€ , tri:. = divv = 0, (1.19)

(1.20)tri:. = divv = 0,

or - according r.o the 1Ja,\:well scheme - can be viewed as a "series" combinar.ion of
(1.18) cultl (r.he rat.e of) (1.1)

0- = -pI + 2J£ i:. - ~ (pI +0') ,
T . .

(1.21)

where T = 1]/J£ is t.lw rela,\:ar..ion r.ime. Const,it,utive equar.ions (1.19) culd (1.20) de-
scribe t,wo specific incompressible, viscoelao;;r.ic behaviours (furr.her der.ails CCUIbe
found in :\:[alvern, 19(9).

Finally, in applications at; high t,emperat,ure, cercunics often exhibit. a time-dependent.
pla.<;cic defonnat.ion. the so-called c7'eep. An clastic-visco-plast ..ic behaviour CCUIbe ,
defined as a generalization of (1.20), where a t.hreshold for viscous behaviour is in-
r.roduced (Duvaut. culd Lions, 1976; Loret and Prevost, 1990)

0- = ci; - ~(u - uo)H(j(u(t)),T . . ..

where H is r.he Heaviside function (H(x) = I for x > 0, otherwise H(x) = 0). f is
r.he yield func:r.ion, dependenr. on current. str~ss u(t). culd 0'0 is the projection of 0'

on r,he yield surface ar. r,ime t. Differently from the usual definicion employed in rat.e-
independenr. elast,opla.o;;r.icity. posit.ive values of f(u(t)) are fully allowed in (1.21).
COlL<;timt.ive equar.ion (1.21) describes an clasr.ic rate-indepedenr. behaviour wit.ltin
r.he yield funccion. \Vhen the stress inr.ensity corresponds to pos.it.ive values of r.he
yield funcr.ion, t,he material flows wit,h a viscous tlcfonnar.ion rat,e proponional t.o

'/0'- 0'01.

1.6. Large strains

j:
I
I,
!:

Large deformatiol1<; may occur in t.he clast..ic or inda.<;t..ic rCUlge. For inst.ance,
ceramic wltiskers - such as SiC - or silica-glass fibres lllay ofr.en be so sr.rong t.hat.
defonl1ar.ion CCUIproceed beyond t.he limit. of lillecu'i ty r.o a range of nonlinear ela.o;;r.ic
defonl1ar.ion (Green. 1998). :'\:[oreover. during compacr.ion of cercul1ic powders lcu'ge
pla.o;;r.icst,rains occur. while cla.o;;r.ictlefonna,t.ion usually remains smalL An excunplc of .
r.ltis large strain ela.<;tic-pla.<;t..icbehaviour is presenr.ed in Chapt.er 2.
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In or.her cases, defonnar.ions are act.ually small, but. effect.s sudl as instab-ilities
(for iw,t.ance buckling of fibres which may occur in a composit.e) may be properly
capt.ured only wit.hin a r.heory r.aking int.o account. large st.rain effecr.s.

In a large st.rain t.heory, t.he consr.imr.ive equat.ions involve objective measw'es of
st.rcss and sr.rain. For inst.ance, in an Eulerian descript.ion, an elast.ic consr.imt.ive law
may be generically writ.t.en in t.he form:

(1.22)

I;

where B is t.he left 'Cauchy-Gl'een strain tensor and t.he scalars {ii. 0,1,2 are
funct.ions of t.he invariant.s of B (Gurt.in, 1981).

In any rat.e t.lleory of pla.,r.icit.~: ar. finit.e sr.rain objeäive rates of st.ress and st.rain
replace t.he rar.cs er and E. A prcscmat.ion of finir.e st.rain r.heory is far beyond dlC
scope of r.he pcrsent. imroduct.iol1 and r.he int.eresr.ed reader is referred r.o (Digoni.
2000; Gunin. 1981; Ogden. 1984; HolzapfeL 2000).
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Chapter 2

Forming of advanced ceramics

Andrea Piccolroaz 1), Alessandro Gajo 1)

and Davide Bigoni 1)

Cold compaction of powdcr:> i:> abasie procc:>s in ccramic:> forming. Aftcr

a rel-icw of cxisting pllcJJOmcJJOlogieal models for medlculical bellal-iour

of powder:>, cxperiment:> arc presented, Wllidl n-ere pcrformed01l a com-

mcn:ial alumina powder. TIJCse CU'C used to calibrate a plastidtJ' model

for soils, namcly, the Cam-daJ'- F.E. simulations cu'e filla11J' presented of

a simple forming process and results cu'eS}10W1Jto be in quali ta.til-e agl'ce-

mellt with c_,perimcnts.

2.1. Introduction

Powder compaction is a process in whidl gTanular materials are made cohesive
t.hrough mechanical dellsificat.ion_ These mayor may not. involve t.emperature and
permit. an efficient. prouucdon of part.s ranging widely in SIze and shape to close
r.olcrances with low drying shrinkage (Reed, 1993)_

Ivfetallurgical (German, 1984) and phannaccutical (Lonli and Cnit-ilio, 1997) ap-
plications are common; moreover, forming of t.raditional (for instance: ceramic t.ilcs,

1) DipaJ.timcnto di Ingcgncria. Mcccanica. c Strutturalc. Cni\"('.rsita <Ii Trcnto. Via. McsiaJ10 77,
38050 Trcnto, lealy.
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porcelain prollucr.s) and sr.ruct.uraJ ceramics (for inst.ance: chip carriers, spark plugs.
cur.ting tools) involves essemially powder compaction. The focus of r.his chapr.er is
r.he anal~'sis of colli compaction of ceramic powders r.o oht.ain a consr.itur.ive model
capable of descrihing green hody formar.ion.

In t.he case of advanced ceramics, a ceramic powder is usually oJ.lr.alnedthrough
spray-drying and is made up of particles (b'Tanules) of dimensions ranging hetween
.30and 200 tLm (Fig. 2.1). coat.ed wit-h r.he hinder system. The granu~es arc aggTegar.es
of crysr.als having dimensions on r.he order 1p.m.

Prc:l"R.E 2.1. SE:.\1 micrograph of tlw analyzcd alumina powder (ba.r = lO011m).

Figure 2.1 refers r.o the specific mar.erial analyzell in r.he presenr. article. TIlls is
a cOlmnercial ready-r.o-press alumina powder (96% purit-y). manufacturell by f\.-1ar-
r.inswerk GmhH (Bergheim, Gennany) and identifiell as 392 :.\lartoxid IüIS-96. The
data presented by the manufacturer arc given in Tahle 2.1. Ir. can he nor.ed from
Fig.2.1 that the gTanules have a mean iliamer.er of 2.:50tun.

T:\DLE 2.1. Granulometric and dcnsity prop('J.ties of the tested alumina powd('J'.

MW:\1 28 Vibra.tion sie\-ing
sicve residue> 300lLm 3.9%
sicve r('.')lduc > 150lLm ['G.3%
sicvc residue < G31Lm 2.[,%
Bulk density (g/Cl1l~) 1.219
Grccn d('.nsity (p = [,(}:VIPa) (g/cm~) 2.39
Fired d('.l1sity (T=1GOO°C, 2h) (g/cm~) 3.77
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Densification of ceramic powders induced by cold pressing can bc dividcd in three

main st.ages ()..1atsumot.o, 1986; Reed, 1993: Bonzmeycr, 1996):
• Phase I granule sliding .and rearrangcmcnt.,
• Phase II .!,'Ta.nuledeformation,
• Phase III granule dcnsificat.ion.
The tlu'ee phases of densificat.ion can be distinguished by t.he changes in the

inclination of the semi-Iogarit.lunic plot of density versus applied pressurc. Thcse
detcnninc t.he"hreakpoim. pressure" and 'joining pressure" points. The Phase I always
occurs in early volumct.ric deformation of gTanular materials (at. low stress), so t.hat
it. has been thoroughly investigat.cd for gcomat.erials. However, dcnsification proccss
in cenunic powders is oft.en highly non homogencous, so that usually at. least. twO
phases coexist. \\lit.h reference t.o continuum mechanics mOtlclling. phases II amI III
of deformation are rclat.ed to the gain in cohesion of the mat.erial and have bcen
scarcely invcstigat.ed.

2.1.1. The need of research

J\:fany t.edmical, unresolved difficulties arise in the forming process of ceralnic
mar.erials (Drm>;'11and \\leber, 1988; Donzmcyer. 1996). In fact., if on one hand r.he
compact should result im.act aft.er eject.ion, should be handleable wit.hout. failure and
essem.ially frce of macro defects, on t.he other hand. defects of various nature are
always present. in the g1"eens(Deis and Lannutti, 1998; Ewsuk, 199'7; Hausner and
Kumar-)"1al, 1982; Glass and Ewsuk, 199'7;Thompson, 1981b), badly influcncing lo-
cal shrinkage during sint.ering (Deis and Lannut.ti, 1998; Hausner and Kumar-:\1al,
1982). Defect.s can be caused hy densification process, that may involve higWy inho-
mogeneous st.rain fields, or by mold ejection, oft.en producing end and ring capping,
laIninations, shape dist.onions, 51.ufacedefects, vert.ical cracks, antI large pores (Glass
amI Ewsuk. 1997).

in view of a reduct.ion in t.he defect.s - crucial in set.t.ing t.he reliahilit.y of the final
piece- simulat.ions of t.he fonning proccs.<;hecome an import. am. r.ool to optimize
ceramics dcsig11 (in t.erms of shape of final piece aIld tYl)CaIld composit.ion of the
powder).

2.1.2. A state-of-the-art

Though compaction of granular materials has been t.he focus of int.ensc reseaI'ch,
ccramic powdcrs havc bcen scarcely considercd. \\le review various cont.rihut.ions and
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met.llOdologies developed for mechanical modelling of granular mat.erials of diffcrem
nature.
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Metallic powders. Several phenomenological or micromechanical models have
been developed \.0 tlcscribe Phases I anu II densificat.ion for variol.ls mct.allic powders.
Some of (.hem are reviewed below.

Compaction of metallic powders under isostatic pressure \vas considered by Arzt (1982)
and IIelle et al. (198.5). Other models describe the powder compaction into cylindrical dies
with axial loading and concern generic powders (Thompson, 1981a.; Kcnkre et a.L, 1996).

Drown and Weber (1988) develop an elastic-plastic model at la.rge strains based on a.n
ad hoc yield fune.tion. Doth experiments and numerical simulations are presented.

:'vlicromechanical a.pproachcs Lave been developed by Flcck et a.L (1992), Akis~lllya. c'.t
a1. (1994) and Fleck (1995). Akisanya et al. (1994) derive a. relationship between pressure
and density defined within the context of PLase II. Fleck et al. (1992) and Fleck (1995)
obtain analytir-al exprC'ssions for yield sUlfacC'Sat tLe lcwel of a. plwnonlC'nologkal theory of
plasticity. TLe analysc~<;are based on a ductile behaviour, typical of metallic powders. Other
works. based on tlw micromechanical approacL are hardly extendible to the simulation of
industrial procC'ssc~<;with complex geometriC's (Cuitiiio and Gioia, 1999; Kuhn et a1. 1991;
Pavanachand and Krishnakwnar, 1997; Subramani3Jl and Sofronis, 2001; Xg, 1999; Parhami
et a.L 1999).

Gurson ami McCabe (1992) show experiIllCllta.J results concC'J:ning high pressure triax-
ial tC'sts on tung;sten-niekel-iron powders and discuss possibility of simula.ting the c.ohcsion
increase by using a partir-ular hardening mechaJüsm.

Tran et al. (1993) use an dastic-plastie. model analogous to those developed for sands.
in a large strain fonnulation. EVC'Jlif the model is limited to Phase I, the approach allows
the numC'rical simulation of tLe forming proc.('ss of simple c.omponents.

Lowis et al. (1993) propose a. computer-aided simulation procedure for metal powdC'r dic
c.Qmpac.tion. They develop the model within the large deformation theory, using.a modified
van :\IlisC'scritC'rion for porous material as proposed by Oyane et a1. (1973). The friction
betwcx'Jl the powder e.Qmpac.tand the rigid die wall is taken into ace.ount. Simulations of thc
die c.Qmpa.c.tionof powder compad having variable cross-sections are prC'Sented. The main
lim.its in this approach are the 3.,)stunptions of a rigid-plastic: bC'haviour aild a yidd surfae.e
independC'Jlt of the third strC'.'iSinvariant .

.]enlot et a.L (1994) propose a mi('J.'ostructural approach to simulate metallic powder
c.QmprC'.<;sion,ba.~ed on _too~s of mat!wmatir.31morphology (erosion and dilation).

Drown and Abou-Chedid (1994) illustrate prC'.')singC'xpC'rinlC'ntsand prC'sC'ntan dastic-. .
plastic model. They claim that in tLe field of meta.ll.ic powders there are no C'xpC'riIllC'Jlta.J
tC'Stsenabling to clarify the issue of flO\y-rule associativC'JIC'SSor lack of it.

LippmaJlll and 13Jlkov (1997) dC'scribe the procC'.')Sof compaction and sintering by means
of a rigid-plastic. model, whicll c.annot dC'scribe the so-e.allC'.d:'springba.ck" C'ifNt.
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Th0 largo strain dastic-plastk modd proposod by Olivr.}.ot at (1996) is r1llployod in f.o.

simulations accounting for friction botwoon powder and cast. In the constitutivo modolling
a yiold surfaco indopondont of tho third stm<;s invariant is assumod.

Ariffin ot at (1998), L-ewis and Khoei (1998) and Khorj and Lewis (1999) uso a largr
straIn fonnulation of a constitutive modol whkh combin0S Mohr-Coulomb critorion \vith an
elliptical cap modo!. Friction betw('('n powdrr anel cast is aceowlwd for amI rr1llrshing is
usod to follow complox goomotri0S. This modd dors not drseribo the incroaso in eohrsion
whon thr ma.teria.l is subjeeted to hydrostatic str0Ss statrB.

Csing sovora.l dastk-plastic.modols, Sun and Kim (1997) ana.lyw tho eompaetion of iron
and eoppor powdors and eondudo that a moelifio~ICa.l~l-Clay modd is tho mol'O suitod.

Goindrra.u et at (1999a;b) pm<;ent exporimonts on load powder for illvrstigating thr
eonstituti"e behaviour durillg hot prrssing.

:\ mnorical silllul1\.tions of the powdrr compa.c.tion of a cup havo boen perfonnod by
RedaJlZ (1999; 2001), using two difforont porous matorialmodrl<;: that by Flock ot at (1992a)
and a matorialmodol indudiIlg intorpartido eohrsivo strrJlgth (Flock, 1995).

Gu ot a1. (2001) ha.\'o dovolopoel a constitutivo model whrro Uw plastk flow is asswnod to
be roprrsrJltable aB a eombination of a distortion mochanism and a consolidationmodlanism.
For tho distortion modlaillsm a :Vlohr-Coulomb typo yidd critr.}'ion with a non-assoeiativo
flow rule is usod, whrro&<;for tho consolidation J1lochanism an ol1iptica.l shapo yidd function
with an associative flow rulo is employod.

A simple isotropic aJld two aillsotropk nll(TOmodl1\JllCalJ1loelolsof compaetion aro eom-
pared in IIondorson ot al. (2001).

Subramanian and Sofronis (2001) pr0Sont a nllcronwdlanicalmoelol for intoraction bo-
twoon drnsificationmechanisms ill powdor compaction. Elastk doformation, powor-law cr00p
defonnation, diffusional mass transport on tho interpartido contac.t arras and pOl'Osurfacrs
are takrJl into aceount.

Sands and granular materials. The com:titutive models developed in this
field are concerned with t.he behaviour of geot.echnical mat.erials and refer essent.ially
t.o low pressures, corresponding t.o Phase Icompacr.ion. Dcspit.e microsnucr.ural dif-
ferences, sands and clays have similar macroscopic properties. so that constitut.ive
models have heen developed for hot.h mar.erial'5, assuming t.har.t.hebehaviour of sands
and clays is governed by different. zones öf t.he Silme yield sUlface. For inst.ance. it. is
common t.o aSSUlne r.har. a dense santI behaves as a strongly ovcrconsolidat.ed clay.
Other models have hocn specifically developed for sands. A fundamem.al fear.ure of
gTanular mar.erials is the presence of plasr.ic st.rains ar. low loadlcvels. and t.he OCC1.U'-

rence of a not.ablc anlsot.ropy inducetl by the 10atl1ngprocess. The main elastic-plastic
models which can dC'5cribethese a'5pccts are very hriefly smnmarizcd in the following.

:.\tlr6z et a.l. (1978) and Prevost (1977) proposo the llse of veetor-valued yirld fWlC.tions
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coupled with kinematic: hardening to describe the mecüanic:al bduwiotll" of granul(\.[ mate-
rials, in such a way extending to soils an approadl originally proposNI for metals by ~vIr6z
(1967) and by IW3Jl (1967).

Dafalias and Popov (197.3) and Krieg (1975) simplify the Mr6z approach, by sugg(~c;ting
the use of two surfaces only: an i1lllC'rone, deBcrihing the elast.ic behaviour, is subjected to
kinematic hardening and aJl outer one, nlodelling the extent of the plastic strains, is fixed
and named "bounding surface ... A similar approach has been proposed also by Ilashigudli
and reno (1977) with the so-called "subloading surfaco" model.

:"Iore specifi<,<'\.llyoriented towards sands at low loading levels are the models proposed
by Ghaboussi alld :"Iom011(1982) and by Poorooshasb and Pietruszczak (1985), based on
two surfaceB only, shaped as two open cone.'!with non circular cross-sect.ion and with vertic.e.'!
coinciding with the origin of the stmc;s space.

Zienkiewicz and :'vIr6z (1984) and Pastor and Zienkiewicz (1986) propose a genera1iZ('d
plasticity model, in which the directions of plastic: loading and wlloading, as well as thc
amplitude of the plastic strains, are dofined at e~'\.dlpoint of the stress space without making
referonce to a. yidd surface or to a consistency criterion.

De Doer (1988) has developed constitutive equa.tions for granulal' ma.terials basod on a
"single-surface'.' criterion and a non-associative flow rule. A review of the state of tho art of
the macroscopic: porous llledia. theory c.an be find in de Do('r (2000).

:'vIoriand et at (1993) d('scribe a model for the uniaxial compac.tion of granular ma.texiaLc;
va.lid a.t small strains.

Borja and Wren (1995), Wron and Borja (1997) pmc;(,llt a methodology for d<'l'iving the
overall constitutive relations for granular ma.terials based onmicromechanical concepts. The
overall r('sponse is obtaincd using particulate medlalücs and consi<kxs the partide-ta-partide
int('ra.c.tion at contact points. Finally, a methodology for c~'\.kulating the ovorall tang(,Jltial
moduli for periodic assembli(',c;of circular disks has been proposed .

..<\.nand and Gu (2000) ha.vo been formulated a large deformation thrC'.C'.-dimcnsiona1
elasta-plastic constitutive model for dry granular materials a.t low pmc;sure, based on the
dassic.al ~{ohr-Coulomb cl"iterion. The modd is used to predict the formation of sho(\.[bands
in plane strain compr('ssion and expansion and to predict the str('ss state in a. sta.tic sand
pile.

The ma.in drawback of the d('Bcribed modds is that the same sand bdlav('s as different
material') at diff('re.nt densific.a.tion levels. Such problC'm become,') important in the de,')cription
of ceramic poi'ders, whore the d('Jlsity is a variable of the primary importanc-C\, subje('.t0d
to evolution during therfonning process. Rec.eJltly, :Manzari and Dafalias (1997) and Ga.jo
and yIuii: Wood (1999a,b) have indep('ndeJltly devdoped an approach originally proposed
by yIuir '''iood et aL (1994) to account for the depmdeJlce of the llwdl3JllCal prop ('x ties
ffcull tue döilsific.aüoll le\'01by me.a.ns of a state paramet('x (Been and .Jdf('riC'S,198~). Both
models are based on two open conic.a1 surfa.c.C'S,with vertex coinciding with the origin of
the refer('Jlce system; in particulax, some mc;trictions existing in the model of Manzari ami
Dafalias (1997) are ovexcome ill the a.ppr~adl of Gajo and yIuir Wood (1999a.,b) by me3J1S
of the use of anonnalized stmc;s spa(:o. Recently Gajo et at (2001) have ext011dod this model
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to includo tho olastic anisotropy inducod during tho ckfonnation procC'ss. In this way it hM
boon possiblo to show how this modol can describo tho onsot of strain localization a.nd the
post-localization bohaviour, both undC'r a.'"i<;ymmotrk and biaxial conditions.

Ceramic powders. A general review of t.hepowder pressing teclmology is hriven
in Volume 22 of t.he MRS Bulletin (1997). It is explidr.ly st.at.ed in t.he introduct.ion
(Ewsuk. 1997) that. t.he numerical modelling of densification phenomena is still an
open' problem, that. there is a need of employing a large sr.rain fonnulation and
r.hat several teclmiques (slip-casting. pressure filtration, centrifugal cast.ing, injccr.ion
molding, r.ape casting. gelcast.ing) are mucll less known t.han the widely used dry-
powder pressing. Similar conclusions are reached by Scllilling et al. (1998). It. may
be t.herefo1'eappreciat.ed t.hat. the st.at.c-of-r.he-an. of mecllanical modelling of ceramic
densification process is st.ill rather poor. Some comributions t.o tllis specific field are
reviewed below.

Shima and :.vIimura (1986) illustrate oxporimontal rC'sults and formulato a yiold crito-
rion for cC'ramic powdors. Tl10Y claim that tho oxporimonta.l ovidonco points towards an
associativo flow-law.

Tho modol by Kuhn oe a1. (1991) roducC's tho problom of Phaso I donsification to the
search for tho critical load of an arch. TILismodd may bo usoful both for pradical applica-
tions and in tho doscription of C'xporimental rC'Sults. IIowovC'r, tho modd may bo too limited
to allow an a.doqua.te oxtension formoddling an entire compaction procC',<;s.

IIöhl and SdlwedC'S (1992) discuss the possibility of extending to powders the models
usC'd in gC'onlC'dlanirs. IIowC'vor, thoy do not formulato a now modd a.bk to improvo on the
limits of thoso curr<mtly usod in goomochaniC's.

Tho rdationship bOtWOC'Jldensity and tC'nsilo strC'Jlgth of cC'ramk powders al'O disc:ussod
by ßortzmoyor (1992a.). A miC'romedlankal modol to cktormine tho mkroscopk bdlaviour
of packing during tonsilo tC',<;tsi<;a.lso proposod. ßortzmC'yor (1992b) prC',<;C'ntsC'xpC'rimC'Jlta.l
rC'sults carriod out on a zirconia powdor with a stalldard triaxial appara.tus and numerical
simulations porfonnod using a Cap-modC'l with non-a.';soc:iativo flow mlo.

Exporimonta.l rC',<;ultsaro givon in Shima and Saleh (1993), where it is provC'd that a strong
allisotropy is inducod during prC'ssing. This dfoct is thon modellC'd in tC'llns of kinomatic
hardening.

A.L.ziot aL (1993) omploy crystal plastkity modds for tho analysis of tho forming of
ßSCCO suporconduc.tivo powdors. Owing to tho peculiar la.mollar mierostructuro of tl10ir
powdors, thoir allalysis ie; hardly C'xtonsiblo to powders with a diffC'ront microstmctural
nlorphology. '

A rdationship is proposod by Santos ot a1. (1996) to dC'Bcribe tho variation of tho don-
sity as function of the appliod prC',<;sure,valid for a.lumina powdors under prossurC's aboY('
150 ::vIPa.
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Brandt, and :\'ilsson (1998; 1999) present an elastic-plastic model for powder conipadion
and sintering, with a kind of anisotropic hardrning taken from models used in geomecl1aJlks
(DiMaggio and Sandler, 1971: Sandler and Rubin, 1979).

A comparison between the model of Shima and OyaJlO (1976) a.nd the model of Flock
er. a1. (1992a) is prrsented by Kim and Kim (1998), ."hereas Sun and Kim (1997) and Sun
oe a1. (1998) compare the same models to the Cam-da.y. A similar work is that of Park and
Kim (2001), where a yield hU1ction is proposed, with associativo flow-law and indopr.ndent
of the third stl'(',~Sinvariant.

Phase I densifica.tion is interpreted by Cuitiiio and Gioia (1999) as a phasr. transforma-
tion. Their model is based on a. mic.romeC'llanical approadl and is a.pplic.abk to a. wide dass
of granular materials. However, it may be difficult to extend it to Phasrs II and III.

The "CRADA group" (Aydin et al. 1997a.,b; Ewsuk et a1. 2001; Kollor r.t a1. 1995; Zipse,
1997) reports about a model for powder compaction based on a proposal by SandIrr and
Rubin (1979) for d(~~cribing mechauiC'.al behaviour of concrete. Such model appr<),rs to be
not fully a.dequate to the drscription of the ceramic powd0.r b0.haviour in s0.veral rr$p0.ns
(a. small strain theory is used; tho cohesion gain due to drJlsific.a.tion is not accountod for:
the yidd surface is independrJlt of the third st1'(',~Sinvaria.Jlt; the elastic parametors do not
depOlld on both tho current stress a.nd the past history; hard ruing is prrSrJlt only in tho c,ap
rogion).

On the basis of r.hc above report,ed stat.e-of-the-art" we feel it. is possible r.o c:on-
elude as follows:

• the descripr.ion of industrial processes, in r.he presence of complex geometries.
sr.ill requires r.he use of phenomenological model" and could hardly be based
upon Iillc:romechanical approaches:

Cl a realist.ic clasr.ic-plasr.ic model. able r.o describe the powder compact.ion pro-
cess, should inelude:

- a large sr.rain fonnulat.ion (during fanning t.he mat.erial tllldergoes straiI1"
exceeding 30%);
description of clasr.ic phenomena (a rigid-plast.ic model would miss t.o ca.p-
r.ureseveral aspects wlllch sr.rongly affect the strength of the gTeenbodies):

- pressurc-sensit.ivity of yielding;
- dependence of the yield function on r.he r.hird stress invariant;
- nOI1-a.~<;öciativeflow-law;
- closure of the yield nlllction in compression, in order t,o simulate com-,

paction during isostatic pres~ing;
- hanlcIllng and soft.eIllng. In part.icular, t.he hardeIllng must describe the in-

crease in cohesion of the material during the pressing (13orr.zmeyer, 1992a);
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T..\DLE f.2. :\1e:\,<:;moodensity a<:;function of the forming preSS\ll"e.

~ Forming prcsslU'C (MPa.) I Mean density (gicm3) I St,Uldard de\'iation ~

5 1.7G 0.007
10 1.89 0.007
20 2.03 O.OOG
30 2.13 0.002
40 2.15 0.003
50 2.19 0.007
GO 2.20 0.005
80 2.31 0.007
100 2.3G 0.002
120 2.38 0.003
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- explicit inr.roducr.ion of density as a sr.ar.evariable;
- variation of r.he elasr.ic moduli wit.h density (13rown and Weber, 1988), all

effecr.which could be accounted for by using the t.heory of elast.ic-plastic
coupling (Hueckel, 1976);

- progTessive anisotropy, bot.h ela..,tic and plastic. due t.o plasr.ic straining
(Shima and Saleh, 1993; 'Cemar.su er. al. 199.3).

• :\lorcover. dle simulation of dle forming process should include:
- effccr.sof the dcfonnability of the die (:\lat.sumoto, 1986);
- effccr.sof fl:ict-ionbet~een powder and die (Song and Chandler. 1990);
- simulation of r.hecompler.e mold extrusion process. which may cause frac-

mre upon unloading (13ortzmayer, 1996);
analysis of strain localizar.ion and relevant. numerical r.reatment..

2.2. Experimental

Experiment.al investigation has been performed on t.he alumina powder described
in Sect.ion .:5.1. Experiments inch.lde unia..'öal st.rain r.csts in a cyliIHlrical mold, direct
shear t.est.sand bia..'Öalflexure t.est.son t.he t.ablet.s obtained t.hrough unia.."ial strain.

2.2.1. Uniaxial strain tests

Unia.."ial deformar.ion t.ests have been performed in a single-sided, cylindrical mold
having inner diamet.er of :30mm. A universal :\lTS 810 machine (by :\lTS Sysr.ems
Gmbh, Berlin. GennallY) ha..,been employed. Tqst.s were performed without lubricanr.
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at. a 2mm/mnl \ielocit.y of moving P1UlCh,for pressure levels rangnlg between 3 and
120 :.\IPa. Five t.est.shave been performed at. given values of pressure, select.ed as 3.
10. 20. 30, 40. 30. 60, 80, 100, 120 :.\IPa. Aft.er unia..'Cialsr.rain. t.ablet.s have been
weight.ed and measured. so t.har. t.he mean densir.y has been evaluar.cd. A quamit.y
of 8 g of powder has been used for each r.est.. discharged in t.he mold from an heighr.
of 10cm and shaken. Expernnems were performed at. a rclar.ive humidir.y of 28%.
Result.s are'reponctl in Fig.2.2 (in a nat.ural and ~emi-Iogarit.hmic represent.at.ion)
and Table 2.2. As can be nor.ed from Fig. 2.2. poims in t.he semi-Iogart.lunic plot. lies
on a st.raight. line. accordingly t.o Di:.\Iilia and Reed (1983a.b) and Lukasiewicz and
Reed (1978). A represent.ar.ive load F versus venical displacemem s curve is reponed

2.4
• •

2.3

'" •< 2.2E •
tl •OJ 2.1 •
:b 2.0 •'00
c
(]) 1.90 •

1.8
•

1.7
0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Forming Pressure, MPa

2.4

2.3

'"<
E 22
tl-- 2.1Cl

:b
2.0'00

c
(]) 1.90

1.8

1.7
10 100

Forming Pressure, MPa

FWi:RE 2.2 .. Compaction brlHwio\lI' of elJc tcstcd alumina po'wdcl' (in a natural and scruilog
l'cprcs('.nta.tion) .
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PWl'RE 2.3. Loa.d \'s. displacemcnt cunc in unia..~al stra.in.

in Fig. 2.3. from which t.he density p versus pressure p curve can he ohr.ained t.hrough
r.he simple relat.ionships

M
P = A(ho - s) ,

F
p = A' (2.1)

(where A is the sample cross-section area, j\l1 it.s mass and ho it.::; init.ial height),
as shown in Fig. 2.4. The sr.rong influence of t.he die and machine dcformat.ions can
be appreciat.ed in Fi.g'.2.3. The changes in the slope of t.he curve in Fig. 2.4 iUemify
r.he t.mee compacr.ion phases. In particular, t.he breakpoinr. and joining pressures are
approximat.ely 1:,fPa and 20 MPa, respectively. However. the lat.t.er point. is much
less evidem from r.he gl'aph than t.he former. Xot.e t.hat. result.s reponed in Fig.2.2
agree well with t.hose reponed in Fig. 2.4, except r.hat Phase I behaviour is not. visible
in dIe fonner figlue.

2.2.2. Biaxial flexure strength tests

Dia..xialflexure sr.rengt.h r.esr.shave been peIformed on the t.ablets obtained tmough
Ullla..xialsr.rain, following the indicat.ions of AST.\1 F :394. For r.his r.esr.the velocity
of the cylindrical ram was 0.41Illn,h'nin. The increase in bia.xial flexural strength as a
funct.ion of t.he forming pressure is shown in Fig. 2.3. R.esults arc in good agreemenr.
wir.h exist.ing dar.a (Reed. 199.3)and clearly show.'t.hemechanism of cohesion increase.
as rclar.ed r.o densification.

A SEM llllcrograph of t.lIe fracr.ure sUlface aft.er a bia..'öal fleA.'1.U'alr.cst.of a r.ahlet.
formed at. a pressure of 30 :.\IPa is shown in Fig. 2.6. Xot.e that . .:50:,IPa is r.he optimal
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FIerR.E 2.4. Compa.ction diagra.m ill ullia.."'{ialstra.in (semilog representa.tion).
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Fwnu:; 2.5. Bia.."'\:ialll.exm'estrength as related to forming pressure,

I,

fonning preSSUl'eindicat.ed by r.he powder manufact.urer.
Fract.ure result.s t.obe part.ia.lly. t.ransgl'anular and parr.ially inr.crgTanular. It. may

be not.cd t.hat. t.here arc dusr.ers of defonricd gTanules wit.h low int.ergTcUlulaiporosity.
Figure 2.7 is a det.ail of a fracr.ured gTanulc. where the aggTegat.ecrystals are visible.

2.2.3. Direct shear tests

A few direct. shear r.csr.shave bccn perfonlled using a sr.andard gcot.eclmical appa-
rat.us. The apparatus consisr.s of a shear box whicll cont.alns r.he sample and which is

~
;'
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FIGt"RE 2.G. Fracture stil'face of a tablct. formcd at 50 MPa pr<'SS\u'c (ba.r = 10011.m).

Frc:t"RE 2.7. Pa.rticular of Fig. 2.G (bar = 10 I,m).

37

split in the mid-heighr .. When a normal force is applied. r.hehorizont.al force required
r.o induce a movement. of r.he upper half of the sample 'with respecr. r.o r.he lower half
is measurc<.l. This t.est.is useful for the evaluat.ion of r.hefrict.ion angle of a gTa.nular
materiaL like the alumina powtier in f>ha..,eI of tiensiflcar.ion. In order t.o lnvesdgar.e
r.he shear st.rengt.h of t.he cohesionless mat.erial, a low vert.ical pressure was applied:
three values wcre consiuerell, namcly. 200, .300, and 1000kPa. The samples were
formed by carefully pouring the ceramic powder within the shear box. Shearingwa..,
perfol'lncu at a velocity of 0.2 mm/min. The variar.ion of t.he vertical displacement. of
r.he sample upper surface anu of r.he applied shear force duTing shearing is shown in il
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Figs.2.8 and 2.9.
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FIGt'RE 2.8. Vertical "S. horizontal di<;placcments of three sampl('s, for diffewnt \'('.rtical pressures
(200, 000 and 1000 kPa.l.
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Flet-R.E 2.9. Slwa.r force "s. horizontal di<;placelll('nt of three sample,<;, for diff('J'cnt \'ertical
prc,<;sw'e,<;(200. 500 arid 1000 kPa.).

The samples have t:he t.~l)ical behaviour of a loose sand, wit.h compressive volu-
met.ric st.raiiis di.uing shearing. without: a peak st,rengt.h followed by a soft:ening phase_
The fact. t:hat: t.he samples sheared at. 300 kPa aüd 1000 kPa of vert:ical pressure have
t.he same volumet.ric st.rains is proba.br~ relat:ed t:o a slight:ly looser init.ial condit:ion
of t.he former sample. It. can be obsenTed r,hat., except: for t.he t:est.performed wlder
a vrrt.ical st.ress of 200 kPa, t.he st.eady st.at:e condit.ion t:ypical of t.he crit:ical st:at,r
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FIet'RE 2.10. :vfa..ximumshcal" fOl"cCat diffe.rcnt ,'cl"tica.l load.,.

is not. reached and at. t.he end of the test the strengt.h and the volumet.ric st.raim;
of t.he samples arc st.m slight.ly increasing. This effect. is more pronounced at. larger
applied vertical pressures and is probably cOlll1ected t.o the progressive defonnat.ion
and rupt.ure of the grains constit.ut.ing the alumina powder occurring dming shearing
even at. low confining pressures. This is consistent with t.he experimental evidences
that very large shear st.rains are necessary to reach t.he steady state in sands when
gTain CruShulg occurs.

The ma...'Cunumshear force reached at. t.he end of t.he t.est.is plot.ted in Fig. 2.10 as
a ftmct-ion of the applietl vcrticalloatl. The results clearly lie on a straight. line and
may be int.erpret.ed following the Coulomb-Mohr failure crit.erion. to yield a frict.ion
angle approximat.cly equal to 320

• Accept.ing a slight. approxnnat.ion, t.his angle was
con:?idcred' t.llCcritical stat.e friction angle in t.llCfollowing sunulat-i0l1s. I\:foreover,
since experunent.al informat.ion on t.he shear st.rength of t.he cohesive mat.erial aft.er
compact.ion are missing, the measured friction angle was assumed t.ocharacterise also
t.he behaviour of the mat.erial aft.er compact.ion,

2.3. Modelling and calibration

It can be concluded from t.he ahove reponed experunent-s that a plasticity model is
t.he best candidat.e for a phenomenological desCl:.ipr.ionof powder compact.ion, First.,
in fact., an elastoplast.ic model is needed t.o simulat.e the irreversible dcformat.ion
representing t.he forming process it.self, second, it. allows determinat.ion of n~sülttal
st7'(~sses aft.er forming, a fundament.al pa.rameter for desig11purposes,
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In general, an elastopla.st.ic model is formular,cd a.., a nonlinear relationship 1)('-

\-
r.weenobjective rat,es of sr.ress T and stra.in D

\- {e[D]- ~<.Q.e[D]>e[p]T= H
erD]

ifj(T,K)=O,

if j (T, K) < 0 ,
(2.2)

where e is the ela.stic fourth order tensor. t,he operar.or <. > denNes dlC I\-fac:aulay
brackets which a..,sociar.eto any scalar n t.he value < Ct>= max {Ct, O}, .f is t.he yield
criterion, funct.ion of t.hest.ress measure T and of a generic collec:r.ionof state va1'iaUles
K (which may for inst.ance describe the density of t.he mat.erial). Q and Pare r.he
yield function and plast.ic potent.ial gradients, respectivcIy (Q = P for associar.ive
clasr.opla.sticity). Finally, the plastic modulus H is related to the hardening modulus
It. t.hrough

H = It + Q . e[p]. (2.:3)

Elasr.oplasticir.y a.., described by t.llCrar.e equations (2.2) is a l,lroaU conr.ext in
which many constitutive a..,sUInptions arc to be int.roduced. The similarity of r.he
Pha..,e I compact.ion wit.h r.hedeformar.ion of granular mar.erials suggests t.he possibil-
ity of using a model already developed for gcomaterials. In particular. on t.he basis
of our eJq)erimenr.al results. we have decided to employ a finir.e strain version of r.he
Cam-clay model (Roscoe et al. 1938, 1963; Roscoe and Pooroosha..,b, 1963; Roscoe
and Burland, 19G8:Schofield and Wroth. 1968). The mOllel is basellon r.he following
a..,sumptioll.,:
.AI. Yiclti function:

(2.4)

where p = -trT 13 is r.he hydrostat.ic stress component .. q = -J~jJ'2 (with J2 =
T • T - 3p2) is the ~1ises stress. A1 is a mat.erial COll%a.ntand Pc is a.hanlcning
paramNer .

.A2. Associat.ive plastic flow rule:

. i

I j
I j I
; I ;

j I,'II;Ii ::

I
'U,
Ii:
I';'
!'

j,

11,{'2 .
Q = T(Pc - 2p)I + 38,

where 8 = T - (trT)/3I is t.lw st.ress deviat.or.
.A3, Isor.ropic hardening nue:

1- J1)
Pc = Pea exp (1 + co) A J'

-I\. P

(2.3)

(2.6)
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whcrc JP = dct FP, hcing FP t.hcplastic parr. of t.hc deformation gndicnt. F. PeO

and Co arc thc initial valucs of hardcning paramcr.cr and void rar.io. rcspcct.ively.
(thc void ratio is'defincd as thc ratio bct.wccn r.hc volumc of voitb and volumc
of solid phasc). A is thc logarithmic hardcning modul1Lsand K. thc logarit.lunic
clastic bulk modul1Ls and arc rcprcscnt.cd by r.hc slopcs of plastIC and clasr.ic
branchcs of r.hc e vs. logp curvc ohr.aincd undcr isotropic compression.

Ir. may hc amicipar.cd, howcvcr. thar. thc Cam-clay model has definit.ive limit.at.ions
whcn applicd r.o the modelling of ceramic pow~lcrs. In parr.icular. a more rcfincd model
should include thc following feat.ures, nor. considered in the Cam-clay:

• thc yield function should depend also on t.hc third strcss invarianr.;
• a non-associative flow-law should bc introduced;
• t.hc hardening should describe r.hc increasc in cohesion of t.he mat.erial during

the pressing;
• t.hc elastic moduli should tlcpcnd on thc increasc in cohesion during densifica-

tion (an effect. t.IHltcould he account.cd for by 1Lsingr.he r.hcory of elastic-plastic
coupling, Hueckel, I97G).

Arllong thc above points, t.he depcndence of the cohcsion on t.he relar.ivc density
is the more imporr.ant. In t.he Ca..m-claymodel. in fact. t.hc mar.erial rcmains cohe-
sionless during all thc proccss of inelastic deformation. On t.hc comrary. t.he proper
dcscription of cohcsion gain during forming is a fundamental aspcct. for desig11pur-
poscs.

Calibration of the model has hcen pcrformed on t.he ha<;is .of our experimcnt.s
(wit.h r.he exception of t.he Poisson's rar.io, which was cst.imat.cd from valucs availahle
in r.hc lit.erat.ure). In particular, thc valucs of the paramct.ers A and K. wcrc deduced
from t.he slopes of curvcs obt.ained by loading and unloading t.hc samples in r.hc
unia..:ci.alstrain t.cst.. For t.llis cvaluation, wc havc a..<;sumcda constant. rar.io het.wccn

TAIlLE 2.3. Valu('.') of ma.terial paJ'ilJlleters ('stimat.ed from experiments.

Elastjc log;J.ritlmuc ~ulk. modl.ÜI.L'5" 0.040
Loga.rithmic hardening modulus A 0.200
I\,laterial constaJlt 1\1 1.287
Initial \'alue of hm'dening pm'amet<;J' pcO (MPa) O,G48
Initial "alucs of \'oid ratio eo 2.054
Initial confining prC',ssure po (MPa.) 0,063
Poisson's ratio II (taken from literature) 0.26
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r.hehorizont.al crh and vertical crt' sr.resses equal r.o 0.47, as deduced from r.he formula.e

(5h 1 .'- = - SIll</>,
(5t'

which is current.ly used for granular media. (1) is t.he angle of int.ernal fricr.ion). The
valucs of par3J.llct.ers uscd in r.he subsequenr. numerical simula.r.ions are summarized
in Table 2.3.

2.4. Numerical simulations

Numerical simular.ions wit.h finit.e clemems have becn performed - wit.hin r.he en-
vironmem allowed by r.hecommercial code AßAQCS (Hibbir.t.. Karlsson & Sorensen,
2001) - t.o simula.t.e forming of r.he (a..:dsymlIler.ric)piece shown in Figs. 2.11 3J.ld2.12.
Fow' pieces where formed a.t.a final mean pressure of 100 :\IPa st.aning from,) g of
powder. The axisymmer.ric mesh used in t.hc simular.ions is shown in Fig.2.13. A__'(-
isymmcr.ric 4-node clcmems (CAX4) have bcen used.

FWl'RE 2.11. Photogl'aph of the formed piece.

The following assumptions have bcen int.roduccd:
.. t.he die is wHleformahle;
.. t.he comaCt. hetwecn powder and die wallo:;is smoor.h;
Q the initial configurat.ion is t.hat shown in Fig.2.13.

It. may he worth nor.ing t.hat. r.hc above Msumpt.ions arc nor. p3J.'r.icularly strong in
our specific analysis. In panicular, wc/emark that., duc t.o r.he13J.'gcstrains that. will
be reachcd Juring prcssing, t.he ao:;swllpr.iont.hat. the init.ia] configurar.ion sho"l'vJJ.in
Fig.2.13 is homogcneous does not. affcct. much final result-s.
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$ 15

$ 13

$ 25

Frc:rRE 2.12. Geometry of the formed piece (dimensions in mm).
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Aft,cr t,hc in.it.ial st.at.c - dcfincd by init.ial valucs of void rat.io amI confining pres-
SlU"C- has bccn dcfincd. dw loading history is assigIicd. which is dividcd in t.he
following t.hrcc st.cps:

1. forming is prcscribed by imposing thc mot.ion of t.hc upper pan of thc l.l0Wldary
(3.78Ilin, corresponding t.o r,hevalue measurcd during forming at. t,hc finalloa<.l
of 30 Ie.."\);

2. wlloading is simulat.ed by prescribing null forces on the upper part of t.he
1.lowldary;

3. ejection is simular.ed hy prescrihing null forces on all t.he bowulary.
Due t,o the fact t.hat, the Cam-clay model is not. defined for t.ensile stresses and is

singular for null mean st.ress, the last. of the above st,eps cannot. he concluded and t.he
analysis ends up when t.he applied external forces are reduced t.oa minimal percent of
dIe values at, t.he beginning of t.he st.cp. Obviously, a more fumlamenr.al const.it,ut.ive
approadl would rcquire the definition of a gain of cohesion and reIat,ed variar.ion of
clast.ic propenies. as mcntioned in Scct.ion 3.3.

The deformcd mesh at. t.lw cnd of st.ep 1 is sho",r11in Fig. 2.14. whereas t.lte same
mesh superimposed on t.hc init.ial mcsh is shown in Fig.2.15. It. C,D} be not,ed t,hat.
die eIemenr.s ncar t,hc corncr of t.he pWlcll arc unphysically dist,oncd so t.hat. rcsult.s
in r.his zone should not. be considercd rcalisr.ic.

It. is immcdiat.c r.o concludc from Figs. 2.14, 2.13 t,hat dlC dcformat.ion suffercd
hy t.hc piccc is quit.c high. -tlte hytlrost,adc st.ress componcnr. p (t.akcn positivc whcn
comprcssive). t,hc )'lises st.rcss q amI t,hc void rat.io arc reponcd in Figs.2.16-2.18,
respect.ivc!y, at. thc cnd of step l.

Excluding t,he small, unrcprcscnr.at.ive zonc near thc corner of t.he puncll. t.hc
hydrosr.at.ic st.rcss p ranges from 23.31vlPa t.o 108MPa anu t,he I\fiscs st,ress q from
15.4 ).IPa r.o 70.1 ).IPa. These values show that. r,he st,ress is highly inhomogcneous.
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Frc:nu;:: 2.13. Initial mesh.

PIcn:R.E 2.14. Deformed lll<'Shat the eud of step 1.

PWt:R.E 2.15. Initial an~ defomled (end of step 1) meshes.
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FIGl'RE 2.16. Distribution of hydrostatic stress component (MPa) at the end of step 1.
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FICl"RE 2.17. Distribution of Mises stress (:.\iPa) at the (md of step 1.
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FWl"RE 2.18. Void ratio distribution at t.he end of step 1.
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The q/p ra,t,io ranges from 0.31 t,o 1.14, so rhar it. is always inferior t.han rhe v<,1ue
ofM.

Values of rhe hydrost.at.ic: and ::\iises st.ress componenr.s a.t. die end of st.ep 2 arc
reponed in Figs. 2.19 and 2.20, whereas t.lw map of void rario is s1.lOwnin Fig.2.2l.
It. may be imponanr.-r.o nore t.hat. residual st.ress is quit.e high. due t.o t.lw lat.era1
consrraint. st.ill present. ar t,he end of st.ep 2. The knowledge of rhe la.r.eral st.ress is
imponant. for pracrical purposes since t.he force needed for t.he eject.ion of t.he final
piece can be est.imared t.hrough Coulomb frierionlaw, when t,he lar.cral st.ress at. r.he
end of st.ep 2 is known. A rough. but. simple evaluat.ion can be iImncdiat.cly ol.lt.ained
from numerical out.pur. ar t.he end of st.ep 2 emplo~,'ing t.he formula

cjr~tion f07'ce = er tan <p (mcan lateral st7.css x lateml smface of thr. pir.(r.),

where <p is t.he powder frict.ion angle (equal t.o 32" in our case) and er is a coefficient.
dependent. on t.he ronglUless of t.he die "vall and ranging bet.ween Cland 1. t.ypically
er = 0.6.

The deformed mesh at. rhe end of srep .3 is shown in Figs.2.22 and 2.23. In the
lat.r.er fi!,'1u'e, t.he deformed mesh is superimposcU on t,he inir.ial. The springback effect.
and t.he shape disr.onion are evident..

The resitlual st,ress disr.ribution at. r.he end of fanning is reponed in Figs.2.24
and 2.2.3, where t.he hyu.rost,at.ic sr.ress and t,he ::\fiscs st.ress component.s are also
shown. The void rar.io' disr.ribution is finally shown in Fig. 2.26. Excluding t,he small.
unrepresent.at.ive .zone near die corner of t.he punch, t.he hyu.rost.at.ic st.ress p ranges
now bet.ween 0.038 J\.-fPa and 2.64 ::\.fPa and t,he ::\lises sr.ress q her-ween 0.32 ::\.fPa and
.3.22 ::\.fPa. 1\:10reover, r.he void rat.io varies bet.ween 0 ..34 and 0.95. It. can he nor.ed
r.hat. t.he minimum void rat.io is usually as.'5ociat.cU wir.h t.he lllCl..iGnnUnresiduallllean
st.rc~s. The rcsult.s suggest, t.har. t.wo annular, concent.ric zones of mat,erial arc formcd,
r.he iuner of which is &ubject. t,o lug'h compressive mean st,resses, whereas t,he our.er
t,ends t.o he subject, t.o t.ensile st.rcsses. Tlus can represent. a pot.ent.ially dangerous
situat.ion, in which t.he r.ensile st,resscs wnd t.o open possible microcracks induced by
eject.ion on t.he ext.ernal surface of t.he piece, leading t.o serio1L'5defect.s fonnar.ion in
r.he gTeen. However. even whell the gTeen is approxilllar.cly free of macro defect.s, it.s
mechanical behaviour and shrinkage during fur.ure sinr.ering arc deeply affect.ed by
r.he in.L.omogeneit.ies in t.he residual st,ress and densit.y dist.ribur.ions.

Finally, we not,e from Figs.2.24-2.26 t.hat, an cuUlular zone of very dense mat,e-
rial forms near t.he bot.t.om of the saInple. This prediction is indeed confirmcd by
r.he visual inspect.ion of t.he formed scunple, clearly showing CUl cumular dark zone.
Fig.2.27.

.,
"
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PRESS VAI.CE

I
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FrentE 2.19. Distl'ibution of hydrostatic stress component (MPa) at the end of step 2.
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Flcn:RE 2.20. Distribut.ion of Miscs stress ('.Omponent (MPal at the end of step 2.

F!Gnu;; 2.21. Void ratio distribut.ion a.t the end of step 2.
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Experiment.al ml<.lsimulat.etlloa<.l displacement, curves during forming of t.lw piece
shown in Fig. 2,11 arc compare<.l in Fig.2.28 (nat,mal and semilogaridullic represen-
t,at.ions m'e reponed). where a sat.isfving agTccmem can J.le llor.e<.l.

2.5. Conclusions

R.esult,s <.liscussed in dle present. chapt,er represent. a first, st,ep t,owm'<.lt.he deve-
lopment. of a mo<.lcl capahlc of realisr.ically <.lescril.ling forming processes of ceramic
mar.erials. Even if r.he eXl)erimcnt.al result.s m'e sr.ill incomplct,e an<.l t.llC employe<.l
clast,opla.st.ic mo<.lcl, t,he emn-clay. <.loesnot, <.lescril.>eproperl~; some imponant. feat,ure
of mat,erial hehaviour - as for iust,mlce t,he sr.rong rclat.ion bcrween densit.y amI
cohesion - our rcsulr.s demol1sr.rar.e t,hat, it. is possil.l!c t.O realisr.ically predict,:

• t,he springback e[fecr. and rclatül shape tlist,orr.ion.

• t,he force nee<.led for mold ejecr.ion,

L
Frca:RE 2.22. Dcformcd mesh at thc cud of stcp 3.

Frcnm 2.2.3. Initial aud dcformcd (stcp 3) meshes.
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PIGnu; 2.24. Distribution of hydrostatic stress component (MPa) a.t the end of step 3.
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FIG1:RE 2.2;:;. Distribution of Miscs stress r.omponent (MPal at the end of step 3.
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PI(:1:RIö 2.2G. Void ratio distribution at the end of st,ep 3.
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• t.he residual sness dist.ribut.ion,
• t.he densit.y dist.ribur.ion and t.he relat.etl presence of dcfec:t.sin t.he grccn hody.

The final rcmark is rdat.c<.l t.O t.hc prcdict.ion of dcfcct.s in t.he sint.ercd picce and
t.herefore it.s investigation has an import.am pracr.icalmc,Uling.

In closure, we memion that t.llC modclling prescmcd in t.llis Chapt.cr can be ex-
tentlcd in differem direct-ions. Refcrring t.O t.hennoplasticit.y. thc simering phase might.
be covercd by modclling, so t.hat. simulat.ion could be ext.endcd to t.he emirc produc-
tion proccss. ::\ioreoveL bot,h sinr.ering aids and powder charact.erist.ics might. emcr
t.hc clasr.ic-plasr.ic c:onst.it.ur.ivelaws, so t.hat. t.he opt.imal powder composit.ion and
morphology could be predict-cd for different. forming problems.

FIG1:RE 2.27. Photog1'a.ph of the bottom side of the formed sa.m}>!(\<).
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Fwnlli 2.28. Experimental and simulated load \"s. di.,>vlaccmel1t Ctu"\"('S,in a. na.ttu'al and semilog
repr('senta.tion.
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First of all I should-like to thank ICS-UNIDO for inviting me to take

part in this opening day of the "Best Available Technologies and Innovations in

Ceramics Production" seminar, which provides me once again with the

opportunity of appreciating the key role of ICS-UNIDO in promoting and

spreading technology and the culture of innovation.

. I should like to concentrate in my brief speech on this last aspect, with

some thoughts regarding the link between innovation, competitiveness and an

area's development.

The first observation concerns the relationship between innovation and

competitiveness. We all take for granted that innovation has a positive effect on

competitiveness and from the theoretical point of view we know that the

question can be settled by making it part of the defmition, in other words by

defming innovation as something which in some way increases some factor of

productivity and overall productivity.

This was put forward a long time ago by Joseph Schumpeter, the

economist who was responsible for the introduction of the concept of

innovation in the mid-20th century. Studying the subject of competition,



Schumpeter claimed that innovation is the main weapon a firm can use to build

a profit margin and to defend it. Thus innovation is not independent from

economic parameters; on the contrary it is the object of specific business

strategies.

Quite apart from this generally accepted point, the problem is actually

very complicated, since it is hard to understand just what innovation really is.

In any case a glance through the literature shows there is certainly a positive

correlation between innovation and competitiveness, but on one very precise

condition: that the term innovation is not understood to mean always the same

thing and that the concept of innovation is modified according to the field of

business or situation in which it is to be applied.

This statement leads to the consideration of innovation as as an extremely

complex process, which includes aspects to do with quality as well as quantity.

For instance, it is clear that expenditure on research and development"cannot be

used to measure innovation in fields where innovation is heavily non-

formalized. So the first thing is to understand better the different aspects of

innovation.

Identifying innovation with technology tout court is a simplification

which can be misleading. Innovation is _technology, but its effect and its

positive impact on fIrmS and their business activities requires an equally

decisive cöIfimififieflttö. modernize pröcesses and organization. The key to

these interlinked processes is the dev~lopmentof human resources. So now two

other m~asures accompanying innovation become essential: training and local

area partnerships. So there is no real innovation without originality in

management.

However, these efforts risk coming to nothing without an effective

training policy. Everyone who has had managerial responsibility knows well

how innovation and competitiveness require new individual and collective skills.

to manage targets and methods, which in turn leads to widespread and increased



needs and to the requirements of specific areas. Here there lurks a paradox

within a paradox: Italy is known throughout the world for its industrial

districts, but when the ability to innovate is observed more closely, we [md

there is no specialized area, that these industrial districts lack the close

cooperation with the advanced centres and research institutes which might turn

them into local innovative systems.

There is still plenty to do in this field, particularly as regards local

government intervention, which still relies on traditional measures and in any

case is often hamstrung by the shortage of funds. Changes in the organization

of public administrations currently taking place should bring with them a real

transfer of responsibility in this field and obviously concern universities,

schools and research institutes, although in fact the signs are rather

contradictory .

This is a situation that really has to be sorted out for the very reason I

mentioned earlier, that innovation requires a transformation in systems of

management and relations within the local area. It is often said that new forms

of governance are needed, but the governance of local manufacturing systems

cannot take place unless local government administrators have real operational,

[mancial and decision-making power: in other words, training and research at
I

district level can be an important part of regional policy and be properly

äppreciated by local businesses only if they have real autonomy.

In conclusion I should like to make a [mal observation: m shifting

authority from the centre and delegating to the local level it is crucial that there

be a clear understanding at that level of the new powers available, particula1rly

in terms of innovation policy. One of the aims of innovation policy at the local

level is to support companies and this cannot come down to just developing

. infrastructure or renovating a disused industrial building. Decisions taken at the

local level need to have breadth of vision and have a bearing on business

development in the broadest sense. They should aim to boost the process of



responsibility for all those involved. So, company practice and individual skills

cannot remain unaltered.

What this involves IS an out-and-out cultural change in company

relations, both internal and external, and an assessment of their impact on the

area.

It is in this respect that the question of the availability of technology and

thus the problem of the spread of know-how and the transfer of technology

become important.

The starting point is the awareness that know-how is the most strategic

resource for a country's economy and learning its most important process.

Know-how has to be aimed at the management of change, that is the

management of complex phenomena created by the growing interdependence

between technological, economic and social change.

These complex phenomena are emerging from the non-linear interaction

between research, Innovation Technology, the market and social changes,

giving rise to a highly dynamic process.

All this requires the development of an ability to understand and a deep

and wide-ranging knowledge, which has to be backed up by keeping up to date

with innovative technologies, assessing their possible impact on the market and

consequent social effects.

These phenomena are also involved in the two fields of "space" and

"time", where what is new in one p\ace and at a certain time could already be

well-known or even obsolete somewhere else.

It is therefore essental to understand the stategies brought into play, not

only for the development of innovation, but also for its spread and

accessibility, always bearing in mind the peculiarities of a company, a field of

business or an entire area.

On the whole the transfer of Innovation Technology is associated with

the following factors:



- it is a complex problem based on cultural behaviour, which assumes

"knowledge" and the ability to transfer it, both in teaching and learning;

- it is a problem regarding the structure of small and medium-sized

companies, which are often unable to innovate, or prevented from doing

so;

- it has to link reasearch and innovation with the real problems

companies face;

- it has to be built on a broad and solid structure of local area networks

and clusters.

At this point it is clear that the matter cannot be confmed to the

relationship between company practice and innovation, but has to be opened

out to include everything that defines innovation policies.

Nowadays the term innovation policy is a catch-all phrase which is

virtually synonymous with development policy, because the concept of

innovation policy has broadened from its original field of scientific and

research policy to include industrial policy and even training, schools and

development infrastructure. I have to say that in view of this evolution and the

increasing debate about technological innovation and government action in this

field, the results so far have been very disappointing. I need only draw your

attentiön to the fact thät research funds are still a virtually insignificant

proportion of the national budget.

But we must not lose sight of the problem regarding the figure of the

businessman, as it is he who is the innovator, particularly in small and medium-

sized companies. Obviously the entrepreneur has to be supported by various

other factors, but he shoulders a great responsibility, even cultural, in the

learning, spread and use of innovation. So I must underline the central role of

the entrepreneur in the process of innovation, because in many cases it is he



who has the necessary technical expertise to take an active part and in any case

his is the fmal say when it comes to taking a decision to innovate.

As I mentioned earlier, there is another critical point concerning external

relations between the company and the local area. From the point of view of

technological innovation, what seems critical is the fact that for the small and

medium-sized company innovation is essentially something based on the skills

of the workforce, and thus on traditional and well-established knowledge built

up on the job. This is why nowadays many international analyses point to staff

trained to carry out innovative research and development in a broad sense or

units trained for this purpose as the deciding factor in assessing a firm's

technological capabilities. At the end of the day these aptitudes enable a

company to interact with the outside world, especially with the universities.

This is one of the most crucial aspects of the relationship between

technology, innovation and business. Companies that have developed a

relationship, even sporadic, with universities and research centres are still far

too few. This probably also reflects a lack of understanding of what research

actually does, and this touches another key point, which is the question of

communication. Communication has never been taken very seriously by our

organizations: the business world basically does not know what takes place

inside universities and research centres, especially the public ones.

The missing feature in the lack of collaboration between research and

business is generally seen to be ß1e cultural framework in which small

companies operate. In the first instance these tend to look inwards for solutions

to their problems and following this they turn to suppliers or clients. The world

of the university or research institutes are not considered an option, and this is a

serious problem to which a solution has not yet been found in our country.

Clearly several things need to be done, and at various levels: improving

the profile of universities and research centres, cutting red tape in gaining

access to research programmes, adapting 'education and research to specialist



innovation throughout the area, while still being in a position to identify and

support the features that distinguish local businesses.

Only in this way can innovation constitute a process of development in a

broad sense, combining growth, competitiveness and social development,

factors that are so important for areas such as Faenza, which hosts this seminar

today and which I should like to thank for its warm welcome.
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MODERN TECHNOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES
FOR MANUFACTURE OF TABLEWARE PORCELAIN

Eng. Roxana Lucia Dumitrache
ARPO Curtea de Arges, Romania

1. Introduction

The technological changes and the innovation are contributing at the success of one
development strategy and at the environment of the economic activity.

The rhythm and the flexibility of the technological changes are the clue of the economical
performances.

The product innovation and the process innovation are based on scientific, technological,
organizational, financial and commercial activities.

The innovative strategies are connected with the decisive factors in the applied - economy.
The innovative projects are influenced by internal factors, external factors, economical factors
and factors of the creative potential. The innovative activity inside the industry is based on the
relationship between these factors. The success of one innovation require some extra
competencies to be involved

Particularly, the purpose of this paper is to briefly examine the transformation occurred in
the technology and fabrication techniques of the tableware porcelain in Romania. I'll present you
also sonie information concerning technological innovation in ARPO factory.

2. New technologies and fabrication techniques'in Romanian traditional tableware
porcelain

In the obtaining of the traditional ceramics there are three major steps: body preparation,
compaction and densifing. In each of these steps occurred modifications, but I'll trait next only
those that imposed themselves in Romanian tableware porcelain industry, having a large use
today. So, I'll present atomization as an efficient way to prepare granulates for isostatic pressing.
Shaping of the ceramic bodies will be trait from two points of view: first one regarding isostatic
pressing and secondly, of pr~ssure cast~ng: Microwave drying of pr<?~ucts is imp_osi~g !!s_~lfill:
cerarmc IndUstry because of Its high drying speed and because of its concomitant effect of
decompression of the green articles. Glazes preparation using fine grinding in annular inierstitial
mills is conferring a high quality of the glaze, being in connection with fast firing process of the
ceramic products.

From latest 10 years experience it is obviously high connection between automatic
shaping, glaze quality and firing process.

It is indisputable that a narrow grain size range with grinding fineness ensures"an optimal
viscosity of the glaze; a better covering capacity is achieved due to the higher specific surface of
the glaze.

Basing on the characteristics of the ceramic body and of the glaze, the fast firing curve
will be established and the fast firing kiln will be designed.

The modification occurred in the process engineering has implication in the product
engineering in two aspects: those of the chemical~!f~~t~ ~d those of the new involyed.physical
elements. Obtaining a proper product in conditiöri' or those modifications depends on the best
using of the physical and chemical aspects [1,2].
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In this context I'll briefly present the most important modifications happened in the
product engineering in the Romanian tableware porcelain industry.

The manufacturing technology of these products was continuously developed in the last
10 years. For ceramic materials there is a tight link between the process engineering and the
properties of the resulting product. I'll stand out this connection out trough my presentation.

, Atomization is used in Romanian ceramic industry for about 30 years. In spite of energy
crisis in the 70 years, and of the saving energy pressure and in spite of the alternative techniques
for granulate, atomization technique remains desirable [2]. But for porcelain industry
atomization started 5 years ago, when isostatic presses were both in Romanian porcelain
factories. In some particular applications, the altern.ative techniques proved their efficiency, but
atomization still is the best way to produce dry granulate which has the necessary qualities for
modern ceramics.

Almost all-ceramic branches are requiring granulate sorts with specific properties to
produce high quality articles using high efficient technology. But, condition for one successful
production process it is of course, the connection betw~en pressing technology and granulate
production.

Today, there are modern installations for producing granulated ceramic powders by spray
drying process using computers to register and control the working parameters [3].

Isostatic pressing and medium pressure casting. In the last 5 years new shaping
technologies imposed themselves in Romanian ceramic industry; isostatic pressing and medium
pressure casting which are at the basis of the automatic production.

The granulated body is especially prepared with specific density below 1000g/1, humidity
-3%, granulometry of 100-600 micrometers. The press is always combined with a fettling
machine that removes the pressing excess sponges the product and when is necessary smoothes
out the foot. There are a number of options for these machines, including automatic tool change,
optical an;icle recognition or monitoring system and data collection etc.

Pressure casting becomes possible starting with the development of a polymer with an
appropriate pore structure. Today, the process is used to manufacture tableware ceramics in
special installation whereby the cycle time compared to the previously used hand casting method
was reduced to ca. 10%. The cycle time for a 7-mm thick piece is about 3 min.

The process occurs in 4 steps: slip admission, vacuuming, pneumatic action and water
admission. All these stages are monitored and registered. In general is used conventional slip.
Filtration behavior can be improved by heating the slip and by using a proper defIocculant.
Special ads could increase the productivity of the pressure casting installation [3].

The clue of the process is to obtain optimal rheological parameters and to keep them
constantly.

The pressure casting installations are easy to place in the automatic production lines with
taking-over robots: The installation must also to be connected with dryers. Pressure casting
advantages (beside increasing productivity) are: a considerable higher quality; replacing plaster
moulds with syp.thetic moulds, so that are no more necessary stocks of plaster moulds; reduced
fettling; no more remaining plaster particles on the casted articles;' reduced water contain of the
ware after removal from the mould (ca. 1.5% less), resulting a better handling properties.

Glazes preparation and the glazing lines have required, as I already showed, process
modifications, depending on the new product engineering.

The,new prod1:l~ion methods and the fast firing technology leaded to better performanc~, 'f" ,"

" and -shorte1-o-perätirfg-time on different technological stages so; the demands for the glaze and
body are changed.

The classical drum ball mill is no longer able to fulfill the new requirements.

2



The option was to introduce the fine grinding technique, using an agitation bead mill, which
operates with a continuos one way system, so the glaze, can have a precisegranulometric
spectrum, in the range 1-100 micrometers. Today's researches showed that the milling fineness
can be obtain by one single passing trough and also by recycling [4,5].

The main advantages of the fine milling are: obtaining of a high quality glaze, small work
spaces, high productivity, continuos process, small milling balls, (1-2.5 mm, from Zr02 partly
stabilized, possible with Yttrium), high energetic density, better covering properties of the glaze.
Organic additives are decreasing the glaze tendency of sedimentation. The future of the good
quality products is given by a proper covering effect and of a thicker glaze layer [6,7].

Shaping by isostatic pressing is changing the surface of the product, which will present a
rugosity that must be balanced using a much fusible glaze, applied in thicker layer (for a better
covering). Also, the isostatic pressed or pressure casting products after the first firing has a lower
porosity, result decreased glaze absorption [8].

The glazing machine requires high-density glaze, in order to achieve high productivity.
In case of single firing the usually technique is the glaze spraying. So, they are glazed dry

products, without biscuit firing.
The glazing machines by spraying are equipped with pre-heating, drying and cooling

points. These installations could be used for glazing of vitreous china, bone china after biscuit
firing.

Glazing installations by immersion are used for the production of ceramics with two
firing systems (porcelain). Biscuit pieces, fired at 900°C are glazed in' installations for plates,
casted articles and cups. The process is full automated and includes de-dusting, stamping,
immersion glazing, foot cleaning. For short lots they are used half-automatic installations.

Fast firing. Ceramics fast firing is suitable for all those three firing stages: biscuit, glost
and decoration firing. Biscuit firing, particularly for porcelain (900°C) is done in continuous
roller or table conveyance kilns, or in discontinuous chamber kilns for small productions. The
firing time is about 2 hours, from cold to cold.

The single firing of ceramics, stoneware and sometimes vitreous are made in roller kilns
and shuttle kilns. The firing time is between 2 and 6 hours, depending on the material type.

Glost firing is done in modem factories using fast firing kilns. There are two alternatives
for continuous firing: rollerkilns and table conveyance kilns.

Roller kilns have the lowest energetic consumption for the porcelain firing (1800-2500
kcal/kg of fired product). The refractory equipment and the rolls are made from recrystalized
SiC. The kiln could include one glaze-dryer, one installation for loading and unloading and one
purifying system for exhausted burned gases (to avoid Fluor evacUation ih atmosphere). The
entire kiln is automatically working.

Porcelain is fast-fired also using table conv~yance kilns, in which case it is possible, the
stopping during weekend. This kind of kilns aloud a strict control of the cooling zone: the
products are cooled at an adjustable, constant temperature, depending on the production capacity,
productivity, and maximum temperature, loading degree. In this mode, it is possible to strictly

. separate the firing zone atmosphere from those of the cooling zone and not to aloud to the burned
gases to enter into the cooling zone. That has positively influence at the porcelain quality [9,10].

3. ARPO - a modern porcelain factory

ARPO Company is producing feldspar porcelain tableware starting 1974. Based on the
product innovation, now the company is producing about 15 different shapes for table, coffee or
tea sets, which totals over 2000 pieces with different decorations. There are also 450 models of
figurines and decorative articles, decorated by hand painting. Developing the new models is the
contribution of the design department to the product innovation.
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Beginning 1989 ARPO managerial team started an efficient modernization plan
materialized in process innovation. Until now there are more than 15 mil. Euro invested in new
equipments for all the production areas: fast firing kilns for decorations, glost fast firing kilns,
isostatic presses, automatic glazing machines, pressure casting machine, bead mill for glaze fine
milling, decorating machine for lines and bands, polishing machine, sand blast machine,
shrinking machine and also a computers network for production supervision and raw- materials
administration.

The results of the intensive innovation program have been found in the increasing of the
production and improving of the economical performances. This means that the crucial
production departments become more efficient and the porcelain products more valuable. The
profit increased to 10 billions lei yearly and new markets are opened all over the world .

The main direction of the new technologies introduced in ARPO Company was to increase
the productive capacity and to obtain higher quality products. The existing personnel was
selected and trained to use the new machines and installations.

The technological changes occurred step by step, according to a rigorous program,
allowing the employers to adjust at the new working environment.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion the future in tableware ceramics is a continuously production process: the
already prepared body using isostatic pressing and pressure casting, dried in micro wave and fast
single fired, excepting porcelain, which probably will need double firing; in order to achieve a
high quality.

The glaze preparation will be dominated by the fine milling technology, glazing by
deeping for porcelain and by spraying technique, for the other ceramics.

The internal.transport, feeding equip ament, the stocking, loading and unloading system
will make the connection between the machines during production [11].

The most important conclusion regarding until now evolution of the ceramic industry is
that the process engineering and the product engineering can not be separated. This is the crucial
point, which can lead to a successful, high quality product.
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Ceramic Industry and Research in
the Slovak Republic: An overview

Dusan Galusek

Institute of Inorganic Chemistry Slovak
Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovak

Republic

Industry - Overview

• Pottery - traditional earthenware
• Building materials
• Refractories
• Electroceramics

Building Materials
}> Building bricks: (BarskY Jur, Spi!\ska Nova Ves,

Luaenec, Ja!\im, Gbely, Wienerberger Boleraz)
,(Technology of continuous vacuum extrusion, gas

forming additives in plastic dough

~ Roof Tiles (BRAMAC, TONDACH
~Sanitary wear (KERSAN, SANKER)
~Wall and Floor Tiles (Novoker Lucenec,

Kerko Kosice)
,(Non-glazed polished tiles .gres porcelanato"
,(Glazed tiles

Historical background

)> Unified Czechoslovakia:
.....Research - Slovakia
.....'ndustry - Czechia (Elektroporcelan Louny,

Jiskra Tabor, DIAS Turnov)
}> Independent Slovakia

.....No advanced ceramics industry

.....Traditional production

.....Strong research facilities

Pottery
~ Traditional glaszed earthenware with hand-

painted flower and figural motifs
~ Technology of slip casting and turning of

plastic dough

}> Producers:
,( Slovak Majolic Modra
,(Traditional Ceramics Sekule
,( Number of small and family owned enterprises

Refractories

~ Respond the needs of cement industry and
metallurgy

~ Large deposits of raw materials
~ Magnesite and chrome-magnesite

refractories

~ Producers:
• Slovmag Lubenik
• Slovak Magnesite Industry Lovinobana

1



Electroceram ics

~ Production of high alumina-based
electrical insülators .

~ Technology:
~continuous vacuum extrusion of plastic

dough, or isopressing of powders in
plastic bags

~ Machining of desired shape

~Ceram Gab, a.s.

Research

• Dept. of Ceramics, FChFT, STU,
Bratislava

• Dept. of Materials, Faculty of
Metallurgy, TU Kosice

• Inst. of Materials Research, SAS Kosice
• Inst. of Inorganic Chemistry, SAS,

Bratislava

Dept. of Ceramics, FChFT,
STU, Bratislava

• Corrosion of refractories by glass melts
(prof. Jamnicky)

• Hydroxyapatite-based bioceramics
(prof. Majling)

• Synthesis of mullite and alumina-based
ceramics by sol-gel, ceramic
membranes with controlled
nanoporosity (dr. Pach)

Inst. of Inorganic Chemistry, SAS,
Bratislava

Dept. of Materials, Faculty of
Metallurgy, TU Kosice

• Refractories for metallurgy

Inst. of Materials Research, SAS
Kosice

• Relations between microstructure and
properties of non-oxide structural

ceramics
• Creep of ceramics I

Departments of the Institute

2



Oxide materials Wear resistant LPS aluminas

• Relations between the composition,
microstructure and properties of LPS alumina' -

• The role of residual stresses in alumina-
based materials

• Special glasses for LPS of alumina
• Wear resistant aluminas
• Alumina-based cutting tools for high speed

metal cutting
• Alumina-based nanocomposites

0,1 I 10
SiO,IMO ratio

Non-oxide materials

~ Preparation of SiCN nanopowders by CVD
~ Si3NiSiC based micro/nanocomposites
~ Mixed a/ß-Sialons
~ Layered composites (Si3NiSi3N4'

Si3NiSiC, SialonITiN, SiC/(TiNb)C, etc.)
~ Cermets (AI203-NiAI(Ni3AI), TiC-Ni3AI,

SiC-MoSi2, etc.)
~Special sintering additives, sintering and

microstructure development of SiC

Preparation of SiCN
nanopowders by cve

SI3N. SiC SICN
Particle alza: 50 - 100 nm Particle size: 10 - 100 nm Particle slza: 50 - 100 nm

recrystalllsed 1580 °CJ2h In At

Si3NiSiC based
micro/nanocomposites

50"'"

FELMITVOrlZ

~d.taltlondistributlon
gtHn_nllrf>gendistribution
blue-oxrv.ndls1rlbulion

Sintering and microstructure
development of SiC

Yb203-SmP3 sintering additives
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Ceramic Industry and Research in the Slovak Republic: An overview

Dusan Galusek

Institute ofInorganic Chemistry, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovakia

e-mail: galusek@tnuni.sk

Abstract

The paper gives a brief overview on the state-of-the-art of the ceramic industry and research

in the Slovak Republic. Due to lack of advanced ceramic processing in the country, the report

on the industry is focused mainly on the traditional productions, especially pottery, building

materials (bricks, rooftiles) and some more advanced applications as the ceramic electrical

insulators and refractories. On the contrary, the research in the field of ceramics (and

especially in the field of advanced structural materials) is well established, with good ties to

leading ceramic laboratories in the world. The research covers wide range of topics from

laboratory-scale preparation of ceramic powders through processing of bulk materials to

investigation of relations between the microstructure and properties and final applications of

the materials.

Introduction

Interestingly, there is a sort of discrepancy between the needs of industry in the Slovak

republic and the main topics of the advanced ceramics research. This state is in fact a heritage

of the former Czechoslovak Republic, where majority of the special ceramic industry has
. - -.

been concentrated west of the Slovak border, with the producers like Jiskra Tabor producing

the spark plugs for automotive industry, or DIAS (now Saint Gobain Advanced Ceramics),

Turnov focusing on the range of advanced ceramic products including ceramic cutting tools

(both alumina and silicon nitride-based), bioceramics (artificial zirconia-based hip and knee

joints) and alumina water tap seals~ In the conditions of the unified Czechoslovak Republic

there was no obstacle for locating most of the ceramic research facilities to Slovakia, with the

research in Czech Republic concentrating more on the science and technology of glass, which'

was traditionally very strong in Czech. After splitting the Republic in 1993 therefore a curious

situation occurred. The Czech Republic with relatively strong ceramic industry preserved just

very few research facilities (the most important ones are in Brno and in Praha at the Institute

. ~..
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of Chemical Technology), while the Slovak Republic with virtually no special ceramic

industry maintained at least four groups of ceramic research, well established and equipped

and with good personal and scientific links to leading research laboratories worldwide. The

situation has not change since, as the producers of traditional ceramics especially due to the

poor econo~ical situation (and ~~ckof need) did not require any massive investments into the

research in their area of interest.

In the following text I attempt to give a thorough overview of the individual areas of the

ceramic research and manufacturing in the Slovak Republic, including the brief overview of

the used technologies and manufactured products.

Industry

Pottery

Pottery industry in the Slovak Republic has deep roots in the manufacturing of the traditional

folk ceramics in the past, the Slovak Folk Majolic Modra and the Traditional Ceramics Sekule

being the most renowned for their production of traditionally shaped ceramic with

hand-painted flower and figural motifs. The' typical products from Modra and Sekule are

shown on Figures la,b. The typical technologies of shaping the green bodies are those of slip

casting of ceramic slurries and turning plastic dough with the aid of the pottery lathe.

Pre-fired bodies are then glazed and hand-painted by mineral dyes. A numb.er of smaller

ceramic companies or family-owned enterprises deals with manufacturing of traditional

earthenware throughout Slovakia.

~ .~

Figure 1. Typical earthenware products from Modra (a) and Sekule (b).
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Building materials

The ceramic building materials include building bricks, roof tiles and wall and flöor tiles.

There is a range of producers of ceramic building materials in the Slovak Republic, the brick

producing plants being in BorsIcy Jur, Spisska Nova Yes, Lucenec, Jasim, Gbely etc. The

leader concerning the quality and production programme is the plant Wienerberger Boleraz,

operating since 1819. The company uses the technology of continuous vacuum pressing of

plastic dough through complex shaped nozzles, achieving highly complicated profile with.
insulating holes and low thermal conductivity of the product. The addition of gas forming

additives into the plastic dough creates a porous structure of the ceramic body after firing,

further improving the insulating properties of the material. Some examples of the

manufacturing programme are shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2 Some examples of the manufacturing programme of the company Wienerberger

Boleraz.

The leading position on the roO! tiles market in the Slovak Republic is occupied by companies

Bramac and Tondach, both producing a complex range of products related to building and

insulation of the roofs. The company Bramac concentrates more on concrete-based products,

while Tondach produces a wide range of earthenware roof tiles, which are manufactured by

pressing the plastic dough followed by drying and firing process.

The major companies in Slovakia dealing with the production of wall and floor tiles are Kerko

Kosice and Novoker Lucenec, producing both the non-glazes polished tiles "gres

porcellanato" for interier and exterier use, and glazed tiles for interier applications.

Refractories

The production of refractories is defined by the needs of cement, glass and metallurgical

industry and by large deposits of magnesite in the south-eastern regions of Slovakia. The

major producers of basic, magnesite and chromium-magnesite refractories are the plants

Slovrnag Lubenik, Slovak magnesite industry in Lovinobana, which both produce a range of

refractory linings for cement and lime kilns.
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Electroceramics

The only producer of electroceramic in Slovakia is CERAM in Cab, a 100 % foreign-owned

company with its manufacturing programme focusing on electrical insulators. The technology

involves either the vacuum extrusion of high-alumina plastic dough or the isostatic pressing of

., alumina-based powders in plastic bags. The raw green preform is then machined in order to

achieve desired shape. The pre-fired bodies are then glazed and fired. Nearly 100 % of the

production is exported to European countries, as well as overseas. Some examples of the

production programme are shown on Figure 3.

Figure 3. Some examples of the production items ofCERAM Cab, a.s.
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Research

In the following text the four major ceramic research laboratories in the Slovak Republic are

listed, with their main areas of interest and with the special focus on the Institute of Inorganic

Chemistry, Slovak Academy of Sciences, the author's mother institution.

Department of Ceramics, Faculty of Chemical and Food Technology, Slovak Technical

University, Bratislava

The department focuses its research to th.~ area of refractories (especially the refractories for

glass melting furnaces and the corrosion of refractory materials in the glass melting process -.

prof Jamnicky), and bioceramics (especially biocompatible materials like hydroxyapatite ~

prof Majling). The' sol-gel formation of alumina-based materials and mullite and the

deposition of thin ceramic membranes with nanosized porosity on porous alumina substrates

is also studied at the department (dr. Pach).
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Department of Materials, Faculty of Metallurgy, Technical University Kosice

From the point of view of the advanced ceramic materials, the laboratory is of marginal

importance, as the research at the department answers mainiy the needs of producers of

refractories, especially for metallurgy of iron.

Institute of Materials Research, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Kosice

The research activities at the Institute focus on the relations between the microstructure and

mechanical properties of structural non-oxide ceramic materials, especially silicon nitride.

Extensive studies have been conducted on determination of mechanisms of high temperature

creep in silicon nitride-based materials and the influence of the grain boundary phase

composition on creep properties.

Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava

The Institute ofInorgaruc Chemistry is one of the 59 research institutes covered by the Slovak

Academy of Sciences (SAS). With its 70 employees, the institute belongs to medium sized

among the latter and in 2003 it will come to 50th year of its history. The research work at the

Institute is now mainly oriented towards new inorganic materials. Nevertheless, the basic

research is dominant, going as far as to the level of the electronic structure of the matter. The

Institute consists of five departments, which deal with various aspects of research in the field

of inorganic chemistry. These are:

• Department of Ceramics,

• Department of Hydro silicates,

• Department of Molten Systems,

• Department of Theoretical Chemistry,

• Joint Laboratory of Glass of the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry SAS and the TrenCin

University.

From the departments listed, the Department of Ceramics (prof Sajgalik) and the Joint

Laboratory of Glass (dr. Galusek) are mainly dealing with the research in the area of ceramic

materials.

TIC SAS has been carrying out systematic research of engineering ceramics for two decades.

The primary interest was devoted to understanding of the relations between microstructure

and mechanical properties of non-oxide ceramics/composites. A limited amount of research

was done also in the ~eld, ..()f alumina-?ased materials, e.g. preparation of ZT A by inflitration

,
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of metalo-organic presursors of zirconia into a porous alumina matrix, I - 3 and alumina

ceramics reinforced by ß-ShN4 whiskers.4

In prior designing in house ceramic materials great attention was focused on the

understanding of sintering parameters with respect to the final state of sintered body.5 - 10This

work deals with diffusion as the most important phenomena taking part in sintering; it
, ~ ..

attempts to understand the difference between densifying and non-densifying mechanisms of

sintering, and estimate their area of dominance.

Mechanical properties of silicon nitride-based materials strongly depend on microstructure,

particularly on the presence of the needle-like grains of ß-silicon nitride the final

microstructure usually contains. The shape, distribution and frequency of occurrence of ß-

ShN4 whiskers depend on the composition of starting mixture and on sintering conditions.

Extensive experimental work was performed, which proves that the a.-ß transformation of

ShN4 usually proceeding in the course of sintering plays a significant role in formation of a

microstructure of these materials. The transformation can proceed in two principal ways: by

vapour transport, 11, 12 and by liquid-phase diffusion.13 Tailored microstructures with

submicrometre or with several tenslhundreds of micrometre large grains can be prepared by

promoting homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation of ß-ShN4. 14,15

. Several composite materials were prepared, applying the knowledge acquired in previous

research. SiC/ShN4 nano-composites were prepared, by forced homogeneous nucleation,

using the SiCN amorphous nano-powder as an agent promoting homogeneous nucleation.16 -

18 The ß-ShN4-whisker reinforced ShN4 ceramics were prepared by seeding the starting

mixtures with ß-ShN4 whiskers with aspect ratio of approximately 4. The whiskers preserve

their original needle-like shape and serve as the heterogeneous nuclei during the cxJß-ShN4

phase transformation.19 -21The fact that the whiskers grew in the course of sintering resulted

in the idea to prepare the needle-like ß-ShN4 grains in situ, by forced heterogeneous

nucleation, the starting mixture being seeded by equiaxed ß-Si3N4 nuclei. This approach

generated a large variety of microstructures with various volume fractions of elongated

particles.22,23

The relations between the microstructure characteristics and the mechanical response to

loading at both room and high temperatures were studied simultaneously with the material

design.14 27More detailed study revealed that except for the microstructure characteristics

(shape and size distribution of phases in a sintered body), the stress state of the ceramic body

plays an important role and contributes.'positively/negatively. to its mechanical" performance, 28,
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29 especially at room temperature. The role of chemistry of the grain boundaries was also

studied with respect to the high temperature mechanical properties.I7, 30

Based on previously acquired knowledge, layered silicon nitride composites were designed.

Their properties are strongly anisotropic depending on the sequence of layers and the

- orientation of mechanical load. In order to understand their behaviour a model of. the

mechanical response of layered composites to applied load was developed and tested.31
- 37

Clear proof was given that the residual stresses play an important role. Substantial

improvement in strength can be achieved by introduction of surface compressive stress. The,

toughness can be enhanced and the sensitivity to surface flaws can be considerably reduced

by the residual surface compressive stress. Based on the knowledge acquired, a new material

with exceptional mecha~cal properties was designed.38 For cutting tool applications layered

materials with strong interfaces have high potential. Moreover, functionally graded materials

can be. prepared, e.g. for cutting tool application with different ShN4:TiN ratio in the

_particular layers. Layered structures offer also a possibility of designing the multifunctional

materials. Such materials have not only excellent mechanical properties, but the electrical,

thermal or magnetic properties are also improved. The ShN4-based layered composite was

designed, with excellent mechanical properties and high electrical and thermal conductivity in

the direction parallel with the layer area.

The previous text summarises in short the achievements of the Institute in the field of ceramic

research in the past 10 years. At present, new projects at the Institute require an extensive

research of relations between the processing conditions, chemical composition, microstructure

and mechanical properties (room and high temperature) of alumina and SiAlON-based

materials, which are intended as materials for cutting tools for machining of ultra hard alloys

in automotive industry at high cutting speeds.
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COMPOSITION-MICROSTRUCTURE-PROPERTIES
RELATIONSHIP FOR A CERAMIC MATERIAL

Aurica GOLEANU

S.C. Apulum S.A. , Viilor Street 128 , 2500 Alba lulia , Romania

This paper presents an experimental study pointing out some causal relationships
between various technological aspects and the final properties of a ceramic material. The
properties of the ceramic materials, which define their utilization function, depend first of
all on their microstructure. The nature of the ceramic material and the firing process are
the main factors which differentiate the ceramic material from each other. It is very
important to know in detail the multiple interdependences between the raw materials, the
technological parameters and the properties of a ceramic material in order to optimize the
manufacturing process of a ceramic material with well defined properties.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ceramic materials represent a category of inorganic non-metallic (although, more

rarely, they can also have metallic constituents) solids, obtained at high temperatures. At

these temperature sintering, vitrification or melting, followed by their cooling and

stiffening, takes place.1,2

The properties of the ceramic materials, which define their practical application

function, depend on their microstructure - direct consequence of the composition and the

thermal treatment conditions. The nature of the ceramic material (its chemical -

. mineralogical composition) and the firing (the complex process of chemical and physical

transförma:tiön~swithin heterog-en-eoussystems) are the main factors which differentiate

the ceramic materials one from another.1,3,4

It's well known that a very good thermal stability can be achieved1,4 :

- either by a high thermal conductivity (e.g. in the category of ceramic materials-silicon

carbide, carbonaceous and graphitic refractories); ',' ,

- or by low thermal expansion coefficients (e.g. in the category of siliceous materials-

quartz glass, cordierite ceramics, ceramic materials based on lithium silicates).

The thermal stability of the ceramic materials is also categorically influenced by their

porosity and by the size of their structural constituents.

Referring to the porcelains, as part of ceramic materials, these are constituted of a



glass matrix where crystalline phases and some pores are presented; the chemical

nature of these phases and their proportion depend on the composition of the primary

mixture of raw materials and on the particular conditions of the applied thermal treatment.

Between the glass phase amount which, essentially, determines the vitrification degree of

ceramic materials and their microstructural properties (such as, apparent density and

porosity) there is a tight correlation. At their turn, these properties determine others, such

as: water and other liquids absorption, permeability to gases, shrinkage. The proportion

of glass phase also determines the phases ratio and, consequently, the mechanical,

thermal, electrical and optical properties (and, as a result of the last ones, the aesthetical

, ,properties: whiteness, translucency). Considering the practical use of the porcelain

products, these properties are the most important ones.1 ,3

In the case of the ceramic ware used in contact with food, such as household

porcelain, faience or fine stoneware (glazed or not), the release of lead and cadmium has

to be considered as a very important problem. The people's protection against possible

dangers caused by using some glazes and/or decorations which release these toxic

elements has to be ensured.5

2 . EXPERIMENTAL WORKS

The first part of this experimental study refers to the formation of cordierite -

2MgO.2AI203'5Si02 in ceramic bodies made of different raw materials, which bring one

oxide (elementary compounds) or many oxides (two oxides- in the case of the double

compounds) among the three components- MgO, AI203 and Si02•

The stöichiometric cordiefite composition (MgO- 13.8 weight %, A1203- 34.8 weight %,

Si02- 51.4 weight %) was used to calculate the composition of the raw materials mixtures
"

for the experimental bodies. The used raw materials, as well as the manner of their

combination in the elaborated experimental bodies are presented in TABLE 1.

--,,', For each of the experimental bodies, the raw materials mixture was prepared by wet.

grinding. The materials were then dried and pressed into test specimens. These were

pre-calcined at 11000C and were then subjected to thermal treatment in an electric

laboratory kiln at 1350oC, with a holding time at peak temperature of one hour.

Subsequently, the experimental researches point out the influences of the thermal
I " .

treatment conditions on some important properties of the hard feldspä'tic porcelain



products, namely: the whiteness and the release of the toxic elements (lead and

cadmium).

For the whiteness study some plates have been used; a number of them have been

TABLE 1. Raw materials and experimental bodies

Type Double Elementary compounds
(/)

(ij compounds";::
Pre- A1203; MgO; AI203 Si02 MgOis Q)

Cii vailing Si02 Si02
~ E

3: oxide
tU Deno- Zettlitz Stea- (X()(- 'Y - Alumi- ß - Amor- Magne- Magnec:

mination Kaolin tite alu- alu- nium quartz phous sium -sium
mina mina hydro- silica oxide bicar-

sample xide bonate

1.1 * * * - - - - - -
1 1.2 * * - * - - - - -

1.3 * * * -- - - - -
2.1 - * * - - * - - -

2 2.2 - * - * - * - - -
2.3 - * * * -- - - -
2.4 - * - * - - * - -
3.1 - * * - * -- - -
3.2 - - * * - * -- -

3 3.3 * * *- - - - - -
3.4 - - * * - *- - -
3.5 * * *- - - - - -
3.6 - - - * * - *- -
4.1 * - - - - * - * -

4 4.2 * * *- - - - - -
4.3 * - * * -- - - -
4.4 * * *- - - - - -

made by shaping (using plastic body) and the others have been made by isostatic

pressing (using granulate- body). After drying, the samples were biscuit fired under

different conditions specified in TABLE 2. They were then glazed, by dipping, with a

transparent colourless glaze having an adequate volume weight for both of the two types

of products (plastic shaped and isostatically pressed) and all of them were finally glost

fired under the same conditions (TABLE 2).
,. . .~.- '. .. ~
In order to study the release of the toxic elements, some glost fired shaped plates,



decorated with on glaze transfers (no.5985 and no.6032) have been used. The samples

were then fired under different conditions, as illustrated in TABLE 3.

TABLE 2. Whiteness of the glost fired samples

Firing conditions for: Observation

Whiteness of: Loss on ignition,
biscuit firing glost firing after biscuit firing,

[%]
for:
f%l

type of maxi- firing O2 shaped pressed shaped pressed
kiln mum cycle content samples samples samples samples

tempe- in the
rature combus-

tion
[ °C] [hours] gases

fvol.%]
tradi- traditional
tional gas
gas tunnel

tunnel 940 22.50 10.6 kiln; 70.3 70.4 0.18 0.13
kiln maximum

tempera-
ture-

tradi-
1380 C;

firing
tional cycle-34
gas hours;

tunnel 910 22.50 9.6 composi- 69.2 69.7 0.20 0.14
kiln tion of the

combus-
tion gas in
the redu-

cing zone:
fast CO2-8.2

firing vol.%,
gas O2 -2.4

tunnel 810 1.75 9.2 vol. %, 68.0 66.7 0.23 0.20
kiln CO-1.8

vol. %

3. TESTING METHODS

The fired specimens for each experimental body (chapter 2) were analyzed to

determine their mineralogical composition, as well their degree of vitrification and thermal

expansion.

The mineralogical composition. was determined by X-ray diffraction(XRD) using a



TABLE 3. Release of lead and cadmium for the decorated samples

Firing conditions: Release of the toxic elements:
[mg/dm3 ]

type of maxi- hol- Pb I Cd
kiln mum ding Samples with ceramic transfer picture:

tem- time
no. 5985 nO.6032 no. 5985pera- at nO.6032

ture peak distinct a- distinct a- distinct a- distinct a-
tem- sam- verage sam- verage sam- verage sam- verage

[ 0c] pera- pies value pies value pies value pies value
ture
rminl

indus- 9.3158 8.7895 0.0611 0.0528

trial 11.6585 9.6316 0.0583 0.0556
electric 8.3158 11.1969 7.5745 7.4181 0.0473 0.0579 0.0420 0.0479
tunnel 800 15
kiln; 13.0526 5.1818 0.0639 0.0393

firing 13.4737 8.2632 0.0611 0.0556
cycle- 11.3652 5.0682 0.0556 0.0420
1hour
45min.
indus- 7.8298 13.7684 0.0367 0.0694

trial gas 26.3579 4.5417 0.0889 0.0393

tunnel 19.2289 15.1579 0.0694 0.0694
830 25 6.8298 15.0097 3.8409 9.1757 0.0420 0.0590 0.0420 0.0553

kiln;
firing 6.7872 12.6316 0.0393 0.0667

cycle- 23.0244 5.1136 0.0778 0.0447

2hours
15min.

indus- 7.8936 6.0213 0.0393 0.0447

trial gas 9.5789 5.4091 0.0420 0.0367

tunnel 7.8723 3.5000 0.0393 0.0393
800 15 8.2105 8.9493 3.4545 5.3049 0.0420 0.0425 0.0340 0.0411

kiln; 14.2316 5.7727 0.0528 0.0393
firing 5.9091 7.6809 0.0393 0.0528
cycle-
1hour
45min.

780 15 4.4167 0.0367

labora- 13.6842 13.6842 3.5909 4.0038 0.0500 0.0500 0.0233 0.0300

tory 7.1915 3.2955 0.0340 0.0313

electric 2.6383 3.2273 0.0233 0.0180
810 15 3.0000 3.8617 3.5227 2.9985 0.0207 0.0240 0.0233 0.0220

kiln 2.6170 1.9483 0.0180 0.0153
1.9828 2.3617 0.0153 0.0180
2.0000 1.2414 0.0127 0.0127

840 15 1.7931 2.1142 1.3793 1.3806 0.0153 0.0153 0.0127 0.0109
2.6809 0.5400 0.0180 0.0000
1.6897 2.0000 0.0367 0.0393
3.8409 2.0000 0.0287 0.0340

810 45 2.0638 2.5422 2.0638 2.0030 0.0393 0.0367 0.0420 0.0373
2.5745 1.9483 0.0420 0.0340
1.2586 1.8621 0.0233 0.0367
1.6724 1.0345 0.0367 0.0313

840 45 2.0000 1.6293 1.4310 1.4372 0.0340 0.0333 0.0313 0.0333
1.5862 1.4211 0.0393 0.0340



Siemens Diffrac 500 X-ray diffractometer with Ni filter CuKcxu radiation. For the

quantitative phase analysis, a method using external standards, in a version involving

measurements of attenuation coefficients, was used.1 ,6,7

To estimate the degree of vitrification of the fired samples, their water absorption

capacities and apparent porosities were determined. The water absorption was

accomplished under vacuum and the necessary weightings were performed using a

hydrostatic balance.1

The thermal expansion of the fired samples was determined by measuring the lineal

thermal expansion coefficients using a "differential" dilatometer with thermal expan~ion

transmission accessories of alumina.1

The whiteness was determined by measuring the total reflection8 of the samples (glost

fired plates- chapter 2).

The release of the toxic elements was determined by acid extraction of lead and

cadmium from the surface of the samples (decorated fired plates- chapter 2) using an

acetic acid solution (4 vol.%); the quantities of the released lead and cadmium were then

measured by atomic absorption spectrometry.s

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The XRD patterns 1 of the fired samples, along with the data provided in the material

literature, enabled the researcher to identify and to quantitatively determine the available

crystalline phases.1,6 Considering only the prevailing determined phase, TABLE 4

presents the content of cordierite in the experimental fired samples.

The values obtained for the water absorption capacity and apparent porosity-

microstructural characteristics that define th~ compactness of the ceramic material- are

presented in TABLE 4.

Some of the experimental fired bodies were selected to study their thermal expansion.

TABLE 4 shows .the values of the lineal thermal expansion coefficients determined in the

temperature interval of 20-1000oC. The small. values of these coefficients can be first

explained by the presence of cordierite, which has a very low thermal expansion (CXU20-

1000oC=2.10-6 0C-1), as a prevailing phase and, to a certain extent, by the porosity of the

respective samples.



The determined values of whiteness of the samples, correlated with the biscuit firing

conditions: maximum temperature, firing cycle (cold to cold) and holding time at peak

temperature, as well as the composition of the combustion gases, are presented in

TABLE 2 (average values).

The results of the determination of the toxic elements released by the tested samples,

correlated with the decoration firing conditions, are presented in TABLE 3.

TABLE 4.Partial mineralogical composition, compactness characteristics and thermal
expansion of the experimental fired bodies

Number of: . Phase content .Degree of vitrification Lineal thermal
(prevailing phase) expansion

Cordierite Water Apparent coefficients
series sample

absorption porosity oe ~o_10oo°C"106capacity
[weight %] . - r%l [%] [ °C-1]

1.1 91 12.80 24.37 2.40
1 1.2 85 18.09 31.58 -

1.3 88 16.99 29.84 2.80
2.1 77 20.44 35.24 -

2 2.2 70 32.25 45.70 -
2.3 60 33.61 46.84 -
2.4 66 40.44 51.80 -
3.1 68 25.59 39.78 -
3.2 66 32.28 46.11 -

3 3.3 60 33.79 46.87 -
3.4 58 34.03 47.18 -
3.5 67 46.77 54.39 -
3.6 66 38.66 50.85 -
4.1 92 0.63 1.33 3.00

4 4.2 89 3.31 6.87 3.00
4.3 94 2.90 6.18 3.50
4.4 91 2.47 5.19 -

5. CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from these experiments and their results:

o the formation of cordierite in all experimental bodies, this being the prevailing

phase constituent in the respective fired samples;

o the ceramic bodies containing double hydrated compounds, such as kaolin and

steatite, achieved a much higher reactivity than the bodies containing elementary



compounds - especially oxides, namely: aluminium oxide (aex-aumina,y -alumina), silicon

dioxide (ß-quartz, amorphous silica), magnesium oxide, as well as hydroxide (aluminium

hydroxide) and carbonates (magnesium bicarbonate); this fact confirms the theoretical

assumption that the nature arid initial structural state of the reactants influence the

reactivity of the respective systems ;

o the variation in reactivity of the bodies regarding the interactions that lead to the

formation of liquid phases (illustrated by the determined values of the compactness of

the fired bodies) was similar to that indicated by the results of the XAD analyses; the

degree of vitrification of the fired bodies was further proof of their reactivity ;

o the decreased thermal expansion of the fired bodies, due to the presence of

cordierite and due to the porosity of the materials, proves that there is a correlation

between the structure and properties of a ceramic material ;

o the whiteness of the porcelain products, which is, first of all, ensured by the purity

of the raw materials and the glost firing conditions, is strongly influenced by the biscuit

firing conditions; the increase of the maximum firing temperature and firing duration , as

well as a high oxidizing atmosphere have positive influences; in the case of the

isostatically pressed products, these influences are more intense, because of the organic

additives of the granulated body;

o the release of the toxic elements (lead and cadmium) by the decorated porcelain

products, which essentially depends on the type of ceramic pigment and frit contained in

the respective ceramic colour, is influenced by the decoration firing conditions; in the

case of the tested ceramic transfers, the increase of the maximum firing temperature and

of the holding time at peak temperature have favorable influence upon the release of lead

(lowering the release of lead), while the release of cadmium is positively influenced by

the increase of the maximum temperature only; firing in a gas kiln appears to produce

better results than firing in an electric kiln, perhaps due to the circulation and composition

of the combustion gases .

Finally, it can be asserted that a detailed knowledge of the multiple interdependences

between raw materials, technological parameters and properties is essential in optimizing

the manufacturing process of a ceramic material with well defined properties.
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New Technologies at S.C Apulum S.A , Alba iulia , Romania

Dr.Dipl.Eng. Aurica GOLEANU

S.C Apulum S.A is a Romanian factory that designs, manufactures and trades porcelain

and stoneware products.

Founded in 1970, the company has ground rapidly to become one of the leading

producers of porcelain from the South - East of Europe.

The porcelain factory APULUM is carrying out on the old ceramic traditions of the

cultural and spiritual space of Transilvania. Centuries of history and ancient Daco - Roman

civilization, documentary and archeologically attested by a great number of ceramic objects,

found on the very place where the factory was built, have put their mark on the name of the

2500 years old town-APULUM (its name during the Roman Empire is the same name that

was given to the porcelain factory) .

Geographically, Alba Iulia lies in the center of Romania. The same thing might be said

about APULUM, the factory that in a very short time became the center of the Romanian

porcelain industry. Through a continuos, good development of the factory taking over the

best elements of the Transilvania culture and civilization, having the best professional men, it

gradually became the best and biggest porcelain producer in Romania. Its production capacity

is about 11000 tons yearly and it is very diversified, including household and hotel porcelain, .

decorative items and figurines and also stoneware items.

Since 1992, APULUM is a private company. In this process of privatization, the factory

was supported by the consulting company Ernst& Young . The main share holders are the

association ASSALPO S.A , formed a part of the employers, the Ion Tiriac Bank, Dacia Felix

Bank and others.

The technological equipment of the factory meets today's requirements and it is

completed by excell~nt r~search work. About 6years ago, the isostatic pr7ssing method in
, .... ".

tableware production was introduced in our factory and now 5 isostatic tableware presses are

in operation; it can be said that this process has successfully superseded the conventional

technologies. Since isostatic pressing technology was introduced for the production of

tableware, it has gained wide recognition and has succeeded in ever more demanding fields

of application. At first, on1ysimpl~;plätes were pressed from spry-dried: granulates, but

nowadays the various types of isostatic presses produce extremely thin as well as complicated



. -articles from all tableware bodies. This change often leads to costlyadjbstment possibilities' .

and controls being incorporated into the press, whereas the spray-dried granulate and its

properties were accepted as fixed parameters.

The under pressure casting method is an other new technology introduced in our

factory, applied for a series of large articles; this method has positive effects in th~ quality of

these products, as well as in the productivity oftheir making.

As a necessity of the improvement of the glaze quality, especially in the case of the

isostatic pressed items, the advanced milling process of the glaze (in a continuously attrition

mill of high capacity) has been introduced in our factory. The obtained glaze has an increased

specific surface that improves its viscosity, as well as its coating behavior and, consequently,

the glazed products have after the glost firing smoother and shinier surfaces. In the same

time, in this process which uses Zr02 grinding media, the risk of contamination of the glaze

with some rests of silex (from the silex balls used for the traditional glaze milling process) is

decreasing and this fact avoids the negative effects, caused by thecristobalite , in the quality

of the glaze surface of the products, especially after the in- glaze decoration firing.

One of the most important steps of modernizing the manufacturing process In our

facto!y was the substitution of some of the conventional firing kilns with other new fast firing

kilns. Thus, 2 glost firing kilns (for porcelain and for stoneware) and 2 fast firing kilns for

decoration firing (one electric kiln for on-glaze decoration and one gas kiln for in-glaze

decoration) are now in operation. The firing process in these kilns assures a high and constant

quality of the products, a very important increasing of the production capacity, as well as a

considerable decrease of the costs, especially concerning the combustion gas. -

Continual upgrading of equipment and processes incurred an ever-growing export

activity and ensures the reputation of providing exceptional standards of customer service and

quality of product. APULUM also offers retailers the ability to follow fashion trends, so vital

today all over the world.

The trademark APULUM, contains symbols of the civilization and cultural unity of the

traditions ~jJ.at are specific to the geographic, e!hnographic and historical space of

Transilvania.

Keeping up with the latest tendencies on the porcelain market, the items marked

APULUM are both nice and useful. Their translucency and brightness, the diversity of shapes

and decorations and their perfect match are but a few elements that assure unanimous

appreciatioIfbfthe trade mark APULUM and its presence on the-interhational market. .~,
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• X-ray dilTraclomrter (XRD)

• \'arious high Icmllcnltul'c furn>!ces

• Thcrmal charal'tnization units

• Spectrophotometl'r ",

• lIardness tester "~

Pilot scale procl'ssing cquipments .

• Slandard testing equipment for tradition.~~er:!'n~

• Basic clectl'ol'eramil' charal'terization units\'l" .

• Rheometer

\
I

\ '\
~'

I
",.~- ..

~,

• Scanning ele('tron microscope (SF.\l-E

• Porosimeter

• P:lrtil'le size analyser

• Hol stage microscope

• Optical microscopes

• Cold isostatic pn'ss

Researcheq!:lipment available
(major item~"only)

Collaborations Ongoingmajor projects

Ilni"l'I"sit~' of Cambridgc (11K), 'lJlIi{rrsity of Bath
(UK). lininrsil,\' of Newcastle (1'1li;l Terhnic>!1
llninrsity of Karlsrllhe (Germany),'" 'rhniral
rnin!'sit) of Hamhllrg-Harhllrg (Germ>!
Silikat Researrh Centre (Germ>!ny), FI'al .-
Jnslitlltl' (;ermany), CuamTec AG (Gen lr,"
Technical rniversit~. Eindho\'en (I'lolia I(\~\,'
Universily of Storkholm (SWI'Ih-O), Silesian Uni\'.\oJ;
Terh, (Poland), The l'elllls~'I\'allia State l!ni\'e"si~ .
((:SA), Shanghai Cl'r:rmic Institute (China)~,
lill;,'e".sit). Ill' Mona.sh (Australia). Synergy :\-laleria!.s .~:-,
Centre (.Japan). ' ,.

Dc\'dopment of nOl'el Si,-'\IOf\}.{;ulIing lools IClr
high speed machining of fcrl'Ous a lon-I'crrous
materials

COI.1I1'01of mii.:roslructure and propcnies
transllll'111ations in SiAION ceramics

, Composite materials Illr impact applications

Ilydn)lhermal synthesis ofnanosized
cleLiroecrmllic powders lor sensor applications

Pilot scale processing ofadl'anccd materials
, Alumina based cUlling lools

, 1\.1anulilcturing ofpiezoelcclric eomp,)sites r
\.

---- --.----.---

Tailoring Ih~ lIli'l~'~'~irl1CI!!re(If cleclrocenunic:\ via 1f."lIlplmcd
gr:lin growlh '.~ "'~

,. Prol:l.:~5ing ofl1licroslflll'llIn:"j):J.f.ttrned ceralllies
,. Ceramic filler:; "-

Vacuulll heal tn:JIllh:nt OfIlOll-ü:-\ide Ct:

Juining or ccr~lIlics
, Nanocompllsitcs

ManllnU:luring ofcyrnballJ'ansduccrs and lheir
JpplicJlion::;

, Chclllit'al sYlllhc::ii~ of :.lIlisolropic parlicles
Ad\-.anccd ceramics lor applicaliolls in the traciitilllHll
ccrJl11k indlll'lr)

, Flu(l1"l:sccllI gl3/.l'S

:\n.:hcol11clry

" Par:.lllll.'tcrs alTccling the ....pinel fnl111i.lliOIl

Major projects comple.t~,~.,in the last five years

" Impwvcl11t:1I1orllllvd Sii\ION r~ll1üJt! tOüls I~)rhigh speed
m3chining of felTotls and nOll-l~rrOllS~ 1 ~rials

" Gn--lOulCllion or advanced ceramic powclt'rs

" Corrosion rcsiSlant high temperature r~rracloril.:'

FaclC'lr$ controlling the grain growlh IIwgnesiul1l 0_

,. Boron carbide-alulllinulll Cllll11>ositcs

" MuJcllllg llft:nmputcr <JIJcd dt.':,ign UfPlczoclc('tflL \,:
COlllpU~JtC tr:lIlsducers ~

t\1ulli-cation doped ;lIld trJI151ucl'IlI SI:\ION c"l.'r<Jlllit.:s
\

I\h1ll11l1:lpowdcl ~IO(h'ClIOn h~ IWIll(lg~l\~lHb prcClpllalltlJ~

" CtHlIrol ofmicrOSlTll"llIrC ofmullitc

2



,. Recycling (Irlrad;li~)rial,(~ral1lic indll511")' \\a:,l...:s

,. lltiliz{llion ()rbi(ll()gil':lll~ d21'i\"L;~.1~Illllbiol\ hindi.'r:, ill
ccramir l':.lhric3linn ",

,. Ch~Ir;h:.'lcris:llioll or porous ccrallli,,':,

,. Improving (he Iii\: pr g:VS1I1ll1Ih.llllds

,. PnH.ltlclioll of hr(1\\ 11pig.1lll:llts lI:,illg lIi1hlral 1';1\\

,. Supen\ hilC CllSl-l'lTctli\ C pl)rl"l:la ins

,. :\mibactcririJc coatings

,. Sllpcrh~.Ir(J gl.IS::-; cc.:r.lIl11C:- \~ ' ~.

,. \hCIlHII1\l'ld\\ 111.lh ..'II,11 ... lill lilt, ull.: iIiJuSLl\'

,. '1 he.: list ufllcc husk slilc.llll porrc:hllll I1ldUSll: , ,~

IIIlPIO\l.:1I1CIlIOll"htlll~ r~lle.:\11 ...hp ".hUIll! pi ....I1lIt.II\\\.lrc \
'-

I

Typr or application: \chv.o,:k of cHcllcncc

Eol title: ,\anostructured coati;;'gs.. bulk matcrials and
components (!\;,.\COBI T(

;\'umher of participants: 4:' (larticipants I
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:,i; ..~. .,'
Contact point: Dr. Wolrgang l.ACOM )'~,.;.,';
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Austria) } :;,':\

Contact point in Turkey: Prof. Dr. Hasan i\'IANDA "";~,,:,,,
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"',

CERAMIC RESEAR
CENTER (SAM)

Sixth framework programme
(FP6) projects

",

[ollilk: S~'nllll'sis :11111 propert~'l'",lIu" or novel
\'itr,l'~,usand n"uocr~'stallinc o\y I' .~

(SII.,\SAI.O\) ;1," ,
;jl~ :-......

\'umher ofpao'lil'ipants: 21 participants fl"Om ~ "

fouutrics \
('ontal't poiut: I'rof. Ihn'k 1'. THO,\'lI'SOi\'

l:n iversity of \rll'castlc, UK)

('ont'lft (loint in Turkey: I'rof.Dr. Hasan M,,\ND"\1. \
(Dept. of \'Jat. Sci. & Eng) \

\

Typr or application: .\'ct\\'ork of e\Cclicuce

Contact point in Turkey: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Fcrhat
h:A RA (Tiihitak Ccramic I{escardl Ccntr~)
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,. To bc accredited for standard tests

" -
Anadolu)..Jniversity

"'"

Tubitak

:.-University -industry jointreseareh centres

(l1SAMP) program/Octob~~8

';- 22 members from industrv ~.~

,. ra\\' materials, proceSSing: product :. J!t,' '",-
"R O •. ',..

development. characterisation ctc. " •
\ .

\
~
\; ~
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Application areils (or ceramic cutting tools

*Cerllmic clillilig (001 murk"t (1001)

PART I
(aqueous proces

of new a-ß SiAIO
ceramics)

Best lilv£llIable te<:hnologlas and

Innovation In cEirsmlc productlon-Fat'nz(;12002

,\'1al'hininl!. intillstr~'

.!!~~__k~.L.
World

: ..lUfflJli;'JfI".Iv, uircrali, ",hi!),
Ih:~kJ1(,(;" c'" ~iT'N"1' 1I1(:'tll
,!w/J;lIg il/dlls/I'

[':UI11I")(.'" o( Inserts

250.000

>20.000.000

m1 floor lile = IS"I,g.,,::, 3 l'SD
-",

I kg noor Iile = /1.2 lIsn

I kg insert = 2000 USD

Floor tile = Ii/!Jo"r illlcilsil'e, h(~h ;IIV(.'slll/l'I/I,

cl1vir01l11lC'JII11/ concerns

Cutting insert = high tl'chl/ology. loll' ill"C.\'III/CII/~.;~ ..
COSI. high I'llille lllided je,';\;,

\. ,'.j. .,.
t' -0, ~

World cutti-;'g.tQ.OI producers
"'.

, S:i1nd\'ik/SwNlcn
,. Kl'lln.lmctaIlAIlD

r ('cramtl'l'/Cl'rmany

i'iTK/.Japa"

1'~.ol'f:ra(.J1:lp.ln

Gn'{'lIlcaf/ABD
r Iskar/lsnlcl

Turk':",h mu,.k«'{ holder.,-:

Cl'ramtcc. Kl'nnamctal. -"'TK. (;n.'('nlcaf. Isk.lr
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Ideal technologicai"j:Jerformance of ceramic

cutting tools

Sillgle gmtle heilig .Il/illlhle}o/' el'e~rC/~'~~\
- (ontinllous cllttill~ ,~

- Inlcl'rupt,.t1 cutting '~ ,"'-..

- \'"riahlr ft.,t.,tI r~tc" allli depth uf Cilt
\ .

-Vari"hlc sp,'cd \

.\'ari4lhle applicarinl1~ (ILIrning, millin;..:) \

.\'ari4thlr mi.lu'ri:t1s (gr.a~, nll(lulilr. chilll'd l'a.<r.;(inHl<r.;)\

I
I

!

rouuh but limited tu 'i~\Y""''\IWCd culting,
lISl'~ nl4linl~' for .steel nu\cfi,u'ng

Present tutti.~g tool materials
""

WC.Co:

,.\110.,-I.r()!: hard hUl nol tough. low thermit

usrd for nll'dium spcrd cutting ~~,.,~1~;,~
At,ll, -TiC: ha ...!' hi~h th"l'",al "onllucli\'it~. hut II l~u~,ü~

IISl't1 for C:lsI iron and ster! mal'hinin~ " " "

,'\'11°.1-SiC~\: hard, lOugh. hig:I.• thermal con{llIcrh'.it~ \;:.
txpcllsin'. USl't1tor supcnilluy lIlaChll11l1:! \;

IOll:!h. h.lrd. hi~h thl'rmal cOl1llllctj\'it~. y
",,'11 ror "ast iroll lI\achinill~ with C'l'l'iIeIlII'l'rU"l.

;

SiAIQN

a-SiAION: hard. can be ma~~.gh, low
thermal conductivity 1l1~

unsUitable for high spced \,,~

machmlllg \- .. :._:
ß-SiAION: similar properties to Sl.\N4 ... :c~

AiM

to develop a material with high
and thermal conductivity, but hard

Si,IN" and also chemically more eompa

ROUTE

a-ß SiAION composites,

,\ I iCl'ostrllctul'c

Typ" "lid amoullts or
dl'n.~ifyillg ngcn ts

Problems of curren't-a-ß SiAION ceramics
''''''''

.:. Difficult)' in designing eOI";~~ .on and
microstructure (due to a~r3 SiA ~)

.:. Difficulty in processing in aqueous n~~~
(duetothepresenceofAIN) " "

\
.:. No significant advantage in machining

operations eomparcd with Si"N4

5



10 t1l'q'llIP c1on:.::Hcd fl-Si.-\JOiX :,.:r.;lills ollHI

incl"cl.lSC fral'IU •.c tOIlf!.hll('~S

Sintering-ad~litives for new
a-ß SiAION'c~ral11ics

CaO

Y 0 and/oJ' Re 0 (where Z >' ~1!J-I-:l £~ Kc Vlli
to incrc.lse Jhe sJ:lhilil~' and hardness of (1-~~hI0~/'

CII,-\R.-\CTF:RIS.\"IION

PROCF:SS

Processino
.... , I:>

,as pressure srntcnng
(20 har N" 1700-I!WO°C)

Aüritipn milling

PRODVCT
(mostly spherical withi';"th~ range of 80 to

100 pm, d50 less than ~ R.H)

G



Pressin-g'(-D-Qrst-DACS 15) Pressureless& GPS furnaces

tU tU':; (JA O. \0.5
F".d 1';",'~ml11lro'\

\

\

l~(l

.\lIlA : ~cw{1-rl Si/\tON

('r; :CUllllIll:'rcbll Si/r-:'~

45(1 (,SO :-:511 1050
1 __ .' __ - J::I~I~itl;l.Spf'rfllllliminl

Cumpadson ofloo!.pcrform:tnt'l' of n~w u-~\
Si..\IOl\' rcramil' widi ~)'q!.!lIl11cl'('ialgnull' fur the

mm:hinin:,!, uf hrake '('ru,m (tl1rllin~),

""

""~."'":::~'
/

~ .~.:< "I .. "." '" Ih"", ":"".",,,~.
Tl'sling in turn iug '-'\:milling Opl'r£ltinns

(east inm & In"'CHld 71 R)

MadlininJ; tu l"olllllu'rcial "'lilting geometries

------.-

Co~clu~.ion
"

>--=,I '

A commercial product

'f'-
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Prof. Dr.-habil Z.Kovziridze, Dr.-Eng. N.Nizharadze, Dr.-Eng. D.Gventsadze

Georgian Technical University, Tbilisi, Georgia.
Department of the technology of composite materials and items

The object of the paper is the design and production of condensed ceramic material
stable to thermal and gas-thermal aggression.
On the basis of barite and argillaceous, ceramics is synthesised with single stage
technology at 1450De with phase content of celsian - 93% by mass. The rest is presented
with barium aluminates and silicates, as well as with a small quantity of vitreous phase.
Thermal stability of ceramics with 20De water cyclic cooling is 480DC. Volume electric
resistance is p ohm/cm = 1016

. Dielectric losses at 1 MHz and 20De are tgö.l0.4 = 2.
Shift modulus is G Hlmm2.103 = 31.5; elasticity modulus is E Hlmm2.103 = 78.5.
A new mechanism of ceramic material formation is proposed. When celsian is formed,
the yield of superstructure in the form of separated AI04 and Si04 as the double layer
tetrahedrons prove the possibility of celsian synthesis with the help of metakaolin. The
process should be promoted with intensive decomposition of barite at II35-II80De
where the products separated at decomposition act as the process mineraliser -
destruction of kaolinite structure and its rearrangement into celsian position. This should
be ~avoUl.edwith isomorphic substitution in tetrahedron, as well as octahedron laYi/erthat
makes favourable conditions of kaolinite structure rearrangement into a-celsian.
Thermodynamic analysis of reactions in the mixtures of barium sulphate with kaolin, as
well as with alumina and quartz sand showed that barium aluminates and silicates
formation is thermodynamically possible within the range of 800-1800De.
The criteria of estimation of stability to thermoshocks R', R" and R'" are calculated.
High value of R"'10-4 m2fkg = 285,2 indicates that at thermoshocks ceramics may
accumulate less energy that provides lower degree of its structure.
Synthesised materials are meant for service at sharp temperature changes and at its high
gradients.
The researches are conducted at the department on preparation of composite ceramic
materials at low temperatures on the basis of inorganic binders, particularly, on the
basis of metaphosphates. This allows to ~eceive materials having refractory, heat
insulating, dielectric or current conducting and other properties. For example, on the
basis of titanium oxide, corundum and single replaced phosphate, the material of 5%
porosity was received, its compression strength being 500 MPa and mass 2,80 g/cm3

.

The temperature of thermal treatment (burning) of such material does not exceed 700DC,
while the formation of primary samples happens within 100-200DC in conditions of
repeated hot 'pressure. Experiments have been carried out with the purpose to introduce
discrete size carbon and basalt fibers into compositions that increases impact strength of
this material.



Ferric phosphate based binder is developed in Georgia and is patented in many countries
of the world. With the help of this binder the materials were tested and received on the
basis of different raw materials of Georgia, such as andesite, perlite, tufa, trachyte,
zeolite, etc. The final temperature of their formation does not exceed 300-500oC.
We have developed the technologies and, respectively, materials for protection of
thermocouples from aggressive media (slags, metals). One of them is the techn~logy of
preparing silicium carbide and synthetic corundum with silicium nitride binder. The
technology of preparation of high fire-resistant housing for thermocouple protection, of
pyrometric pipes and induction furnace linings are developed.
Housings and pyrometric pipes are items of different diameters from 8 +10 to 80 -7 95
mm and of 800 mm length with sealed ends.
The items are characterised with high mechanical and thermal resistance, air tightness,
wear and metal resistance, endure repeated (20) measurements in melted metal -at 1500-
1600oC, prolonged (of 1000 hr) measurements in non-ferrous metals and in air medium
for 2000 hr. These materials could be used in inöuction furnaces for thousands of hours.
The mentioned items were successively used at many metallurgical and engineering
plants in Bratsk, Volgograd, Alma-Ata, Chelyabinsk; at glass works in Surami, Ksani,
Krasnoyarsk, Orjonikidze, Severodonetsk, etc.- at 250 plants all together.
The development of such fields of modem engineering that use nuclear reactors, jet
engines, rockets, gas turbines, etc. increases, all the more, the requirements for heat-
proof materials.
The subject of our research is the development of the technology of receiving heat-proof
ceramic elements for rocket-space engineering, particularly, the development of gas
turbine ceramic disks. The introduction of such disks, instead of heat-proof metals, into
production will increase turbine operation quality and its efficiency by increasing
working temperature up to 1200oC. e~n-':JO ~~ tYGJ lvt..."f~~
Our research material is notable not only for corrosion-, wear- and thermo-resistance but
also for the original method of production.
It is received on the basis of alumosilicates with silicium nitride and oxynitriqe __binder
by alumosilicoth~rma~ me~hod. On add~tion of aluminium ~owder to alun:osili~ates ~d
on further burmng III mtrogen medIUm at 1400-1420 C, the matenal WIth hIgh
mechanical, thermal and wear resistance is received.



Ferric phosphate based binder is developed in Georgia and is patented in many countries
of the world. With the help of this binder the materials were tested and received on the
basis of different raw materials of Georgia, such as andesite, perlite, tufa, trachyte,
zeolite, etc. The final temperature of their formation does not exceed 300-S00oC.
We have developed the technologies and, respectively, materials for protection of
thermocouples from aggressive media (slags, metals). One of them is the technology of
preparing silicium carbide and synthetic corundum with silicium nitride binder. The
technology of preparation of high fire-resistant housing for thermocouple protection, of
pyrometric pipes and induction furnace linings are developed.
Housings and pyrometric pipes are items of different diameters from 8.'; 10 to 80 -7 95
mm and of 800 mm length with sealed ends.
The items are characterised with high mechanical and thermal resistance, air tightness,
wear and metal resistance, endure repeated (20) measurements in melted metal at 1500-
l600oC, prolonged (of 1000 hr) measurements in non-ferrous metals and in air medium
for 2000 hr. These materials could be used in inöuction furnaces for thousands of hours.
The mentioned items were successively used at many metallurgical and engineering
plants in Bratsk, Volgograd, Alma-Ata, Chelyabinsk; at glass works in Surami, Ksani,
Krasnoyarsk, Orjonikidze, Severodonetsk, etc.- at 250 plants all together.
The development of such fields of modem engineering that use nuclear reactors, jet
engines, rockets, gas turbines, etc. increases, all the more, the requirements for heat-
proof materials.
The subject of our research is the development of the technology of receiving heat-proof
ceramic elements for rocket-space engineering, particularly, the development of gas
turbine ceramic disks. The introduction of such disks, instead of heat-proof metals, into
production will increase turbine operation quality and its efficiency by increasing
working temperature up to 1200oC. e':]n-'JO ~-'J IYGJ ~.."f~';9
Our research material is notable not only for corrosion-, wear- and thermo-resistance but
also for the original method of production.
It is received on the basis of alumosilicates with silicium nitride and oxynitride binder
by alumosilicothermal method. On addition of aluminium ~owder to alumosilicates and
on further burning in nitrogen medium at 1400-1420 C, the material with high
mechanical, thermal and wear resistance is received.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MODELING OF LIQUID PHASE SINTERING. Basic Concepts

By Mr. Zoran Nikolic

Generally speaking, the liquid phase sintering is viewed in terms of three overlapping stages:
particle rearrangement, solution-precipitation, and Ostwald ripening. During the first stage
rearrangement of the solid phase, in which surface tension forces act to bring about physical
movement of the constituents of sintering body, takes place causing rapid densification. The
rearrangement process assumes that if there is good wetting between liquid and solid phase, solid
particles will rearrange themselves under the action of surface tension forces, producing more stable
packing. Therefore it is very interesting to investigate how the solid particles rearrange, and also to
make analysis of the resulting capillary forces as the driving forces of liquid phase sintering. This
paper outlines a computer-based method for calculation of capillary force during liquid phase
sintering. The simulation method developed is based on the defined model of two spherical particles
The effect of two-dimensional shape accommodation and shrinkage on liquid phase distribution and
redistribution, based on a physical and numerical modeling of liquid phase sintering, was
considered too. The theoretical analysis assumes a numerical definition of sub-model for initial
model system definition and shape accommodation process. The simulation method will be applied
on two- and three-spherical particles model with the same and different radius.



The meniscus radii definition

11= Rl sin 9'1 - P2[1- sin(<Pl +8)]

R1(l-cos9'l) + R2(1- cos/P2) + D
P2= ~

2cos(9'I ; /P2+ 8)cos( 2 )
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3D Object.Generatio~ by Revolution

. -k-th Point Definition
for Ö =90. to 270. - fP2

X=R2'COSÖ

Y= />2 .sinß+ R2 'cosfP2 +R2 .sinö

for Ö = 90. + q; to 270.

x=RI'cosö
Y=-/>2 .sina-R,.cosq; +RJ.sinö

B-C: foro=ß to-a
x= -PI - P2 + P2 .coso
Y = P2 .sino
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• two spherical particles of
the same radius R

• the liquid completely
penetrates the grain
boundary

• the caps of height h of
both particles will be
removed

• the particles will bring into
contact by forming a flat
boundary between them

• Volume conservation:
the removed part of solid
phase will be evenly
distributed over the
remainder of the articles
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SOME ASPECTS OF MODELING OF LIQUID PHASE SINTERING. Finite Difference Approach

By Mr. Zoran Nikolic

From many experiments with mixtures of small and large particles, it can be concluded that during
liquid phase sintering, smaller particles partially dissolve and a solid phase precipitates on the larger

. particles. Therefore, the number of smaller particles decreases due to coarsening. The growth rate
can be controlled either by the solid-liquid phase boundary reaction or by diffusion through the
liquid phase. This dissolution-reprecipitation process leads to further. densification by
rearrangement of smaller and larger particles. The microstructure may change either by larger
particles growing during the Ostwald ripening process or by shape accommodation. In this study,
two-dimensional simulation of grain growth by grain boundary migration based on such a physical
and corresponding numerical modeling of liquid phase sintering was considered. The simulation
method developed is based on the finite difference approach and applied for simulation of solution-
precipitation process and grain coarsening process. Such approach can be also applied for definition
of numerical models based on contour settling, translation and/or rotation for simulation of the
microstructural evolution under gravity and micro-gravity conditions.



SOME ASPECTS OF MODELING

OF LIQUID PHASE SINTERING

Finite Difference Approach

Zoran S. Nikolic

Faculty of Electronic Engineering
University of Nish, Yugoslavia

znikolic@elfak.ni.ac.vu

Model Process Assumptions
• It is assumed a pore-free structure

• The solid-liquid mixture has solid particles that
initially are not in contact

• Particle contacts during LPS are not allowed
("isolated particles")

• Mass diffusion outside the particles is assumed
to be the only mass transfer process

• The new geometry is a result of the evolution of
the centers of mass

Modeling and Process Simulation
Important Steps ...

• Definition of models and
characteristic system state

• Computation of process parameters
and boundary parameters

• Process simulation

• Process characterization

Model System Assumptions ...

• Contour Size Region [r min,r max]

• Random Generated SizeDistribution

• Randomly Distributed ("gravity free")
Contour' Center Position

• No Contours Intersection

I

Initial Packing Process
"Settling Procedure"

• Contours are subjected to a simulated gravity
field: contour falls under gravity and slides down
over the already settled contours

• It will be applied to each contour

• It begins with contour having lowest position in
vertical direction

• Bottom wall and walls on both sides are
stationary and upper wall can move

I
IO( .E....) = 2Ysln.~

I, Co kT r

/::;.C= C -Co is small => /::;.C=C .2Ysln.~
o kT r-

C(rJ) - K(rf>

J =-DL .VC

1
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• Ostwald ripeninl! is a typical multibody free
boundary problem in which the domains
alter their morphologies in response to the
diffusion field

• After solution-precipitation, the particles
grow in supersaturated liquid phase: large
particles start to grow at the expense of small
particles

• This tendency for particles to grow or to
shrink depends on the size of particles
relative to a critical particle size

ac 2
-=OL''\7 C
al

•
ac = 0 -( a

2
c + a

2
c)

al L ax2 ai

(OS xSa. OS YSb.l~ 0)

Classical Five Point Approximation

Ci,j.k+1 = (1- 2~ - 2Az)Ci,j,k + ~(Ci+1,j,k + Ci-I,j,k)

+Az(Ci.j+1.k +Ci.j-I,d

(i = 2.3 ..... /1-1; j = 2.3..... 111 -I; k = 0,1•...)

~-O .~ Az-O .~
- L (~)2 - L (~y)2

Stabilitv Condition ~ +Az SO.5

Contour Coarsenin!!

Critical Particle Radius
r* - radius for which d,/dl=O

1D'(" G:' will dissolve

0' (', =, ) neither grow nor shrink

0' (', > /) will grow

,.= 9(,)/8 - reaction controlled growth

,. = (,) - diffusion controlled growth

Y
n

- ill 111~t
, , x
IßxI

Concentration at point (xi' Yj) after time Ik

. C(Xi'Yj.lk) ",Ci,j,k

Initial Model System Definition

{(X;. y;).,,} (s = 1.2.....N)

Contours Definition

0' = {(xi.Yj)I(Xj - x;)2 +(Yj - y;)2 = ,;} (s = 1.2..... N)

Solid Phase Definition

~{(Xj'Yj)I(Xj _x;)2 +(Yr y;)2 S ,,2]
,=1
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{
I if (i.j) E liquid phase

t5i,j = 0 if (i.j)EsoJid phase

j

DS (t + !it) = DS (t) + liDs (!it) (s = 1.2,...•N)

x

i,j+l

i.l,j+, i+l,j
I,}

i,j.l

y

o

r" "x"., I;"1-I'j==-1Ij'+111:'-.-' ,". '. "0 ••

JX --D .(ci,j-Ci+l,j.8. .
i,j - L tu 1+1,)

Ci,j - Ci_I,j 1: )
+ tu 'ui_I,j

jY --D .(ci,j -Ci,j+l.O" .
i,j - L !iy 1.)+1

Ci,j - Ci,j_1 <: )
+ !iy .Ui,j_l

Flux to the point (x"y})

r--------------------,PREPROCESSOR I

•~ . Materials, pata Ir..= Analysis Conditions
I.....
•~= Models Dermition •r.. I.....

Discretization ICI:l

e •
•..c SIMULATOR I.....

I
I"C I0 PI:Ocess si~1\iIatiop •~ I< I

e •POSTPROCESSOR •
•~

~_PrQCeSSJ~~<;teJ:~3tlQ.g.~_~~. IC~
Grain Growth ICo-' •Kinetics, etc. •--------------------- I

Modeling of
Shape Accommodation

Model
Assumptions

• The large particles
are immersed in a
"matrix" of much
smaller particles of
the same material

• The liquid phase
serves as a fast
transport medium

W,A. Kaysser. M. ZIvkoVIC. G. Petzow, J. Mat. Sc. 20 (1985) 576-584

Model Assumptions ...
The average concentration of solute in the
melt will be above the equilibrium
concentration
The increased solute concentration will lead
to a diffusion-controlled deposition of
material on the large particles

• The initial spherical shape of the large
particles change towards polyhedral shapes
Any movement of the large particles is
excluded

3



After Liquid Phase Sintering

Application of

Finite Difference Approach
'"ci

Ci
ci

8
ci

General
Conclusion:

• The deposition of
material in the contact
area is extremely small
The distance between
the particle centres
remains constant

• The large particles in
direct contact show
considerable shape
accommodation

g 1= 30.0 --.
ci

'"ci

Ci
ci

8
ci

O.DO 0.01 0.02 O.OJ 0.04 0.05 0.06
x (CU)

O.DO 0.01 0.02 O.OJ 0.04 0.05 0.06
x (CU)

:!l I. 125.0 ......
ci

Ci
ci

8
ci

O.DO 0.01 0.02 O.OJ 0.04 0.05 0.D6
X(CU)
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Liquid Phase Phenomena
of Interest. ..

• Segregation (Stokes' Law Settling)

• Brownian Motion

• Densification by Solution-Precipitation

• Rotation

Modeling of Contour
Transla tion ...

Translation matrix

T.,=[:
0

:]1

b

Contour' Translation
.. -

BP.""ic T . [ 01 '" b 1]I '.ob = xk + a. Yk + .

New Domain' Definition

D""II<W - {c In In b 1) (k -I 2 ) J- xk +a.Yk +. - ...... 11'"

Model Assumptions ...

• Large Amount of Liquid

• There are no pores during LPS

• Center-to-center approach within a
minimal thickness of liquid layer is not
allowed

• Center-to-center interaction is removed

Dm ~Dm."ew

Dm,IIOW nDj = 0 (j= 1.2..... N; m Tc j)

Boundary Point of the moth contour

Bp~",k = [S. xl:'.S. yl:'.S]

S • Scaling Parameter

Domain' Definition

Dm = {(xk'. yk' .1) (k = 1,2..... /1"') } (m = 1.2..... N)

Stokes' Law Settling

• Under Earth-based experimental
conditions, Stokes' law settling usually
dominates microstructure formation

• The packing density of the settled solid
depends on the density difference
between the liquid and solid phases

5



The settling velocity

V = 2a(r)2(ps - PL) (TJ-liquid viscosity)
9TJ..

The average time to travel the distance
between grains by gravity-induced settling

T - 91](A) «A) - average separationdistance)
s<lll - 2a(r)2(ps - PL)

The Viscous Force

F = 6miJ{2.!. dh(l_ !!.)2
hdt Z

Reduced radius

The Einstein expression
for the mean displacement of a grain

2 kTt (I] -liquid viscosity)x=--
37r(r) TJ

The average time between contacts
by Brownian motion

37r(r) I](A)2
«A) - averageseparationdistance)'Brown = kT

The liquid bridges
can produce torque, causing
strong particle shearing ...

Brownian Motion

Brownian motion dominates under
microgravity conditions

• It is induced by unbalanced random
molecular forces and is active with small
grains in a liquid

Densification by
Solution- Precipitation

• Dissolution of small particles in-between
larger particles, thus large particles grow
at the expense of neighboring small
particles

• Densification results from the uniform
center-to-center approach of neighboring
particles

6
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Science and Technology of Ceramics in Yugoslavia

From the ancient times and fIrst steps in ceramics manufacturing up to the current
state-of-art, engineers and scientists have always been on the search for new materials and
processes. Along the way, a demand for improved or unique properties was the main driving
force for developing new. ceramic materials and fabrication techniques and equipment:

Classical technologies for ceramics manufacturjng are still widely used in tile, brick
and sanitary wear factories in Yugoslavia, such as "Polet" Novi Becej, "Potisje" Kanjiza and
Keramika Mladenovac, respectivelly. In the area of electrical and technical ceramics, "Iritel"
Belgrade produces semiconducting ceramic components, ceramic ultrasound sensors,
piezoceramic transducers and hybrid microcircuits. Electroceramics and alumina-based
products are main areas of manufacturing within the "Elektroporcelan" Arandjelovac
company.

Research undertaken in the area of materials science started more than 40 years ago,
fIrst within the Materials Science Department of the Institute for Nuclear Sciences "Vinca" in
Belgrade. Ever since many institutions have been involved in advanced ceramics research and
development. Namely, remarkable contribution has been made by scientists from the Institute
of Technical Sciences of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade; Center for
Multidisciplinary Studies, University of Belgrade, Belgrade; Faculty of Electronic
Engineering, University of Nis, Nis; Institute of Nuclear and Other Mineral Raw Materials,
Belgrade; Technical Faculty Cacak, etc.

Institute of Technical Science of SASA, established in 1947, started its activity in the
fIeld of materials science in 1974. Current research regarding ceramics includes biomaterials,
electroceramics and functional ceramics.

It should be emphasized that a very important influence regarding ceramics technology
in Yugoslavia has been performed by the International Institute for the Science of Sintering,
which consist of well-known scientist~ worldwide, many of them renowned in the fIeld of
ceramics. After so many years of research and efforts to explain the basics, the variety of
sintering processes (rapid rate sintering, selective laser sintering etc.) opens new directions
and challenges for further research.

Thorough materials selection and more effective processing could lead to new
advances in ceramics production and its future could be some new technical and functional
ceramic materials. .

Natasa Nikolic, M.Sc.
Institute of Technical Sciences of the
Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts
Knez-Mihailova 35/IV
11000 Belgrade
Yugoslavia

Tel: +381 11 637367
Fax: +381 11 637239
E-mail: natali@itn.sanu.ac.yu
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Seminar: on "Best Available Technologies and Innovation in Ceramic
Production II

Faenza: 30 September - 5 october 2002

, ....'Introduction to Rapid Prototyping and Solid Freeform Manufacturing'

1) Introduction

Solid freeform fabrication (SFF)is an evolution of rapid prototyping (RP)
technology that is one of the important breakthroughs of the recent progress in
the manufacturing industry. It is based on the principles of shaping science that
studies how to organize materials in sequence to get three-dimensional objects
with definite shape and functions.

Attached to this paper there is a list of web-sites references reported to explore
what is being done and where in the world.

It is helpful to remember that RP and SFF involve mostly layered manufacturing
that is one example of the shaping science alternatives.
As an example SFF may follow this operations sequence:
1) geometrical information (usually a CAD file) is preprocessed in a way that

the virtual object is approximated by a set of closely spaced parallel contours,
2) some process renders a thin slab with a perimeter corresponding to each

outline of the previous parallel contours,
3) the slabs are registered, stacked and fused together to make a complete object.
The chief distinction between different SFF processes is the nature of the process
used to define the outlines, to register the slabs and to choose the fusion method.
The chief benefit of using SFF methods is that the contours can be made without
recourse to tooling.
With reference to the ceramic materials there are unique technical issues in the
exploitation of SFF to better understand the fundamentals of ceramic processing.
To date, the latter is much less well developed and there are reasons to b~lieve
that the production of ceramic prototypes will continue by utilizing a more
conventional technology like green machining .

.'

Given the nature of powder processing as is it needed in the ceramic
manufacturing, SFF techniques are unlikely to replicate the time compression
normally associated with their use in plastics. It is more likely that the impact in
ceramics will be the possibility to make bodies with complicated shapes and to
permit the construction of test samples, which are of use in scientific research
and technical development.

2. Background



The origination of RP/SFF is considered to coincide with the introduction of
stereo-lithography, in the late I 980s. But, it is helpful to remember that layered
assembly has long been a standard manufacturing process, particularly for
unique structures in the architecture models and planning.
Prior to the advent of SFF, prototypes were generally prepared through a
combination of machining and, when necessary, joining by hand and surface
finishing. The software developments that have enabled SFF also have d~creases
the skill level necessary for manpower to deal with these operations.

3. Application to ceramics.

The direct fabrication of ceramics through SFF include:
• stereo-lithography of ceramic suspensions (1)
• selective laser sintering of packed beds of binder/powder mixtures (2),
• selective ink jet printing of binders on to a powder bed (3),
• ink jet printing of slurries to form freestanding parts (4),
• laminated object manufacturing of ceramic green tapes (5),
• computer controlled extrusion in which either cooling, gelation or drying is

used to solidify the extruded filament (6-9).

It also is true that there are antecedents to some of the SFF processes used for
ceramics and other material). Laminated object manufacturing is anticipated by
the processes employed in multi-layer substrate (10) and multi-layer capacitors
(11). Fused-deposition modeling is anticipated by the recently developed con
trolled extrusion processes used to build ceramic springs and windings in
general (12). Therefore, many of the processing issues involved in SFF is the same
as those that typify ceramic processing in general. And, in this context, ceramic
processing refers to powder processing.

Powder processing is generally held to involve four sequential operations:
1) batching, or mixing powder(s) of well defined shape, size and chemistry with

appropriate solvent(s) and additives; .
2) forming to produce a powder compact that is capable of preserving its shape;
3) densification through heating to high temperature;
4) surface finishing including subtractive (e.g. machining) or additive (e.g.

coating) processes. .

In principle, an SFF process could replace the entire sequence of operations, but
in practice this never occurs. In practice, SFF techniques are only used for
shaping, i.e. to produce a green powder compact. Conventional powder
processing technology is used in preparing formulations and powder compacts



are subjected to standard binder burnout and firing schedules to render the part
monolithic. The need for ceramic processing expertise to prepare feedstock and
the fact that SFF methods only yield partially processed parts means that their
introduction does not open this class of materials to new users. Thus, the field of
users is practically limited to those already engaged in ceramic production or
research.

To illustrate the relationship between ceramic processing issues and SFF
methods used to directly fabricate ceramic parts, three separate examples,
available in the open literature are reviewed.

A) Flowability of powders is considered in the context of selective laser sintering
and 3D-printing.

Fine powders spontaneously agglomerate and therefore do not flow in a
predictable or uniform manner. This means that SFF methods that require
flowability cannot directly employ powders that are IIsinterableli

• Both selective
laser sintering and the 3D-printing process fall into this category.

The standard solution to this process in conventional ceramic processing is,to
intentionally agglomerate (i.e. either granulate or spray dry) the powder to form
flow units containing several thousands of particles held together by an organic
binder that is removed during the initial stages of firing. This approach,
however, assumes the presence of tooling. Green parts formed by packing of
granules have low average packing efficiency, often <30 vol.%, and packing
which is inhomogeneous, i.e. inter- granular voids are often of the order of 0.1
rom, and cannot be sintered. Granules are designed to be deformed or crushed
during compaction at applied pressures of several tens of MPa
Efforts to use spray-dried granules in selective laser sintering have not met with
notable success. Efforts to use spray dried powders in the original 3D-printing
process required post-processing of the green part to increase density.
Clearly, the success of efforts to extend 3D-printing to a slurry-based process
capable of producing higb green density uniform parts req.uires a comprehensive
understanding of the manifold interrelated process control issues associated with
conventional ceramic processing (13)

B) Lamination technology is considered in the context of laminated object
manufacturing.

-,.' Turning attention to lamination technology, a superficial view would hold that
this should be a straightforward process because of the widespread use of green-
state lamination in the production of multi-layer ceramics for electronic
applications. However, the standard conditions used for thermo-compressive
lamination involves significant shear strain. This is tolerable when the parts are
platelike and of constant cross-section. However, it is not useful when tall or



arbitrarily shaped objects are to be constructed. For this reason, a solvent-based
lamination approach with near-zero permanent strain was developed by workers
at Case Western Reserve University (14).

C) The role of shear stress.
The role of shear stresses is considered a very important feature and a process
parameter in the context of laminated object manufacturing and fused deposition
modeling.
Ithas been clearly shown that shear stress imposed by extrusion through a small
diameter orifice will favorably affect the final fired strength because it disrupts
many of the local inhomogeneities in green-state particle packing which would
otherwise persist into the fired state as flaws. The implication of this is that
isolated elements of ceramics prepared by fused deposition modeling, which
involves extrusion through very fine nozzles (0.25 to 1.25 mm) should give high
strength. Further, if macro-defects associated with the packing of the extruded
coil can be minimized or eliminated, then the final parts also should be of high
strength and this is observed by workers at Rutgers University .
Another well known phenomenon that occurs during extrusion is that of
segregation of the carrier fluid to the region of contact with the die, or, in this
case, .nozzle. The presence of a binder enriched film on the exterior of the
extruded filament may facilltate fusion of one to another, but it will also
necessarily produce anisotropic shrinkage. Such anisotropy can be readily
accounted for. The point is that the two effects are related, both the high strength
and the anisotropic shrinkage during firing are traceable to the same origin, the
high shear field. With this view it is not desirable to alter processing to minimize
anisotropy as the price may be an undesired drop in performance (15).

4. Applications of SFF to basic research in ceramic processing.

Perhaps one of the more interesting features of SFF in ceramics is the ability to
assemble parts to test scientific hypotheses. There are a few examples of the use
of SFF to test questions that address broadly-based ceramic processing questions.
Two of the best examples that illustrate the potential of uniquely assembled
specimens are both studies that employed 3D-printing. The first is the generation
of a 3D grid of tracer that allows direct measurement of local strain in powder
bed during compaction due to gravity (16) and the second is the use of slurry
jetting to study the role of capillary stresses in cracking of powder beds (17).

Clearly, there is room for much broader application of these fabrication processes
in designing and rendering test specimens for property measurement. One area
that suggests itself immediately is the preparation of samples of ceramic
materials that contain controlled amounts and distribution of porosity. For
example, classic work on the role of porosity in heat conduction in ceramics



employed samples that were prepared by a casting process (18). It is easy to
envision a much broader range of pore volume fraction, shape and size
distribution would have been studied had SFF methods been available. Ceramics
with controlled porosity remain technically important materials (19) and SFF
may be used to prepare specimens to gain fundamental data on a wide variety of
properties including mechanical, thermal and optical.

5. Conclusions
As a class of industrial manufacturing techniques, SFF competes with machining.
There appears to be no reason why green machining cannot become increasingly
able to serve many of the current applications being promoted as suitable for
rapid prototyping.
SFF has demonstrated the potential to produce unique parts. However, a
thorough understanding of the processing methods associated with ceramics is
necessary to exploit this potential.
SFF can be used to explore ceramic processing under conditions, which allow
precise variation in properties of the powder compact.
This apparently powerful aspect of SFF has not been widely exploited.
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Introduction to Rapid Prototyping
and Solid Freeform Manufacturing

Rapid prototyping is the name given to a host of related
. technologies that :

Are used to fabricate physical objects directly from CAD
data sources

Add and bond materials in layers to form objects.

Layer by layer
manufacturing

Available Technologies:
• Selective Laser Sintering
• Stereolithography
• Fused Depsition Modeling
• Laminated Object Manufacturing
• InIcjetSystems
• "Three Dimensional Printing

And then Direct Shell Production Casting, Solid Ground Curing,
Laser Engineered Net Shaping, etc ...

Rapid Prototyping in the World:
United Stales:
University of Texas, laboratory for freelorm fabrication:
hnc:Jlutwired.ensrr.utexas.eduIJffl/ m~~'Ef~~~
Rutgers. the State University of New Jersey:
htto:l/www.caiD.ruh!cl.1.eduIRP Ubrarvl '~.'.: gern _
bno:/J'www rci.rot2'crs.edul-mehdiIRP htm! -

United Kln2dom:
Manchester Materials Science Center (Prof. Brian Derby):
hnD:l/www2.umist.ae.uklmateriallresearch fratn::s/researc.hmmes.htm

German\';
Near Net Shape Manufacturing Group. Erlangen U.uversiry (Prof. Sindelar) ~
bno://www.2Iass<erarrucs.uru-erlan2cndeJStafflPershtmlSindelar him ~

France:
Centre Europcen de la Ceramique. Umogcs iiiiie
htlD://www.ceramic.network.comlan ..... artO l/defaull.asD =

Rapid Prototyping applications:

Solid mefonn Manufacturing offers advantages compared to classical methods:

'Objects can be formed with any geometric complexity or intricacy

.Construction of complex objects is reduced to a manageble,
straightforward and relatively fast process.

So Solid Freefonn Manufacturing allowsto:

• Cheaply and quickly verify design, functionality and
ergonomy of new products: Rapid Prototyping
• Manufacture tools for special purposes: Rapid Tooling

• Produce complex objects :Rapid Manufacturing

More Information:
Interesting websites:

The Rapid Prototyping Home Page:
Links to industries, laboratories and universities .
http://www.cc.utah.edui-asn8200/rapid.hunl

Worldwide Guide to Rapid prototyping:
Good description of RP aims, techniques and technologies .
hllP:/lhome.all.nell-caslleislandi

Associazione italiana di Prototipazione Rapida:
The Rapid Prototyping Italian website.
http://www.apri-rapid.ill
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AESTHETIC ENGINEERING

In modem tile industry, "design" in terms of colours, shapes, surfaces and effects has
determined trends, and has created new tastes and fashions, in conne<:;tion with traditions and
standards of living which were unthinkable until a few years ago.

The recovery of old-time taste, the appreciation of "natural" aspect, and a more and more
stone-like design have provided porcelain tiles with means and qualities to be a formidable
competitor to real marbles and stones. Polishing before and after firing and many other decorative
techniques have enhanced the value of masterly mixes of grains, colours, powders and sometimes
also glazes.

Once relegated to strictly technical utilizations, mainly in industrial floorings, where there
was no need of any aesthetics but only of high mechanical and physical properties, nowadays
porcelain tiles have conquered private housings and public areas, meeting both the demands of
designers and architects in terms of beauty and look, and the strictest standards of quality and
techical properties, set by organizations throughout the world.

It is under these circumstances that the puzzling expression "aesthetic engineering"
assumes a deep meaning. Generally speaking two concepts are usually considered as separated: one
thing is engineering, that is dealing with something with a pretty technical approach, and one other
thing is aesthetics, designs or whatever must exercize a charm on the viewer. Even the people
involved in these two fields generally possess opposite qualities.

In porcelain tiles things are completely different: a new engineering approach is required, an
aesthetic one. Designing, dimensioning, production, technical requirements and standards are so
deeply affected by the desired aesthetic target that it is uilthirikabTe to sepimite engineenng and
aesthetic research. "Aesthetic engineering" is what comes out, and, in LB, this has been the target of
all efforts so far.

TECHNOLOGICAL TOWER

Modem porcelain tiles are the result of a combination of many different elements: powders,
micro-powders, flakes, grains, glazes, oxide powders and pigments, many and many decorative
elements whose only limit is the capability of equipments to keep up with imagination.

The look of the tiles is created before pressing, the endless research and improvements
carried out by manufacturers and suppliers of technology makes it possible to talk about
"ARTIFICIAL STONES". Many products on the market today ca~ be e~sily mistaken for real
marbles or granites, so perfect the resemblance is.



Having all these materials different composition, dimension and properties, they also have
different needs when it comes to handling, transport, storage or press feeding. The feeder itself has
become more and more complicated, and it can no longer perform the wide range of operations
needed. The core of processing is transport, batching and handling of powders, and what
modifications are made to them, that enable or limit the achievement of a given target.

So far LB Officine Meccaniche has been a leader in research and innovation in that part of
the plant which makes the core of technical porcelain tile production. It is not by c;:hancethat LB
introduced the concept of "Technological Tower", a plant solution enabling to exploit the
characteristics of powders at their best, rather than suffer them.

By eliminating the stockpile of big amounts of powders or mixes, but, at the same time,
allowing a quick and careful batching, this plant promptly matches every need of equipment or
processing, following a "just in time" concept to manufacture mixes, micronized powders, flakes.
and relating batching. In combination with a computerized management of the plant the
"Technological Tower" guarantees high standards of quality, limits color pollution and demixing
and opens every chance to highly technical products in porcelain "granito" tiles.

The care placed in each detail connected to powders handling is fundamental, since these are the
last steps before press feeding and deeply affect the final result in the tile.

Let us give a closer look to the basic working principles of this plant, which has proven to be the
most flexible and reliable for technical porcelain tiles production.

EASY COLOUR

The necessity to make all these various processings brings along great complications in
terms of plant, equipments and investments, just before pressing.But in this scenario, a leading light
is "Easy Color", one of the most important technical innovations introduced by LB Laboratory.
This system goes upstream, enabling to simplify the plant lay-out and to speed up the
manufacturing process. .

Dry colouring process starts from a basic powder by adding metal oxides. These are made
by very small particles with average dimension ranging from 1 to 8 /-lm, much smaller than normal
spray-dried powders, ranging usually between 0.8 and 2 mm. A further difference is weight which
deeply influences the higher or lower inclination in being dispersed inside the base.

Small amounts of oxides are used and range between 0.01 % and 1%, the latter value for
quite rare and limited applications. The colour of the oxides is responsible of its capacity to stain the
basic powder and, therefore, influences the amount required.

A perfect result is obtained when each granule of powder is completely and fully coated by an even
layer of oxide and, at the same time, there are no free oxi"de granules or uncoloured powder
particles.
This ambitious target is achieved thanks to the mechanical' features of the "GRe" colouring unit
made for this purpose by LB.
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.It is made of a cylindrical body in which the two substances, still separate, enter. Thanks to the
action of the intensifying bar and the rotation of the machine frame body, oxide is distributed and
projected inside the basic powder. The chemical and physical properties of the two materials allow
the oxide to coat the powder without addition of any kind of binding agent.

The sinusoidal part before the exit allows a homogenization of the coating process. By
flowing through a pipe whose excentricity is growing up and down, the material gets a variable
rotating speed. Particles with higher weight (already coated) receive a greater thrust, those with
lower mass are kept longer inside the cylindrical body.

"LB laboratory" carried out long testing to compare the results obtained by different
equipments in this coloration process. Different results were reached, but careful analysis proved
that normal or simpler equipments all produced at the exit a high percentage of free oxides and
basic uncolored powder. Only LB's"GRC" machine guarantees a 100% coloured powder
completely free of oxides:

FORMAT201

So far we have seen what it takes to prepare the combinations used in porcelain tile manufacturing.
But these combinations are not enough: what is still missing is a device that can use these
combinations to create a complex design in the tile body. This device is the multiple press feeder.

One of the greatest challenges in press feeding, is to be able to perform all the possible
decorations in soft powder state. This process is one of the most advanced: powders, grains, flakes
and dry glazes all have different needs.

The conventional system is to employ the feeder to fill the mould to make products in single
and double charging, with the limit of the free space available between mould matrix and the cross
beam of the press.

It is not by chance that the last two or three years have seen a rising production of glazed
stoneware on the market. After all, decorating by glazing and printing gives the chance to create the
design on the glazing line, where more space is available, and to speed up production, thus reducing
manufacturing costs.

Even if to someone, glazed stoneware is a contradiction, since the material already has high
technological properties, low absorption and low porosity, glazed stoneware is now a big reality,
which has given life to a new family of products.

. The "Technological Tower" has proven to be the most effective and flexible plant solution.
for batching and powder preparation, but, still, there are many limits deeply connected to the nature
of the materials employed in tile manufacturing. Electronics, high level automation and developed
mechanical solutions cannot overcome the laws of physics: micro-powders cannot stand high
accelerations without moving or flying away, vibrations tend to separate materials according to their
dimensions and weight. Flakes break when falling and the inertia due to their weight, as it is for .
grains, usually accumulates them at the far side of the tile or grid, where they are stopped by grid
walls.
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LB has made many efforts in "trying to solve all these problems staying in the Technical'
Granito field. This means that the decoration, the design on the surface of the tile, has to be made
when the powder is still soft, so that full body products can be managed. But, in order to keep every
solution open, it should be possible to perform also double charging, for those technical products
that need a first layer to provide mechanical strenght, like "Travertino" with micro-powders, or
granite with big grains. To follow the latest trends, it may be interesting to print before pressing,
and/or to apply some dry glazes in random and multiple way.

A traditional feeder c'annot do all this oeing, at the 'same time, performing well in terms of
productivity and cost effectiveness.

The solution could be bringing all the above mentioned operation in an open space, where
there would be longer time to operate, more room for advanced and special decorating equipments,
more chances to control and modify the design of the tile and, in the end, higher flexibility.

This is the purpose of "FORMAT 201".
LB has placed a lot of resources and experience in making a first prototype, presented in our

booth at "Tecnoargilla 2002". It is the sum of years of studies, tests and applications that all come
togheter in one machine, with the aim to perform every kind of aesthetic effect.

The principle is to use a certain number of devoted devices, that keep the powders in place
and undergo all the possible decoration one after the other. In this way, starting from a first loading
of the container, it is possible to add a second or third layer of powders, thus making all the kinds of
tiles with high aesthetic value.

The roof free space allows to bring micro-powders, flakes, grains and whatever else even in
big amounts. Now the equipments do not have to face the necessity of entering the thin space
between upper and lower mould at the press.

Being the powders still contained inside a cavity, there is no risk of fall at the edges, as it
happens if a pre-compacted tile is guided and free elements are added on top. Grains,. flakes or
powders close to the edge simply fall down, partly because of vibrations, partly by their natural
gravity. A further step may be to use printing devices to increase the variability of the decoration
applied. But not only glazes can be used: expensive and special bodies in the spray-dried form can
be employed in limited amounts, thus benefiting from their qualities and avoiding the higher cost
that a traditional utilization would involve. .

As said before, to perform full body technical granito tiles it is necessary to work with soft
powders. This allows to create decorative patterns in the whole thickness of the piece. For some
applications, on the other hand, it would be better if the powders were not soft. For instance some
special bodies in spray-dried form that guarantee a translucent effect or particularly shiny colours
are very expensive and would increase production costs to extremely high levels. This is because
the amount needed is quite big. If they could be applied as a thin layer, limited to some decorating
areas, over a hard surface, the amount needed would be much lower and, consequently, the related
manufacturing costs. Format 201 includes a deaeration module that allows to create this harder
surface and to perform the deposition of special bodies, or glaze dry powders, in the following
modules.

This deaerating is performed without any mould and, therefore the equipment stays unvaried
in any condition. The tile piece stays inside the container before, during and after the de aerating
process. The main advantage is that the following steps are performed with a piece still inside its
container, therefore there is no risk to damage it, and it is always possible to exploit further falls of
the box, thanks to its special design and properties.

The simple handling system for modules garantees a perfect positioning and a smooth
movement from station to station. At the same time it allows to work with a standstill piece,
performing all the operations in optimum way. Working on multiple stations at the same time
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expands the time available for the making and decoration of each tile. This longer time is so
important in enhancing the value of some productions, that Format 201 results suitable for every
kind of porcelain tile, but is perfect for the most sophisticated operations.

This shows the true flexibility of this concept project: the machine can be custom made.
There is no fixed number of modules, neither before de-airing nor after it. Their order can be easily
changed, following different production needs. Each module is an independent unit, separate from
the others but, at the same time, linked to each other unit "inany way. For soine kinds"of production
it is possible to perform many decorations before de-airing, then going straight to pressing; for some
other kinds of production it is possible to perform most operations after deaerating, thus imitating a
more traditional manufacturing process.

In conclusion, Format 201 represents the state of the art for aesthetic engineering, designed
to manufacture all the possible porcelain tile products.
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Dr<. Ä. MAT6V

Subject: Personal Report

Republic of Macedonia is a small pretty country in South Europe located in the center
of the Balkan Peninsula. In spite of its favorable geographic location and natural beauties
the country is in and extremely difficult economic and social situation. This situation is a
result of the well known military actions in the Balkan region in the last several years, the
inappropriately selected model of transformation of capital, very long lasting transitional
period and on top of everything the war in Macedonia last year. All this contributed to the
fall of the standard of living, relatively small number of companies to transform
successfully, others to work of reduced capacity and others even to go to bankruptcy or
be liquidated.

Ceramic industry in Macedonia is represented mostly by production of ceramic tiles,
porcelain, electro porcelain, sanitary ware, bricks, roofing tiles, soft porcelain, etc.
According to the availability either of machines and equipment or of kilns to be in
possession of companies, they can use the suitable technology for manufacturing. In most
cases they use the traditional technologies in the different working phases such as:
grinding, spray drying, casting, extrusion, forming ( shaping), pressing, drying, glazing,
firing etc. Depending offiring cycles and type of kilns, they can produce by:

Technology of doubly firing in tunnel kilns (porcelain- " Porcelanka " A.D, Veles) 0

Technology of single-firing in tunnel kilns (bricks- " Kiro Cucuc " A.D., Veles,
roofing tiles- " Pehcevo" AD., Pehcevo, sanitary ware- " Makedonija " A.D.,
Strumica)
Technology of single-firing in roller kilns (soft porcelain - "Porcelanka" AD.,
Veles

and "T~po" AD., Skopje)
Technology of single - fast firing in roller kilns (ceramic tiles: Monocottura and
Monoporosa-" Porcelanka" AD.,Veles).

The latest scientific knowledge, computer and software programs their days are mostly
involved in state institutions within the Macedonian Academy of Science and Arts
( MANU ) and the University " St.Kiril and Metodij " in Skopje, supported by the
government by a system of research projects and grants. An example for this is the
Faculty of technology and metallurgy in Skopje where covers work on: composite
ceramic materials, clean oxide ceramic, ceramic for electronic etc. In the Faculty of
construction and architecture in Skopje where projects on application in building industry
are being prepared by means of the Auto CAD computer program.

In the industrial sector, preparation and manufacture of prototypes on certain products
are mostly based on design proposals and projects in the appropriate designing
departments. The procedure for making the model and prototype is by conventional
methods and technologies for particular industries. In the ceramic industry, in the
porcelain and ceramic tiles factory "Porcelanka" AD. - Veles the draft model is.

o prepared in the designing department manually by artists. Plaster moulds are then
prepared on basis of this model, which is used to manufacture a prototype by casting,
which is later being tested.
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In the machine industry, the factories for production of buses FAS " 11 Oktomvri " -
Skopje, rail vehicles" MZT Hepos "- Skopje and" Veles "- Veles a draft drawing ofa
certain product is prepared using the Auto CAD computer program whereas the prototype
depending on the type and shape is prepared by methods of: grinding, milling, grinding&
milling, casting ete:;-using appropriate machines and equipment (grinding - machine,
milling - machine, milling cutter etc.).

The company "Mikrosam - Makedonija " from the town of Prilep is the most
successful in the field of application of the latest scientific knowledge's and computer
programs. With its software and designing facilities this company designs and produces:
impregnations machines, 3-Dimensional processing wood and marble processing
machines as well as machines for laser processing of various materials.

According to my knowledge and information in Macedonia there are no machines and
equipment for quick manufacture or prototypes (RP - Rapid Prototyping equipment),
meaning also that application of methods and technologies such as:

SLA (Stereo lithography)
FDM (Fused Deposition Modeling)
LOM (Laminated Object :Manufacturing)
Laser Sintering - SLS (Selective Laser Sintering)
Powder binding - 3D printing etc.

is not functioning. But I believe that in the near future with healing of the Macedonian
economy these machines and technologies will find their place in our economy also the
more that there are companies (" Mikrosam - Macedonia " Prilep) which with their
knowledge, experience and potential are capable to cope with this challenge in
cooperation with some EURO, USA or other foreign countries partners.



-Latest development in porcelain body manufacturing: pressing of very large sheet with
no die and the study of the sintering kinetics

By Prof. Mariano Paganelli

In this presentation I will revue the ideas that brought System to develop the Lamina process.
It is not the first time that the manufacturing of a very large sheet of porcelain body is
attempted, but nobody ever tried to press it; due to the obvious difficulty to achieve the very
high forces needed. System succeeded in this project with a completely new approach to the
pressing: designing a machine that works in a completely different way compared to
traditional presses. One outstanding feature of this way of pressing a very large sheet is the
absence of the die. All the implication of this new technology will be discussed.

The second part of the presentation refers to the study of the sintering mechanism that
brought to the decision for a completely radiant type of heating. The study is made possible
thanks to the development of a non-contact optical dilatometre that can follow the sintering
directly at high temperature. It is then possible to understand the sintering kinetics and t9
optimize the heating and cooling cycle.



Abstract from Marcello Romagnoli

The behaviour of a powder in an industrial process is not so well known and predictable as
the behaviour of a liquid or a suspension of a solid in a liquid. This situation comes from the
intrinsic complexity of powders and the ease with which their bulk properties may change.

In fact a powder is not only a collection of iridividual particles that make up a given mass, but
it is also a mixture of solid; air and sometimes also a liquid such as water. Powders are
probably the least predictable of all materials in relation to flowability because of the large
number of factors that can change their rheological properties. The complexity of a powder
system must be treat with specific theoretical and experimental tools, different from the
models and instruments used for the characterisation of classical rheological system like
liquid or suspensions.

In spite of these difficulties the knowledge about a solid in powder form increases strongly.

In the presentation, the differences between powder and liquid/suspension rheology are
discussed. Examples with particular reference to the production of tile ceramic will be
discussed. A brief look at some techniques for the characterisation of powders will follow the
first part of presentation, with a special attention to flow ability. The main technique of
handling and transport, conveying belt and pneumatic transport will be considered with.
advantage and disadvantage.

In the final part some specific examples regarding real problems as the handling of powder in
double loading, effect of chemical additives on flowabilty of spray-dried powders or
granulates or dry glazing will be shown.



Production of refractory materials in Russia:

prospects of development

v. Ja. Shevchenko (Academician, Director of the Institute of Silicate Chemistry of
Russian Academy of Sciences);

L. M. Axelrod (General Director of JSC "Saint Petersburg Institute for
Refractories If)

Refractory materials are indispensable for the functioning of numerous
branches of industry: metallurgy, the manufacturing of building materials,
power, petroleum chemistry, etc. Before market reforms in Russia (before 1992) a
big amount of refractory materials was produced (Table 1): -,-

In the Russian Federation (part of the USSR in 1991) refractory materials
were produced at 15 specialized refractory plants and 6 refractory production
plants of metallurgical enterprises. With some exceptions the raw materials mined
in Russia and the Ukraine, which was also part of the USSR, were used.

In the early 90-ies the production of aluminum silicate items and non-shaped-
materials was predominant, primarily mortars and fillers for concretes with the
use of refractory clays and kaolins, refractory materials of basic composition with
low magnesium oxide content and high content of impurity oxides, and also a big
amount of feed powders for the open-hearth and steel-making electric furnaces.

The structure of the refractory production on the terrjtory of the Russian
Federation is determined by the demands of the domestic industry; about 65-67°tlo
of refractotories are used in ferrous metallurgy and 12-15% in non-ferrous
m~t~_~~~rodudion. The output ~ecrease of refractories in the 90-ies was cau~ed no_t
so much by the decrease of metal production (fig. 1) and an output decrease of
building materials production (cement, glass, structural clay products), as by
structural change of metallurgical production, primarily, steel (Table 2), and a
considerable increase of consumers' requirements to the quality of the refractories
being used.

The purchase of heating plants for ferrous metallurgy, petroleum chemistry,
furnaces for extermination of domestic and industrial wastes together with import
lining from abroad, the change of requirements to the exported materials made in
Russia, for example, to cement on 6-valency chromium content, to metal cord on
non-metal inclusions, an output increase of secondary IJ?e~allurgy,put forth new
tasks before Russian refractory industry, being insoluble, if silica and fireclay
materials are used.
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Table 1. Production of refractory materials in Russia, thousand tons.

N!!N!! Name Years
1991 2001

Items
1 Silica 341 145
2 Aluminum sili~ate and alumina, 2829 1285

including:
2.1 fireclay 2603 1145
2.2 high-alumina and corundum 226 140
2.3 light-weight 79,6 23
3. Magnesium, 790,9 511.

o including
3.1 periclase 278,5 127
3.2 periclase-spinel (magnesia-chrome, magnesia-

alumina) 389,1 295
3.3 forsterite 61,1 18
3.4 Iime-periclase, pitch- and tar-bonded periclase- lime

Carbonaceous, 65,2 71
4 including 25,3 53,9

periclase-carbon
4.1 alumina-periclase-carbon 7,3 45,2
4.2 alumina-graphite 0,0 2,5
4.3 fireclay-gra phite 3,8 2,7
4.4 Carbide-silicon-containing 14,2 3,5
5. Zirconium (baddeleyte, zircon, bacor) 0,6 0,3
6. Quartz 2,8 4,6
7 Mullite-silica fibre (heat insulation) and items made 15,5 7,0
8 from,oit

Others 18,2 6,0
9 18,7 6,2

Total number of items 4042 2019
Non-shaped refractory materials

10 Fillers for concretes, dry mixes .. 548,4 77
including

10.1 low-cement hydraulic hardening concretes and items 0 1,1
made from them

11 Gun mix materials 83,4 69,0
12 Mortars 84,7 54,0
13 Milled clay and fireclay powders 297,6 138
14 Runner and taphole mixes 180,7 164
15 Feed powders (periclase, 1495 678

dolomite)
Total of non-shaped refractories 2689,8 1180
Total of refractory materials 6731,9 .3199
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A qualified estimate of the specific consumptio~ of refractors per kg\ton of
final product is supplied with an estimate of specific. costs in dollars\ton of
product. In this case not only direct costs on refractories are taken into account
but also production losses from planned and non-planned unit delays, due to the
use of
cheap refractories with low resistance that are frequently unreliable, and from
quality decrease of ready-made products, et<:.

A general decrease of the production output of steel (Table 2) and a
considerable change of the relationship in the methods of steel production with a
ratio decrease of the open-hearth steel lead to a sharp production decrease of
periclase-chromite and forsterite refractories and feed powders of the basic
composition. Simultaneously, there was a decrease of consumption and,
accordingly, production of fireclay and chromium-containing refractories. In
cement industry, with an increase of cement manufa~tu,re in the recent years, the
consumption of other refractories took place, such as periclase-spinel and
refractories with high alumina content.

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o

1991 1999 2000 2001

- - ..

Fig.l Production of steel and pig iron in Russia, mln tons.

Metallurgists are no more satisfied with the resistance of converters after
700-1000 meltings, also, the up-grading of electric furnaces at many Russian
plants required new refractories for the lining of hearths, walls, roof and arches
eccentric bottom zones.

Intensification of metallurgical processes, including the output increase of
secondary metallurgy in steel ladles, lead to elimination of ramming mixes of silica
and aluminum silicate com.position, fireclay, mullite-silica and high-alumina
refractory items from the lining of these units. At Russian refractory works
production of periclase-carbon, periclase-spinel-carbon and aluminum- periclase-
caorbon refractories is organized, primarily ladle; the production of periclase-
carbon refractories for the oxygen converter lining is expanded.
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Table 2. Variations of the production outputs of steel by the main
methods and in its technology of casting

1990 2000
mln 0,10 mln 0,10

tons tons
Total steel production 89,6 100 59,1 100
including:
- open-hearth steel 47,8 53,4 16,2 27,4
- oxygen-blown steel 28,4 31,7 34,3 58,0
-electric furnace steel 13,4 14,9 8,6 14,6
Steel cast ratio at CCM, % 23,0 49,8 ....

In 1996 these refractories were made at one plant and in 2001 at six plants.
At all productions of oxide carbon refractories presses made by "Laes" and
"Sacmi" with press power 1600, 200 and 2500 MPa, mixers made by "Eirich",
computerized weighing and specialized heat treatment furnaces of Russian design
are used. As raw materials domestic and foreign periclase are used, both fused
(density>3,40 g/cm3

) and high-density sintered ones (density 33.3-3,43 g/cm3
),

including sintered periclase made by "Dead Sea Periclase" (>99°,10 MgO). The use
of periclase made in Russia with more than 95°,10 MgO and CaO/Si02 >1,7 is
presently restricted by the Chinese product of similar quality. In the nearest future
it is assumed to partially solve this problem. by using brucite and natural high-
quality magnesite of Siberian deposits. We can also mention graphite, generally
large-crystalline, of Russian and Chinese production, with ash content 4-6°,10 and
cryst;tl size preferably >O,2MM;antioxidants: metal aluw.in!lm al!ß crystallille
silicon of Russian production. As a binder, phenol formaldehyde binder is used,
including powder-like with free-phenol con.tent <1°,10. Investigations carried out at
Saint Petersburg Institute of Refractories showed the advantages of using a
combination of thermo-reactive and thermoplastic binders in the production of
carbonaceous refractories. After coking at 10000C such carbonaceous refractory
has higher bending strength, both at- low temperature and at 1400oC, the pore
structure is characterized by the prevalence of pores with an effective diameter
less than 2,5 mkm and a percentage decrease of interconnecting pores. Figure 2
shows the microstructure of periclase carbonic refractory after coking.
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Fig. 2. A microphotograph of a polished section of periclase carbonic
refractory with a combined carbonic binder

I-periclase; 2-silicates; 3-graphite; 4- the product of thermodestruction
of the thermoplastic binder; 5-6- pores.
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. In recent years investigations .and production of carboniferous
refractories have been developed with the use of fused corundum,
alumomagnesium spinel, and high-alumina materials, including roast
bauxites with mass-fraction of Ah03 85- 90% in their composition.
Undoubtedly, in the slag zone of steel cast ladles of the majority of
metallurgical works where the basicity of slag (CaO/Si02)=1,8 -:- 3,2,
periclase carbonic items with high content of fused high-pure large-
crystalline periclase are prevalent. For the walls and bottom lining
alumopericlase-, periclase spinel- and spi.nel periclase- carbon bricks
successfully compete with periclase carbon items. In the areas of
intensive mechanical effect made by a metal jet (an impact zone of the
bottom and wall near the bottom argon lance) the advantage of
alumopericlase carbon refractories based on fused corundum and
periclase is undeniable. These refractories have certain advantages due
to their lower thermal conductivity, higher strength and thermal
stability. Table 3 shows the properties of some carbon refractories made
in Russia for steel ladling lining.

Table 3. Physical and chemical properties of carbon ladle refractories

Properties Refractory erades
IlYKC- ITYKll- IIIIIYß nIIIYC AIlY-60 AllY-80
7 13

Mass ratio*, %
MgO >91 >91 >40 >50 18-20 8-10
AIz03 - - <30 21-30 >60 >80
C 7-9 13-17 8-16 8-12 6-8 6-8
Open <5 <5 <8 <8 <8 >6
porosity, %) ,

Compression >30 >30 >30 >40 >45 >60
strength, N/mm2

* mass ratio of oxides per calcine is indicated

Metal aluminum and crystalline silicon are widely used as
antioxidants; the use of magnesium and magnesium alloy powders is
limited by strict requirements to the explosion safety of the
corresponding production. The development of complex antioxidant
with aluminum, zirconium and magnesium carbides and oxicarbides is
underway.
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. ,. Production of refractory low-cement and cement-free concretes,
both thixotropic and self-casting and items made from them, is
organized with certain delay. The technology based on skilful
application of a "classical" scheme is being put into practice. The
technology involves the use of a refractory filler - 60%: fused
corundum, tabular alumina, high-aluminous materials, aluminous spinel
and matrices - 40o~: active and' sintered alumina, microsilica, small
fractions «0,020 H <0,045 mm) of fused corundum, aluminous spinel,
periclase, fused and tabular alumina, high-aluminous cement and
dispersive additions catalyzing and inhibiting the process. of the
concrete hardening. The firms "Alcoa World Chemicals" and "Elkem"
rendered a good assistance to Russian investigators and manufacturers.
Burner units, nozzles and nozzle-collectors, well bricks, basaltuyeres,

, impact zone units of intermediate and steel ladles, partitions and dams
used in the intermediate ladles of continuous casting plants for steel
blanks, etc. are produced at several enterprises and the quality of these
products is comparable with foreign analogs.

Concretes and repair mixes of this class are used in the lining of
steel and intermediate ladles, degasser branch pipes, various thermal
plants in power generation and petroleum chemical industry.

The second popular direction in the production technology of
cement-free concretes and items made from them is called "ceramic
concrete technology". A significant difference of this technology from
classic features a high-concentrated binding water suspension based on
aluminum silicates, alumina and siliceous materials, and also on spinel
periclase composition used as a matrix.
In this technology the plasticization principle of dilatable high-
concentrated binding systems of acid and acid-amorphous compositions
is used, which made it possible to control rheological characteristics of
the systems. The technology is implemented in the production of quartz
(drain-cast) refractories, high-alumina concretes and refractory items of
various purposes and also vibration-cast mixes for runner lining in
blast furnace production.

Production of gunning mi~es with basic composition used as a
working layer of intermediate-Iadl.e lining of CCM is also practiced at
some Russian refractory works.

Table 4 shows the properties of a number of concretes.
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Table 4. Physical and chemical properties of low-cement concretes

Properties Grade
CMH- CCMH- CMYH- CMli-97 CMH- CMH-
95 95 95 83 61

Mass ratio,
%
Ah03 96-98 95-98 95-98 95-98 84-86 63-65
Fe203 0,2-0,3 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 <0,6 1,3-1,5
CaO 1,2-1,8 1,2-2,0 0,5-0,9 - 1,2-1,8 1,2-1,8
Compression
strength,
N/mm2after
100oCx24hrs 40-50 30-40 25-35 25-35 70-80 40-50
800oCx5hrs 60-70 50-60 60-70 45-60 80-90 60-70
l600oCx5hrs 90-100 90-100 70-80 70-80 80-95 90-100
Additional
linear

. shrinkage,
°A.,atT
l5000C - - - - - 1,0
l6000C 0 0 0 0 0,5 -
Type of mix Low= Low= Ultra- Cement- Low- Low-

cement cement low- free cement cement
thixo- self- cement- thixo- thixo- thixo-
tropic casting thixo- tropic tropic tropic

tropic

..
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In Russia 95% of steel are cast (from the steel ladle) with the use of
domestic slide gates. The refractories for this unit including plates of
slide gates with periclase, periclase carbonic and corundum carbonic
compositions are made in Russia. It should be noted that the
manufacturing technology of carboniferous plates is being put into
production.

Corundum graphite monoblock stopper units, immersed nozzles
and pipes for protection of the metal jet made in Russia are inferior to
the corresponding foreign-made products in resistance and reliability.
However there are preconditions for increasing the reliability of these
refractories and the corresponding works are carried out at a number of
enterprises. This refers both to the materials inhibiting the process of
aluminous indusions on the channel surface of the metal duct in the
system Zr02 - CaO - Si02 - Ah03 - C, and to zirconia -based material
for increasing the resistance of the slag zones of the immersed nozzles.

Long-time traditions in scientific works of Russian scientists on
synthesis and application of alumina spinel have presently found a new
development. Production of a wide range of compositions of fused spinel,
manufacture of periclase spinel refractories, both roast and roast-free
for steel ladles lining, rotary furnaces of cement industry, dry mixes for
induction furnaces are rapidly developing.

The study of the crystallization process of fused spinel MgO -
Ah03 in ingot obtained by electric arc melting is continued to
determine the effect of raw materials quality, liquation processes,
composition of phases in various ingot zones. A technology of the
material manufacture is developed taking into account calcium, alkali
metals and silicon oxides located between spinel crystals as associates,
involving ions of aluminum and magnesium. The amount of the
mentioned impurities together with high-pure spinel and periclase
phases will mainly determine both thermal stability and resistance to
attack by corrosive media. Table 5 shows physical and chemical
properties of items made with the use of fused spinel.
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Table 5. Qualitative properties of spinel-containing refractories

Properties Refractory grades ,

IIllIO IIllIli* lIlliAn; IIllIlI:Q-
81

Mass ratio, 0.lc.
MgO 55-70 55-70 >85 >81
Ah03 30-40 30-40 4-8 7~14
Fe203 <0,5 <0,5 <1,0 -
Si02 <0,5 <0,5 <1,0 <2,0
Zr02 - - 1-3 .. -
CaO - - <1,5 <2,5
Open porosity, 0.lc. <18 - <17 <22
Compression
strength (at low to), >50 >80 >40 >22

2NImm
Thermal stability >7 -- >7 >8
(13000C-water)
Additional linear
shrinkage - - - 0,2

at 16000C, 0.lc. - - 0,7 -
at 1650oC, 0.lc.

*roast-free items
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During the last few years in Russia the manufacture of ramming

and cast mixes appeared for the runner lining in blast-furnace

production, including repair mixes applied with gunning machines.

These refractories must replace the widely used mixes where coal-tar

pitch containing high amount of carcinogenic benz-a-pyrene is used as a

binder.

We assume that there are certain advantages in Russia in the

technology development and use of self-casting high-temperature

synthesis (SHS) in manufacturing refractory linings of various units.

This technology is based on gas-free burning principles of the oxidant-

fuel systems. The SHS technology is implemented to produce silicate-of-

alumina linings. The technology is used for producing linings (items)

from cellular (heat insulating) concretes, mortars providing the welding

of items into one whole thing, oxide ceramic coatings, and solutions for

carrying out repair-restoration works. The materials applica~le within

1100-1700oC can be used for making linings in thermal units, such as

heating furnaces, reactors, roasting furnaces, gas ducts, boiler units, etc.

Russian refractory industry is obviously lagging behind in the

production of fused spinel-based high..quality periclase spinel

(chromium-containing spinel) refractories widely used in the lining of

vacuum degassers and in nonferrous metallurgy.

We are also mastering the production of refractory materials in

the system Si3N4 - SiC for lining the side walls of aluminum cells.
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Heat insillation" materials made in Russia basing on refractory

fibre, diatomite and calcium silicate also do not conform to the up-to-

date level. This primarily refers to fibrous materials and items made

from them. Russian mullite alumina fibre and the same fibre with

chromium oxide addition are made by steam bulging. It is characterized

by short fibre and a large amount of cold shots. In spite of a wide choice

of heat insulation refractories (items) of fireclay mullite and corundum

composition based on vermiculite, etc., there is a lack of heat insulation

materials with heat conduction not more than 0,12 W/mK within the

temperature interval up to 12000C and with small additional shrinkage

and high strain stability in the same interval.

We should also note"serious efforts undertaken in Russia to unify

the existing technical documentation with standards ISO, ASTM and

DIN. This work is carried out by a Stock-Holding Company "SPbIO"

("Saint Petersburg Institute of Refractories") within the framework of

solving the problem of tlItewhole country due to Russia's forthcoming

joining the WTC.

During the last 5 years the production of refractory materials in

Russia underwent serious structural changes, which makes it possible to

hope for enterprises to be a success in their competition for marketing

their products.



•
Anna Wajler

Department of Ceramics, Seals and Composites

Institute of Electronic Materials Technology

Warsaw, Poland

Until the nineties of XX century Polish ceramIC industry was the state property.

At present all the enterprieces are transformed into joint-stock companies of the Treasury or

privatized. Although, the Polish ceramic industry experienced many inhibitions connected

with the econony transformation it finally get out of the troubles and now it is fastly

developing.

In the nineties, we could observe the biggest progress in improving.and moderning

ceramic enterprices - especially producing tiles and sanitary ceramics. It was time when many

ceramic enterprieces took steps to change the funaces for the new ones chamber-type (e.g.

Groll, Riedhammer) and roller furnaces (e.g. WELKO, Riedhammer). On the other hand,

however, it was also the time when some more obsolete and not prep eared for competition

firms declined. Some of them, after closing and declaring bankruptcy were resold and

activated once again (e.g. porcelain factory in Wloclawek, Katowice and Walbrzych).

Nowadays, the most important and modem branch of classic ceramics industry is

production of tiles. Polish tiles producers have in theirs disposal: modem mass processing

devices, high load presses, complex and well equiped decoration glazing lines, modem roller-

type furnaces, automatic sorting, magnetic or laser controled internal transport The modernity

of tiles production is also connected with a ceramic technology. It means the possibility of

obtaining large format elements, developed decoration techniques arid extraordinary products'

quality parameters. At the same time also the other branches of ceramic industry are

developing. The structure of Polish ceramic industry production is shown in the table 1.

Tab. 1 Production of ceramics in Poland in 2000 I ,

Production Sale (in mln EUR)

Porcelain [tl 42200 10Q

Semi-vitreous China-ware [tl II 500 17

Sanitary ceramics [tl 35700000 35

Ceramic tiles [m2
] 40000000 190

Building ceramics [m3
] 4200000 200

1 Kycia H., Flis Cz., Dziatko K.: Polish Ceramic Industry before European Union
Enlargement; szklo i Ceramika No.l/2002 (in Polish)
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Ceramic industry in Poland has a long tradition. Some of the companies have been

world-famous for many years. On the other hand, every year more and.more new ceramic

enterprices are being established. But both the old, well-known and completely new

companies have the same problem - keeping up with the times. It would not be possible

without implementing new ceramics processing technologies. The teams of a number of

Polish scientific institutes and universities materials science departments are working out the

technologies. One of the most important and best known in field of electronic and

electrotechnical ceramics is Department of Ceramics, Seals and Composites of the Institute of

Electronic Materials Technology (ITME).

The Institute of Electronic Materials Technology is a research, development and

consulting institution. It was founded in 1979 by uniting research laboratories of the

Electronic Materials Research and Production Center in the form of the separate organization.

The Institute developes advanced technologies for the specific properties to suit the

requirements of modem-day.

The activity of the Institute of Electronic Materials Technology covers research,

development and small-scale production of advanced materials. ITME produces crystals of

semiconductors, and optical, piezoelectric and superconductive materials. It also

manufactures high-purity metals, active glass and optical fibers, new ceramic and composite

materials, and other materials that have unique properties and a wide range of applications.

The Institute consists of the following divisions: Laboratory of Characterization of

High Purity Materials, Department of Microstructural Analyses, Department of Ceramics,

Seals and Composites, Department of Silicon Technology, Department of Semiconductor

Compounds Technology, Laser Laboratory, Glass Laboratory, Silicon Epitaxy Laboratory,

Department of Thick Films Technology, Department of Oxide Single Crystals Technology,

Department of AIDBv Materials Applications and Department ofPiezoelectronics.

Department of Ceramics, Seals and Composites is one of the Polish research group

working in the area of ceramic materials and ceramics to metal seal technology. Department is

a 17 ~orkers group having among others 1 Professor, 3 Associate Professors and 3

researchers with Ph.D. The department's members have at theirs disposal' a wide range of

laboratory devices like furnaces (high-temperture furnaces FHD-4412 and Seco-Warwick,

tunnel-tape furnace EWP-7, tube furnace Carbolite STF 16/75/818p), hot-press machine

(ASTRO HP50-7010 Thermal Technology) and ZWICK 1446 testing machine combined with

the system enabling direct observation of crack grown from notch or from Vickers indent.

:==============:::::::=:11;= .....=;;;;::::===:::::::., ..



The activity of the department covers two principal fields. The first one is research and

development of new polycrystalline oxide and non oxide ceramic materials (Ah03, TZA, TZP,

Y203, and Si3N4) with very high strength and resistance to fracture, grinding and thermal

shock, and new methods of ceramics to metals bonding. Second field of the department

activity is development of ceramic processing technologies and small-scale production of

materials designed on customer request.

The results of research into ceramics processing technology development led in ITME

Ceramics, Seals and Composites Department are:

ceramic spraying nozzles with high precision of shape for agriculture application by

means of injection molding,

zirconia toughened alumina (TZA). for application where very high strength and

excellent abrasive resistance is required i.e. cutting tools and nozzles for spraying of

abrasives,

yttria stabilized ZIrcoma ceramICS (TZP) with excellent resistance to fracture and

grinding for ceramic tips of antistatic blade adjustment tools,

ceramic-metal feed-through for vacuum and high voltage application made of pure

alumina and FeNi42, FeNiCo, kovar, copper or aluminium,

alumina-copper direct bonded substrates (CDB substrates) for use as a base for all

power electronic applications like power semiconductor modules, high power circuits,

transistors, rectifier bridges, thyristors, automobile electronics,

laboratory ceramic elements made of alumina, ZIrcoma, yttria and silicon nitride

ceramics e.g. crucibles, rodes, tubes,

bioceramic elements used for bile duct and internal ear endescopes,

multilayered bases and packages fabricated by the thermoplastic laminating of ceramic

films,

alumina-zirconia and alumina-carbides ceramics for the applications needing thermal

shock resistance,

ceramic- metal microwave transistor packages.

Scientific interests of the department members concern ceramics-cerami.cs and

ceramic-metal microcomposites and nanocomposites, functional gradient materials and

superplastic materials. Special attention is being paid to explaining the relationships between

materials microstructures and the mechanical propreties as well as the investigation of the

strengthening mechanisms .
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..At present, there are being 'led in the department experiments on bonding- nonoxide

ceramics (AIN, SiC), nanopowders tape-casting, functional gradient materials and composite

materials for electical contacts producing. At the same time we continue works on

superplasticity in ceramics and numeric analises of residual stresses in ceramic-metal joints.
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DOUBLE PRESSING TECHNOLOGY

Benedetto Spinelli

Sacmi Imola s.c.a.r.i., Via Selice Provo, 17/a, 40026 Imola (Bologna), Italy

INTRODUCflON

Sacmi has presented the market with something completely new, a new stage in the

development ofthe ceramic industry, a new production process known as Twinpress.

Twinpress has a potentiality that makes current size and type concepts outmoded.

While, at present, the value <>fthesystem especially regätds aesthetic effects (giving

enormous creative flexibility), it also provides a wide range of sizes.
,

Two interdependent factors have converged to produce this result:

a) technological evolution of the product (with dry between-pressings decoration

using layered co loured powders). This involves:

• purely technological aspects

e associated plant engineering aspects.



b) technological evolution of tile size and the possibility of cutting "green" slabs; .

The unification of several innovative developments has produced a crucial leap forward .

known as double pressing technology or, more simply, Twinpress.

Let's now examine more carefully some of the basic reasons ofthe development of this

type oftechnology:

1. There has been a lack of important esthetical developments in the porcelain tiles for

some years; in particular, the single-loaded and double-loaded products did not give

sufficiently real re-productions of the natural stones, but only effects obtained from the

mechanical movement of devices. On the contrary, the Twin Press technology gives

the possibility of decorating the tile before definitely pressing it; therefore, a

completely new range of applications is now available.

2. At the very beginning, this type of process was born as application for porcelain tiles,

but we believe it is possible to spread out its application field to product for internal

wall tiles; therefore, using the same product~~n line, it could be possible to quickly

pass from one to another production typology, supplying the plant with a concrete

flexibility.

3. Besides, the Twin Press process gives the possibility, in case of glazed porcelain tiles

production, of strongly simplifying the wet glazing line, reducing it, in case, to two or

three accessory applications (such as flashing, etc.), which are not however necessary

for defining the finished product. Between the two presses, the decoration machines

mainly work with dry applications. As to the plant, it is thus possible to foresee a



lower environmental impact; this aspect cannot be neglected in the case of ceramic

industry, which is not strongly polluting.
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4. The present decoration techniques during pressing need special devices at the feeder

and consequently reduce the productivity and limit the effects that can be obtained.

With the Twin Press technology, it is possible to obtain much higher productivity

values than with the double loading process, because the application ofthe second

layer of glazes 0 semi-finished bodies is carried out as on the traditional glazing line,

that is by means of specific application machines.

5. The system divides the pressing phases into two machines of different sizes:

A "lighter" press, which prepares a resistant semi-finished productfor the

decoration (which is fed with coloured powder mixtures lied on the die

according to always different combinations and veins).

The second press acts on the completely decorated product and prepares the
piece for the following phases (drying and firing).

6. At last, but not least, important aspects such as production speed, size flexibility and

great typology versatility can be easily repro,duced in time by using the Twin Press

technology.



Let's now see, in general, what the Twin Press production line consists of

We can appreciate how it is possible to prepare the "support" to be decorated: different

working sections can be seen, equipped with mobile silos, which contain different coloured

powders that, mixed at the press with the MDR device, permit to prepare a single-loaded

demixed base as showed in the photo.

This slide shows how our basic Twin Press line is assembled: in particular, we can see, after

the first press, two spaces for silk-screen printing applications by means of rotary machines, a

device for the application of semi-fmished products (micronized powders, spray-dried

powders, flakes, etc.) on the whole tile, a roll up silk-screen printing machine with several

heads, a further rotary machine and a device for the application of grains and pelletized,

products on the whole tile. Finally, before the second press, there is a device for the

introduction and centering of the tiles in the cavity of the second press for the final pressing.

The natural evolution of a basic production line might include several different

solutions that reflect the specific needs of the customer. These solutions are illustrated below.

Basic plant engineering solutions

Basic principles generally involve the following lay-out:



" Tile feed side towards the decorating machine (TWPOOI-TWP002).

• The option of feeding tiles from multi-outlet dies using a single-file

feeder solution or a system where the tiles advance in rows as per the die outfeed

pattern (TWP003)

" Press positioning can be staggered to optimise use of space.

" The possibility of exchanging a system that feeds the slabs in rows (as

with multi-cavity die outlets) with a single-file feed system (TWP004)

As a function of the above several different plant systems have been developed to meet

different needs.



The production line features a fIrst "lightweight" press that pre-compacts the powders

to produce a tough semi-fInished item that can subsequently be decorated. This press can be

fed with coloured powder mixes that are arranged in the cavities to produce aesthetically

effective random combinations and streaks.

This fIgure shows the pre-comQacting phase.

The parameters for reference are the following ones:
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-Forming pressure: 50-80 kg/cm2
-Powder moisture: 4-6%
-Powder particle-size distribution: STD
-Compression ratio of the applied materials: 1.8-2 for std spray-dried powders, 2 to 2.4 for big
grains and 2.6 to 3.2 for micronized powders (the variation depends on the particle-size
distribution and the powder moisture)
-Compression ration of soft clay filling and pre-compacted powders: 1.6 to 1.8 Density of the
pre-compacted product: from 1.6 to 1.8 glcm3 .
-Expansion after pressing: 50-80% of the STD pressed product value.
-Breaking load value: < 2kg/cm2
-Type of mould: mirror die with pushers (face upwards) - isostatic die not needed

In details the machines for the glaze application and semi-fmished products. Let's

remind you all the pre-compacted tiles (i.e. those that have been compressed in the fITst

lightweight press) are decorated by passing them under dry application units stationed

between the pre-compaction press and the high-pressure press, thus providing a high degree

of synergy between surface decoration and the underlying body.



The rotary silk-screen printing unit can be equipped with rollers having a

different nature and diameter:

• Stainless steel circular screens 30x60 (diam. 400 mm)

• Stainless steel circular screens 60x120 (diam. 525 mm)

• Mesh apertures ofO.5 - 5 mm

Applied weight: from 100 to 1500 g/m2 (rustic), from 200 to 2500 g/m2 (polished),

variable depending on graphics.

Another device for silk-screen printing is the tapparella unit:

• laminated screen 260x120 mm

• laminate holes with mesh sizes from 5-6 to 0.18 mm depending on

graphics and applied material (glassy or spray-dried powders)

• Applied weight from 100 to 2500 g/m2
•

• ',.- • I •••



In the case of a "double-loaded" product, a device able to apply a big amount of

material previously demixed must be used on the who Ie surface (see figure).

The product range in this regard is vast, as is the corresponding range of effects. Such

products can also be used as composite systems and sub-divided into:

• Base compositions for porcelain tiles

• Mixed systems with compounds.

These families include the following (sub-divided into 3 different classes):

• Coloured and uncoloured spray dried body (class 1)

• Mixed body-glaze spray dried systems (class 2)

• Spray dried glaze (class 3)

• Micronized forms of the above three classes

• Flake forms of the above three classes

• Grain forms of the above three classes

• Glass forms ofthe above three classes

• Agglomerate forms ofthe above three classes

• Pellet forms of the above three classes.

These are the products currently available on the market. New ones are being studied,

and this will undoubtedly encourage research into new, ever-more innovative materials,

especially as regards the conferring of surface transparency and depth, particularly on

polished products.

The second pressing is therefore effected on an already-decorated tile and prepares a

product that is ready for subsequent stages ofthe production process (drying and firing).



You can see which are the reference parameters of the final formula:

-Specific pressure: -400-500 kglcm2 according to the produCt

-Type of mould: mirror die with pushers or SFS

-Productivity: in accordance with the size and the product (to 9-10 cycle/min).

Technologicalfactors of the pressed tile as afunction of product to be prepared

Very important vis-a-vis the final product: when it comes to selecting the fmal product

type the base composition plays an essential role and involves both aesthetic and cost factors.

The key base composition characteristics are:

• chemical analysis _



• degree of whiteness (L; a; b)

On the basis ofthe technical characteristics previously shown the best pre-compacting range,

as by the figure below:

The minimum pressure is defined when the support to be decorated shows minimum 2.5-3

Kg/cm2 breaking load value. From an experimental point of view this specific pressure is

around 50-70 bar.

The bulk density of 1.65-1.7 g/cm3 corresponds to such values.

Usually the top level ofpre-compacting is about 80-90 bar.

That comes from the figure below:



Starting from the top figure you can see the outline of the spray-dried grains; of course this is

no longer possible when the forming pressure is over 90-100 kg/cm2 (see both figures below).

Therefore the pre-compacted material is not similar to the pressed one: the fact that the grains

can "get closer" and keep their shape allows to dry apply glaze and grains and to achieve an

"intimate" matching without any lamination of the interface, which is well defmed and

regular.

3) Breaking load at low specificpressinfJpressures

The diagram illustrates different base composition types typical ofltalian output in

order to evaluate:

II handling performance (bending strength)

II capacity of green tiles to sustain manipulation/transformation without

their downstream "workability" (and/or dry colouring capacity) being

compromised.

Let~s se,ewhat we can produce by this kind of technology: ..



It is opportune to divide the range of products that can be realised into two great

families:

-polished products (such as marbles and travertines)

-rustic products (such as quartzite)

According to the type of product to be realised, different structure combinations can be

applied between the first and the second press, and in particular:

1. Products with grip structure on the first press and smooth punch for the final pressing

it deals with those products where the powders application is carried out with weights

superior to 2 kc/cm2 and it is thus necessary to avoid material waste in the sides.

Examples: Guatemala green, white Kashmir, Marmorinos, etc.

2. Products with relief structure and the second punch is smooth:

in this case, the quantity of applied powder is usually inferior to 2 kg/cm2 and the application

is carried out mostly by means of roll up silk-screen printing machines; usually, after firing,

the quantity to removed by polishing is about 5-6 tenths of mm.

Examples: Azul Bahia, Azul Macauba, Green Onyx, etc.

Products with structured punches for both first and second pressing:

This last case is relevant to the rustic products in general, where it is not necessary to apply

large quantities of glaze and the first press structure is always a joint with the silk-screen

printing applications in the line; everything is fzxed by the final structure, giving a very fine

mixing between the support and the applied glaze to the finished product, which cannot be

obtained with the traditional decoration techniques in the glazing line. The quantity of

applied glaze is very low: from 500 to 1000 g/m2.

Examples: Quartzite, slate, etc.



ICS-UNIDO SEMINAR
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

Seminar Title: 'Best available technologies and innovations for ceramics production'
Faenza, Italy, 30 September - 5 October 2002

A. Organization:

1. How did you obtain information about this seminar?

• From ICS-UNIDO = 3

• From colleagues = 1

• Internet page of ICS = 3

• Through the Director of the Filicate Society = 1

• From CEROM - The Romanian Ceramic Society = 2

• By the head of department (SI) = 1

2. The information process was
Excellent Very Good

4 6
Good
1

Fair
o

3. The announcement and pre-course material was 2 6 3 0
• Describe the content of the seminar:

• New infonnation on shaping and processing techniques in the field of traditional and
advanced ceramics.

• Very interesting and useful.
• Scientific and technological aspects regarding forming operations of ceramIC

powders.
• The aim was to present the current state of the art in the field of ceramics technology,

with the emphasis on free form manufacturing and rapid proto typing of ceramics.
• Excellent

4. Ifound thc scientific programme 3 8 o o

4.1. Applied lectures

4.2. Use of small working groups

4.3. Case studies

4.4. The time spent by lecturers in class and
after class on specific questions/examples

4

3

1

6

7

5

7

5

o

o
o
o

o

o
o
o

4.5. Students scientific knowledge was Balanced Unbalanced

11 0

B. Duration of programme:

1. Number of days
2. Length of working days

1

Just right

9
9

Too long

1
2

Too short
1
o



C. Training facilities & Hotel:
Excellent Very Good Good Fair

1. Lecture/training rooms 7 4 0 0
2. Breaks/refreshments 3 7 1 0
" Hotel accommodation 1 3 6 1J.
4. Meals at the hotel 1 4 5 1

• The hotel facilities were low, including people who hardly spoke any foreign language, so
the meals were always a 'small surprise'.

D. Organizer's response to participants needs

E. Overall programme organization

8

6

3

3

o

2

o
o

F. Would you recommend to others from your institution/cOlmtry to attend a similar activity in
the future?

Yes
11

Maybe
o

No
o

1. Which patt of the seminar did you find most useful?
• The part entitled 'Principles of ceramic manufacturing: powder processing in theory

and practice'.
• Talks on application, technology, visiting fair and discussions.
• Talks on powder rheology, visit to TECNARGILLA, also talk on rapid prototyping.
• Latest development in porcelain body manufacturing: the pressing of very large and

thin sheet with no die-set with the LAMINA technology.
• Rapid proto typing.
• Expert system solutions.
• Information on the recent achievements in research and development.
• Powders rheology and treatments - Latest development in porcelain body

manufacturing.
• To my opinion, the most useful were endless talks after lectures, during breaks and

discussions with participants of different backgrounds.
• All of them.

2. Which part of the seminar do you think should be expanded?
• The part regarding the theory of the behaviour of ceramic raw materials and ceramic

materials.
• Visit to the fair.
• Visits to relevant places.
• Computer simulation and visits to companies.
• Advanced ceramics area.
• Rapid prototyping.
• Case studies.
• Latest development in porcelain body manufacturing - Recent development in

ceramic raw materials.
• I think that the visit to Tecnargilla was a very good idea and that the future meetings

should be planned in a similar way.
• None.

2



3. Which part of the seminar do you think should be dropped?
• Some parts concerning the advertising of commercial products.
• Some aspects of modeling of liquid phase sintering.
• None.
• None.

4. Any other suggestions for future improvements to the programme?
• To be introduced a part regarding (e.g.) the principles of developing new ceramic

materials having certain specific final properties.
• Alternative platforms for discussions.
• More time for the participants presentations.
• More speakers.
• Industrial problems of new technologies and solutions for problems and examples.
• A closer check of the organizers abilities and hotel facilities, if the meeting IS

organized outside Trieste (maybe).
• To add some lectures of magnetic ceramics or nanotechnology, perhaps.

5. Do you think that the topics/tools you studied during the seminar could be used by industries
in your country? If so, how? If not, why not?

• Yes. In our company (a porcelain and stoneware factory) the isostatic pressing
technology is applied for the production of tableware and I found the topics
regarding the 'Principles of ceramic manufacturing' indeed very useful. I feel the
same about 'Powder rheology and treatments' and 'The study of the sintering
kinetics using a double beam optical dilatometer'.

• Yes, both in research and industry.
• Yes. Gaining information on such special matters will arise further interests and

lead to some research on these.
eYes, I believe that in the near future with healing of our economies these machines

and tecP.l1010gieswill find their place in our economy also the more that there are
companies which with their knowledge. Experience and potential are capable to cope
with challenge in cooperation with some EU, USA or other foreign countries
partners.

o Not all (mostly because of high cost), but none of them could be used.
• Yes.
• Yes - by innovators.
e By transferring new knowledge and information.
• Yes, I'll try to find new solutions to: - improve the powder rheology for dry spried

powders used in isostatic pressing in ARPO company - use vitro ceramic materials in
porcelain recipe.

• Yes, especially due to the fact that most of ceramics factories need to change the
production lines and equipment urgently and the new wave of foreign investments
regarding industry are expected.

• Yes, perhaps.

6. Can you suggest any programme and future activities that ICS could pursue in order to help
with the technological and scientific advancement of your country?

• By organization of training courses and specializations for our teclmologists and
scientists in Italian institutions.

• Solid free forming (SFF).
• Solid free forming (SFF).
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• Other seminars similar to this one whose contents could be focused on different
processes of ceramics materials (e.g. firing process).

• A scientific information center in the ceramic field.
• Workshops on recent R&D results and industrial applications of advanced structural

materials.
• I don't have the answer at the moment, and, if so in the future, I will inform contact

persons from the ICS.

7. Do you think you have benefited from participation in this seminar? If so, how? and your
institution?

• Yes - More knowledge especially in rapid prototyping.
• Yes, both because of learning about new technologies and getting to know about

other institutions activities.
o Yes, with new information for best available technologies and innovations in

ceramics production.
• Yes, as I've mentioned above, I've gained knowledge on matters such as rapid

prototyping and solid free forming techniques.
• Yes, by learning new technologies, meeting the people arranging further cooperation.
• Yes. The information that I received attending this seminar completes my

knowledge and could help me in my research work and in my technological
applications and in this way a benefit for my company will be obtained too (I am
chief of technology lab department).

• Yes, by being more informed and establishing new contacts.
• Yes - For my doctorat degree it was a training - For my factory like I already told in

5.
• Yes, I did gain new knowledge regarding innovations of ceramics and visit to

Tecnargilla was more than good. I have already informed my senior colleagues
about this visit and we will see what happens.

It Yes, I have. On this seminar I've got a lot of useful information which I'll try to
present then to my colleagues in the institute.

8. How do you intend to disseminate the infOlmation you have acquired during the seminar once
back in your own country?

• By lectures to the institutions.
• Seminar at the mother institute.
o At national ceramic society meetings, internal seminars at my organization, etc.
• By writing a report and sending information about the content of the seminar (copy

of lectures) to colleagues.
• I'm planning to give a talk about this workshop.
• By giving a lecture to the department and other relevant staff.
• I intend to give copies of the seminar material to the other ceranlic specialists from

my company as well as from other institutes.
• By delivering lectures for industrial partners and university students.
• I informed my teacher (Prof. I. Teoreanu - Materials Science Faculty). I spread the

materials to Mrs. M. Preda (Ceramic Professor in Materials Science Faculty,
Bucharest) and to other colleagues from my country.

• Mainly by a direct contact with colleagues in the related field.
e In the form of presentations.
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G. Evaluation of Lectures and Speakers
Excellent Very Good Good Fair

1. Course material 3 8 0 0

2. Resident lecturers presentations 6 5 0 0

" lntemationallecturers presentations 6 5 0 0-'.

4. Ability oflcctmers to answer specific 6 5 0 0
questions

Any comments:

• Beside the important information upon basic and applied science of ceramics, the seminar
also offered the participants the possibility to know more about science research and
production of ceramics in different countries. I would like to suggest to allocate more time
for personal reports of the participants.

• A suggestion for the next meeting - Biomaterials.

5



ANNEX6

ACHIEVEMENTS

The achievement of the seminar was the presentation of an overview on how concepts of the
theory and practice of powdered materials processing and forming could improve industrial
productivity, energy savings, enhance quality control and design aesthetic, to a number of
representatives coming from East European countries.

Participants were provided with information on dry-powders, cold-forming technologies from
the theoretical point of view (powders rheology) and with a practical outlook on the current
plants for the realisation of ceramic tiles and their in-the-press decoration. A number of these
methods were presented taking as examples case histories related to the recent past and the
present production trends aimed to the realisation of natural-stone-like ceramic tiles. The
preparation of ceramic powders and colours and their processing into valuable decorated tiles
was discussed by reviewing the materials cycle with special care of the protection of working
environment within the factory.

Ceramic powders forming technologies, at the advanced level of research and development,
have been presented as a specific topic the wider Free Form Manufacturing and Rapid
Prototyping processes.



ANNEX7

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations about management of powders, both as ceramic bodies
bases and colouring agents, were outlined in order to be developed into concerned actions by
the attendees in the respective countries. The recommendations were as follows.

1) Producers of raw-materials as powders should consider the need for avoiding wastes, for
incrementing materials re-use and recycling and for disposing, when necessary, in
environmentally compatible sites, the by-products, thus cutting the cost of the raw
materials.

2) Producers of colouring agents (pigments) should operate under an even more stringent
rule of caution because often pigments are made of heavy metal ions of relatively high
hazard.

3) Re-use and recycling should have priority over disposal.
4) Noxious waste from any production site should be treated separately.

In order to prevent problems becoming damages, the concerned factory-keeping rules should
provide ordinance with the aim of:
a) reducing the endangering to air, waters and soil,
b) reducing the noxious load in potentially recyclable materials.

The means to obtain such results can be envisaged in the separation of storage and selection
of powders and pigments, that is the obligation of separate disposal and the prohibition of
mixing of various categories of waste. The measures should have the following contents.

a) The obligation of separate disposal; that means noxious waste have to be collected, treated
and kept separately from other residues of tiles production.

b) The prohibition of mixing; that means noxious waste must not be mixed with other
residue materials.

c) Prohibition of disposal for noxious waste on sites or other areas provided for disposal of
harmless residues.

d) Obligation of documentation; that means producers are required to keep documentation of
type and quantity of managed waste and to keep records of them and their delivery.



ANNEX8

FOLLOW UP

The seminar has gathered a number of people coming mainly from the research and technical
areas of national agencies and production companies.

The immediate follow-up has been the availability of the lecture notes and documents
presented and discussed at the seminar, made available to the participants on-site. A further
action as a follow-up will be the extension of the lecture notes and documents into soft copies
to be made available any other interested person as a soft-copy resident in the ICS New
Materials website. A limited number of hard copies (CD and printed matter) are being
prepared autonomously for the ICS records and bibliography purposes.

Further follow-ups have been envisaged in the programming of inter-countries meetings,
promoted by the participants' agencies and institutions, with the advisory activity ofUNIDO-
ICS.


